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unplayable we shipped the thing back to designer
Larry Pinsky for a redo. He has been paring it down
to a more manageable size and will be resubmit·
ting it for development later in the year. We hope
to get the thing produced by late '81 or early '82.
Failing that. we have a backup design which is
more of a sister game to THIRD REICH which is
scheduled for publication in '83 regardless of the
eventual disposition of THE RISING SUN. Talking
about games three years down the road is limited
to conjecture at best, but I prefer to think of it as a
responsible production schedule. The hobby
doesn't need more Pacific games, it does need
more good ones.

So much for controversial opinions. Now for
the designer/developer reports:
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DIVIDING PRESSURE ZONES
A Weather Variant For THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN

DESIGN ANALYSIS
Developer's Notes on the new AIR FORCE

AIR POWER IN VITP
Variant Units and Rules

ROME WASN'T BURNT IN A DAY
Italian Play in THIRD REICH

THE PERCENTAGES OF DOOM
CRESCENDO OF DOOM Scenario Evaluations

THE ASYLUM
The Replay

THE NISCEMI-BISCARI HIGHWAY
A CROSS OF IRON Series Replay

AFRIKA KORPS THEORY
A Tournament Player's View of AFRIKA KORPS

Most of the mail we receive deals with ques
tions about upcoming games and when they will
be available. I've always felt that the major task of
THE GENERAL was to discuss games in print,
rather than those on the drawing board. Never
theless, this time around the Philosophy is being
devoted to appeasing in small part your curiosity
about what we are up to. Much of what follows
then is a collection of progress reports by the
various in-house AH designers and developers,
The list is not all inclusive as we have a number of
additional titles which are either still in negotia
tions, or are too sketchy at this point to ensure
their eventual production.

Perhaps we should start by addressing the
matter of THE RISING SUN-our erstwhile
monster Pacific game which we've been citing for
the past three years, After developer Frank Davis
threw in the towel on the system as being too
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FORCE allows you to re·create
representative historical air battles from any
period between the Battle of Britain of June 1940
through the massive air offensives over Germany:
anything from a small-scale fighter clash over the
Channel Coast to a night bombing raid over London
or Berlin; a close-support tactical dive-bombing
strike against front-line enemy troops or a daylight
mission against industrial targets in the Ruhr,
complete with Anti-Aircraft Artillery defenses. Each
of the major aircraft types in the Royal Air Force,
Luftwaffe and Army Air Force is represented, and
can be used in any combination. ME 110
Each individual aircraft in play has its own playing
piece in play on the game board, and a Data Card
like those above which specifies its own particular
handling characteristics-its maximum speed as
well as its best maneuver speed (varying with altitude), its

maneuverability, climbing and diving abilities, and its ability to
increase or decrease speed. Also shown are the damage
taking capacity and the firepower and range of each gun on the
aircraft.

Movement is accomplished by a
simple plotting-pad procedure, which ZT1<ZP
typically consists of a few letters and "~-,---,;,,

numbers for each aircraft showing its movement and altitude.
All aircraft plots of both players are revealed at the same
time-except for "disadvantaged" aircraft (those being
"tailed" by enemy aircraft). Such aircraft are moved first, so
that the "tailing" aircraft may change its plot to follow.

AIR FORCE is a tense game of skill in maneuvering, and
understanding the strengths and weaknesses of your aircraft
compared to your opponents, playable in its basic version in an
hour. Players may add any of the optional rules they like, and
increase the number of aircraft in play, as they seek further
challenges from the game; and virtually endless scenarios can
be easily created.

Aircraft Represented:
Junkers JU.87D-5 "Stuka" Dive Bomber
Junkers JU.88C-6c Night Fighter
Junkers JU.88A-1 Medium Bomber
Avro Lancaster B.1 Heavy Bomber
Heinkel He. 111 H-3 Medium Bomber
Boeing B-17G "Flying Fortress II" Heavy Bomber
Messerschmitt Me.262A-1 a "Schwalbe" Jet Fighter
Boeing B-17F "Flying Fortress" Heavy Bomber
Focke-Wulf FW.190A-8 "Wuerger" Fighter
Messerschmitt Bf.1 09E-3 "Emile" Fighter
Republic P-47D "Thunderbolt II" Fighter
Messerschmitt Bf.1 09F-3 Fighter
DeHaviliand Mosquito F.B. VI Series-2 Fighter Bomber
Consolidated B-24J "Liberator VI" Heavy Bomber
DeHaviliand Mosquito B.IV Series-2 Light Bomber

North American P-51 D "Mustang IV" Fighter
Supermarine Spitfire V.B. Fighter
North American P-51 B "Mustan'g III" Fighter
Hawker Hurricane II.C Fighter Bomber
Supermarine Spitfire L.F.IXE Fighter
Hawker Hurricane I Day Fighter
Republic P-47B Day Fighter
Hawker Tempest V Series-2 Fighter
Messerschmitt Bf.11 OC-1 Fighter Bomber
Supermarine Spitfire I.A Fighter
Messerschmitt Bf.11 OG-4 Night Fighter
Junkers JU.87B-2 "Stuka" Dive Bomber
Consolidated B-24D "Liberator" Heavy Bomber
Vickers Wellington III Medium Bomber
Messerschmitt Bf.1 09G-5 "Gustav" Fighter
... plus many variant models of the above!

The revised Avalon Hill version of AIR FORCE is now available for $15 direct from Avalon Hill,
4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore, MD 21214. Add 10010 for postage and handling if living in the United
States; 20010 for Mexico and Canada; 30010 if overseas. Maryland residents please add 5010 state sales tax.
Past owners of A IR FORCE are urged to read the Design Analysis article on page 28 of this issue for fur
ther information on the changes between this and the earlier edition. Those who have not seen the earlier
edition should read the article by Dr. Bieksza on page 25 for a more detailed description of play. For
those opting for retail purchase, the revised AH edition is easily recognized by a new cover and a box
wrap similar in appearance to this advertisement.
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AFRIKA
KORPS

THEORY
by 2nd Lt. Jonathan Lockwood

It is all too easy to lose sight of the older games
with all the allention given to new releases.
Although THE GENERAL is less guilty ofthis than
most other hobby periodicals we too have suc
cumbed in no small measure to the glorification of
what's new atthe expense ofthat which is seemingly
familiar. One has only to look at the feature articles
ofthe past year to see an alarming concentration of,
ifnot exactly review articles ofnew releases, at least
a combination of review-analysis slants in our
major fearures. In our attempts to analyze the new
games we also tend to review their features for the
uninitiated. As a consequence the older titles are
relegated more and more to the back of the issue, if
discussed at all. Therefore, perhaps it is time we
called a temporary halt to the worship ofnew titles,
and turned back the pages of time for an in depth
study of an old favorite. Such a look should not
only prove nostalgic to the old timers among us, but
highly informative to {he newly initiated who
haven't had the benefit of 16 years of piecemeal
"classics" analysis. Given this premise, AFRIKA
KORPS makes as good a subject as any. Of all the
classics only STALINGRAD has received more ink
in the hobby press, and it has been forced into semi
retirement by the emergence of THE RUSSIAN
CAMPAIGN. AFRIKA KORPS, however, re
mains aIront line seller with well over 100,000
copies sold and is indeed the most often played
game of the North African campaign to this very
day. For his part, Jon Lockwood is well qualified to
present this analysis. He has competed in all of the
national championships held to date (the AH 500
regularly held at ORIGINS) and regularly is among
the 8 or 16 finalists, having made it into the final
four this year.

As to the game itself, no other wargame in my
experience has carried its age so well. It is filling
then that in view of its fast approaching 17th birth
day, we honor it with {his feature and a brand new
rulebook (announced elsewhere in this issue) to
finally cover the ambiguities which have cropped
up over the course of 17 years of intense competi
tion. May the next 17 years be as enjoyable as the
last 17 were.

My original purpose in writing THE
PALEVEDA GAMBIT in Vol. 12, NO.5 of THE
GENI;RAL was primarily to inject new life into an
otherwise sterotyped wargame; i.e., AFRIKA
KORPS. In my observations of literally dozens of
tournament AK games, I had noticed that play pat
terns among the competent players were strictly
"by the book." They HAD to be at that time, for
any significant deviation from the norm usually
turned out as not being very competent.

After I had introduced the Paleveda Gambit,
however. I noticed that in following tournaments
the Gambit was coming into more and more fre
quent use, despite criticisms that it supposedly
threw away two 2-2-6's to no good purpose. While
the Gambit mayor may not have proven to be
revolutionary in concept, it has certainly produced
more than a minor rumbling. With this article I
hope to bring out more of what AFRIKA KORPS
resembles to me in terms of its chess like qualities,
and to reexamine the various aspects of the game
from this perspective.

THE THREE FACTORS OF
SPACE, FORCE, AND TIME

This line of thinking draws directly from Dr.
Siegbert Tarrasch and his chess theories, but I'm
certain that he would forgive my taking a small
liberty with his ideas here.

In ANY wargame, but most apparently in
AFRIKA KORPS, three factors which are of
primary influence are space, force, and time. In AK
space can be defined as the area of the board which
you control and in which you have freedom of
movement. At the beginning of the game, the
British player has nearly unlimited freedom of
movement with the initial forces he possesses. The
German player, although starting from the Agheila
bottleneck, has by virtue of his highly mobile 21st
Panzer Division the potential to control a great deal
of space after his first move. In addition to this he
threatens to control an area equally as large on his
second move. It is this threat which forces a British
response, for as the German freedom of movement
becomes greater, that of the British player is cor
respondingly lessened. One of the facets of the
struggle then, is the continuing effort on the part of
the German player to restrict British freedom of
movement and expand his own, while the British
player attempts to maintain enough freedom of his
own to respond quickly to any German initiative
and restrict German movements wherever possible.

The second factor to be considered is force. In
most wargames force is simply the number of com
bat factors available at any given moment to
employ in an attack. This, however, is too general a
definition. Force in AK is affected by certain rather
unique sub factors, one of which is the highly



disparate distribution of combat factors among the
pieces on both sides. For instance, it is fairly ob
vious to the casual student of the game that an X
number of pieces comprised of 7-7-10's, 3-3-10's,
and 2-2-12's constitutes a more powerful force than
an equal number of 1-1-6's. This is a lasting disad
vantage for the British, mitigated somewhat by the
availability of substitute counters in August '42,
and the occasional doubled defensive positions
which he can occupy. It would seem that force is
weighted largely on the side of the German army.
To an extent this is correct.

However, as most AK enthusiasts are generally
aware, the use of this superior German force is com
pletely dependent upon the availability of supplies,
which in turn is dependent upon LUCK (the
"fourth factor", as I sarcastically refer to it). This
is where AK abruptly departs from chess (where the
only luck involved is in how incompetent an oppo
nent you are fortunate enough to draw). Never
theless, the supply rule does tend to even the score
for the British, as he receives supplies every turn
and is not forced to attack nearly so often as is the
German. The general conclusion which can be
drawn from all this 'is that force in AK favors the
German in direct proportion to the frequency with
which he receives supplies. A force of two panzer
divisions without supplies for attack have about as
much value as a pinned queen in chess.

The third important factor to be considered here
is time. Unlike chess, AK has a fixed time limit
within which either the German or the British player
must accomplish his objectives. However, as the
British player need only deny the German his objec
tives in order to win, and since the British gain much
additional force as the game progresses, we can
conclude from this that time is generally weighted in
favor of the British in AK. The only advantage
which the Germans possess in this area is that of
having the first move (or the advantage of one
tempo, in chess terminology). This initial advan
tage must be retained for as long as possible, for
with it the German player can force a British
response to his moves, at the very least limiting the
British freedom of movement, and possibly create
opportunities by which the German can gain an
eventual positional or material advantage. We shall
now examine fairly typical situations in which these
three factors interact.

Figure I portrays a fairly common situation. It
is the German's June '41 turn. He has three supplies
on board, no casualties, and will execute an attack
which he feels is best calculated to drive the British

Figure 1: The envelopment of Tobruch."...

into Tobruch. The British have secured the Salum
pass and are prepared to reinforce both Tobruch
and Alexandria with June reinforcements.

How is this explained in terms of our three
factors? In terms of space, lhe German is on the
verge of converting Tobruch into an end-game posi
tion by virtue of restricting British space to one
square. With regard to Alexandria, the British still
command a respectable amount of space in which
to operate, so in this part of the game it is still a
tossup. In terms of force, the Germans have an
overall superiority on the entire board, but only a
kind of rough parity at Tobruch where the British
can easily reinforce. The Germans are significantly
superior at this point to the Alexandria force facing
it, but this superiority will rapidly diminish with ad
ditional British reinforcements and a less favorable
supply table combining to hamper his tactical
superiority. Taking the analysis in this light, it is not
difficult to comprehend why an immediate drive on
Alexandria is imperative for the German player.

Figure 2: End Game Confrontation.

In figure 2 we have an end-game position at
Alexandria on the German August 1, 1942 turn.
The Germans have captured Tobruch with no
casualties (on a desperation I-I, of course), and are
poised with virtually their entire force and their
most favorable supply situation to begin the climac
tic battle. How do the thre"e factors interact here?
The German here controls most of the board, but in
this situation that does not matter. The British
player presently controls the space which matters
most; that which protects his home base from cap
ture and nullifies the superior German mobility.
Space actually favors the British player by virtue of
his defensive position having rendered it unimpor-
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tant. Force and lime are the primary factors to be
considered here. The German has virtually his en
tire force to employ against the bottleneck, plus an
equal replacement capability and a nearly equal
supply situation. The British player has an excellent
defensive position, constant supplies for counterat
tacks, a largely intact army, and an equal replace
ment capability as counters to the German advan
tages. More importantly, this turn the British will
receive substantial August reinforcements and his
substitute counters, giving him a rough parity in the
ability to concentrate forces vis-a-vis the German.
Time is overwhelmingly in the British favor, and
should win the game for him.

These are but a couple of ways in which space,
force, and time interact in AK. Other positions, as
well as opening moves, will be examined in this
manner in our later discussions of the various open
ings, middle-game tactics, and end-game positions.

ATTRITION Vs. POSITION PLAY

[hose of you who have played a goodly number
of different German opponents in AK may well
recognize your favorite (or not so favorite) oppo
nent in this discussion; most wargamers are varying
mixtures of these two types of players. Some of you
may be wondering why I am only discussing the
German side here; surely there are two types of
British play! WRONG! The British player is, by
necessity, first and foremost a POSITION player.
He cannot, and SHOULD NOT, playa constant
game of head-to-head slugging with the German ex
cept where it is advantageous (Tobruch) or
necessary (Alexandria). This, of course, is largely
dependent upon what type of player the German
opponent is; which is the reason we are focusing our
analysis there.

ATTRITION PLA YER: This is the more com
mon of the two types of players, and is usually
found among novices. As the German, he is more
apt to take a tough position by direct combat rather
than by maneuver. This naturally results in his
using supplies rather lavishly. His great dream is to
take Tobruch by siege with no losses. As he is not
afraid to risk exchanges in 3-1 battles or A Elims in
soakoffs, the British player can expect heavy
casualties for both sides if he stands and fights.
Such a player is also highly dependent upon
"lucky" supplies die rolls as well as avoiding poten
tially costly exchanges and A Elims. He is more like
Iy, though of course not certain, to follow a strategy
of "Tobruch first."

How should a British player deal with such an
opponent? The basic idea for the British player to
keep in mind is to NEVER stand and fight on open,
undoubled terrain except at Alexandria. If you DO
stand your ground against this type of player, you
are trusting to luck as much as he is, for you have no
way of knowing how lucky or unlucky he is going to
be on a given turn or series of turns. Little sacrifices
of one or two 1-1-6's at a time and units sent behind
his lines are units well spent against this type of
player.

POSITION PLA YER: I suppose some would
contend that this fellow should be called a
maneuver player, as maneuver is this fellow's
primary stock in trade. It is my contention that a
positional German player maneuvers so as to gain a
superior positional advantage over the British,
while others will say that the German maneuvers his
units into certain positions so as to be able to execute
a more favorable maneuver. The difference is more
one of semantics than anything else, so take your
pick.

A positional player believes in moves which
force the British out of positions without a battle.
He conserves supplies and avoids an early siege of
Tobn.ich like the plague. He constantly looks for
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The opening shown in figure 5 is the one most
commonly employed among competent tourna
ment players. Its author, who earlier advanced his
ideas on AKtheory in the Afrika Korps Thesis (Vol.
8, No.3) deserves due credit for an opening which
has become every bit as much the "Old Reliable" to
AK players as the Ruy Lopez is to chess. Let us look
at its salient features.

3) Savena is horribly out of place in the
southern desert where the speedy 21/3 should be. It
will certainly not, as the authors believed,
discourage a good British player from sending a
1-1-6 on a raid.

The remainder of this opening I have decided
not to give, as a competent British opponent would
not respond in the way AH assumed at that time.
We must still remember in all fairness however, that
this was a first effort; after 13 years of successive
analysis, hindsight tends to be 20120.

There were many other articles dealing with
German openings, but with few exceptions, they
assumed either extreme cowardice or outright
stupidity on the part of the British. The two open
ings which follow are exceptions to that early trend.

STRENGTHS:
I) The Recce unit seizes the strategic N19

escarpment, insuring further German freedom of
maneuver and reducing that of the British cor
respondingly.

2) It deals with Bengasi in the most economical
manner.

3) It poses a potential threat to Alexandria.

The opening illustrated in figure4 was originally
published in Vol. 7, NO.4 by William Searight. This
is the only German alternative to the soon-to-be
discussed Hazlett Opening. This used to be my
favorite German opening until a certain Carl
Paleveda showed me the error of my ways. The first
two turns of this opening are as follows:

D.A.K. 1st: Bologna W3, Savena, Brescia 13, Trenta,
Pavia P13, 21/5,104, No. I supplyT22, 21/3 U24, Rommel
P13.

D.A.K. 2nd: Bologna W3, Savena 13, Brescia F3, Trenta
115, Pavia N17,21/5, 104, No.1 supply S29, 21/3 P29, No.
2 supply N15.

What has the author of this attack in mind?
What he is attempting to do, without really realiz
ing it as such, is to utilize the potential of the 21st
Panzer's ability to threaten a lot of British space to
its maximum extent; put simply, he is trying to grab
as much of the board space from the British as he
possibly can on his first and second moves,
precipitating an early retreat into Tobruch. Against
the British defense as practiced at that time, it
wOlks admirably. Here are its main features:

STRENGTHS:
I) Utilizes speed of 21 st Panzer very well.
2) Potential strong threat to Alexandria. (21/3

can capture it with Rommel's help on May 11.)
3) Forces early retreat into Alexandria if stand

ard defense used.
WEAKNESSES:

I) Rommel is needlessly tied down trying to
boost the movement of units which would be better
off on the coast road.

2) The Afrika Korps has split itself into two
widely separated battle groups, each incapable of
immediately being able to support the other. This
flaw is the more serious one, inviting a refuting
countermove by the British. The British player has
two choices. He may move 2/3 to G4(!) as done by
Tom Hazlett in a Vol. 12, NO.4 series replay. A
move with potentially nastier long range implica
tions is to execute the Paleveda Gambit (see Volume
12, No.5). Overall, this is the only German attack
opening I have seen that seems so potentially
threatening, and yet lends itself to such a decisive
refutation. The next opening we will discuss is not
so vulnerable.

What point is this discussion leading up to? It is
that, as an expert (presumably) German player
opposing a British player of roughly equal ability,
one must know when the proper time is to switch
from a positional style to one of attrition, and vice
versa. The most obvious example is at the EI Ala
mein position. Here there is no room for maneuver;
you have to slug it out with the British in order to
take the position. The same rule holds for Tobruch.
If one were to make a general statement characteriz
ing the two types of players, it would be this; an at
tritional player counts factors, whereas a positional
player counts squares.

THE VARIOUS OPENINGS

In this section we will be looking at eleven dif
ferent opening moves. Six of them are German, and
five are British. The general purpose of this section
will be to examine the various offensive and defen
sive setups for the strategical thought behind each.
Some of these openings are intended as answers to
other openings, as we shall discover.

STRENGTHS:
I) A central thrust forcing a British defensive

move to guard the passes.
2) It isolates Bengasi on the first move.

WEAKNESSES:
I) NI9 is not seized on first move, permitting

the British to occupy it on their turn. This in turn
hampers German freedom of maneuver.

2) 21/3 is badly misplaced isolating Bengasi
rather than aiding the rest of the 21 st Pz.

GERMAN ATTACK OPENINGS

Figure 3 shows a "golden oldie" if ever there
was one! Originally printed in Volume I, No.5, this
was the first recorded attempt at defining a precise
strategy for AFRIKA KORPS. Although only the
first move is illustrated, the original article con
tinued through the next three moves (the last of
which, incidentally, was refuted rather decisively by
a certain James F. Dunnigan-a small world, in
deed). As with most first attempts, it suffered from
a lack of knowledge of the nuances of the game, but
it was a creditable effort. Here are its salient
features:

figure 3: The first printed German opening. Note the lack of progress by the Italians along the coast road which indicates the German hasn't
discovered the advantages of leaving the coast road temporarily to skirt Agedabia and thus save two MFs.
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that one opportunity to make a game-winning
envelopment of the British (or German) army via
automatic victory.

Now how does one play THIS type of player?
As I have previously-stated, there is only ONE real
type of British player; that being a positional one.
So while my answer may seem insulting to the more
expert players, it is nevertheless true; you play him
the same way you play the attrition player. The only
minor exception is that you do not sacrifice so many
1-1-6's as you would against the attrition player, in
stead preserving as large a force as possible for the
inevitable battle at Alexandria. Some positional
players don't have the stomach for an attritional
slugging match, and may head back to Tobruch in
desperation. Players like the ones I mentioned
WILL have the stomach however, so it is wise to
preserve as much force as possible for the decisive
battle. Alexandria is the toughest place on the
board to capture if the German supplies are not
fairly regular, so you all know what THAT means.
That's right. Set up your best possible line and pray
for the intervention of the infamous fourth factor.
This does not sound like a good thing to say in an ar
ticle on theory, but all players must inevitably face
up to the unpleasant reality that, all other factors
being equal, whichever side is getting more than its
average share of "lucky breaks" is the side which
will have the winning edge. Your biggest consola
tion is that this edge is rarely more than a moderate
one, so that superior play on your part will largely
serve to cancel this edge.

It has probably become obvious to you by now
however, that it is a rare player who is purely attri
tional or positional in his style of play. The attri
tional player requires more than average luck in
order to succeed; the positional player requires an
incompetent opponent in order to be able to playa
consistently positional game. In tournament play it
is unlikely that you will get much of either on a
regular basis. I once read an article in which the
author made a statement to the effect that an expert
AK player (presumably German) could literally
throw the die away as he maneuvered his opponent
into a trap. Against mediocre players, that has a
measure of truth, but an expert British player is
quite capable of making that expert German player
go scrambling frantically looking for that die he so
casually "threw away" because against HIM he will
definitely need it!
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make him use; the improper dispositioning of
forces your opponent makes in response to your
move; any or all of these little advantages can later
prove to be the one that saved your neck. With a
leadup such as this, the more experienced among
you probably already KNOW what opening is next
to be discussed. As a final note for this opening
however, here is a summary of the Standard
Defense's strengths and weaknesses:

STRENGTHS:
1) Preserves British freedom of movement and

board control for first few critical turns.
2) Virtual certainty of holding Tobruch until

June reinforcements.
WEAKNESSES:

Tactically, there are none. The strategic weak
ness here, however, is that the British are forced
into early passivity and experience increasing dif
ficulty in breaking out of this pattern prior to
November.

Figure 4: This extreme southern penetration threatens both sides of the central escarpments, but is cut off from the Italians and invites
aggressive Brirish countermoves.

UNUSUAL OPENINGS AND
COUNTER-OPENINGS
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Figure 6: The standard British defense to the Hazlett opening. Note
that the 1-1-65 do not arrive until the following turn if and. when the
21st 'Panzer moves onto the central escarpment.
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Most of the articles dealt primarily with German
strategies, and British defenses were set up primari
ly for illustrative purposes. Mr. Hazlett seems to
have synthesized these former British setups fairly
concisely in his own AK THESIS, so with maybe
one or two exceptions the setup is as given in that ar
ticle.

As seen in Figure 6, this defense takes up a
blocking position in the western passes, temporarily
thwarting the German's efforts to cramp his
freedom of space. A flanking attempt by the 21st pz
through the central escarpments is similarly
thwarted on the following turn by the 1-1-6s. With
the arrival of the 15th pz however, the German now
has a decisive superiority in terms of force and can
overrun with devastating effect if no retreat is
made. This is the one great failing in this defense
which is particularly galling to me. It condemns the
British game to a passivity which is difficult to over
come in the middle game unless the German has bad
supply luck or makes a compensatory bad move to
give the British an opportunity. It is certainly not an
inferior defense by any means; the British have
roughly an even game vis a vis the Hazlett Opening
with the arrival of June reinforcements. Herein
however, lies the rub; an EVEN game is NOT
necessarily a WINNING game. The purpose of an
opening move in wargaming, as in chess, is not
simply to "hang in there" and hope for good for
tune to befall you. It is for the purpose of gaining
that potentially game-winning initial advantage
which can possibly be developed as the game pro
gresses into the DECISIVE advantage. That extra
turn or two of time you gain; that extra supply you

4) It positions the Italians so as to reach the bat
tle via the coast road in the most efficient manner,
assuming no resistance.
WEAKNESSES:

Against the AH Standard Defense (to be
discussed next), there are no demonstrable
weaknesses. At the worst the German has an even
game with the British by June 1. Against the yet-to
be discussed Paleveda Gambit and to a lesser ex
tent the Garbutt Gambit, one might as well take this
particular opening with its normal continuations
and stick it in file 13. For continuations sake, its
next moves are:
Aprill!: 21/5. 104 P22 or T26, 21/3 U29, Italians advance
as far as possible along road with exception of Savena and
Bologna besieging Bengasi.
May I: 21 /3 advances toward Alexandria, remainder of 21st
to R29. Italians and 15th Panzer move to seal off central
desert.

May II and June I are spent cleaning up any
delaying 1-1-6's and driving the British into
Tobruch. I stated at the beginning of this opening
that it was the "Old Reliable" among tournament
players. This is because it is inherently very flexible.
So much so that, as we shall see later, an answer to
the "unusual openings" can be developed without
changing its first move. That will be dealt with later.
Now we shall turn our attention to some British
defensive openings.

STANDARD DEFENSES
The British version of the "Old Reliable" open

ing was not developed by anyone individual, as it
seems to have "evolved" from a series of articles.

Figure 5: The Hazlett opening concentrates on securing rhe valuable 019 pass while still threatening a "Reece Down & Out" move on Alexan
dria and maintaining contact with the Italians. Note the additional MF gained by the Italians in leaving the coast road in anticipation of picking
it up again next turn at H5.

Even though the Paleveda Gambit shown in
figure 7 was authored by Carl Paleveda and myself,
I daresay that this is probably the most radical of
the unusual openings, violating certain tenets of
opening British defensive playas stated by Mr.
Hazlett and Mr. DeWitt, the two major writers on
the subject to date. These alleged violations of
opening theory are dealt with below.

In all British defensive strategies to date, the em
phasis has remained on the occupation of the
western passes around Mechili and Tmimi. The ob
vious reason is to block a German thrust toward
Tobruch, at least temporarily. The positional
weakness of this move is that it permits the Ger
mans and Italians to unite their forces relatively ear
ly; something which a good positional British
player would like to be able to delay for a time. The
concentration of the German player is squarely
focused on Tobruch when the standard defense is
used, which is also undesirable for the British.

VIOLATION #1: THE GAMBIT ABANDONS
THE WESTERN PASSES.
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What the Paleveda Gambit boils down to in terms
of a chesslike opening is an early complication of
the tactical situation. It trades force in a hoped-for
favorable exchange for space and time. This brings
us to the second violation:

Fiaure 7: The Paleveda Gambit risks force and supply in an attempt
to change the focus of the German attack and force the 21 5t Panzer
back to the coast road.

VIOLA TION #2: THE GAMBIT SACRIFICES
TWO STRONG PIECES WHICH COULD BE
BETTER EMPLOYED IN DEFENSE OF
TOBRUCH OR AS PART OF A BRITISH
DEFENSIVE LINE.

This criticism was voiced by Mr. Hazlett in a let
ter to the editor (Vol. 13, No. I) in which he gave
his analysis of the Paleveda Gambit and his sug
gested counter-opening. He further goes on to say
that AFRIKA KORPS is, in the final analysis, a
game of attrition, and that the British cannot afford
such a high price for EVERY TURN (emphasis
mine).

It is rare for me to have to publicly contradict
one of the more respected competitors and writers,
particularly in this field. But while I have great
respect for Tom's ability. I must contend that he
has totally missed the mark in his analysis. Aside
from the rather obvious fact that the British;ue NOT
going to be sacrificing a relatively high number of
factors every turn (they only do it once), as Mr.
Hazlett seems to be contending, I most heartily
disagree with his statement that AK is a game of at
trition in the final analysis. NO wargames are either
basically attrition or maneuver. Rather, they are the
skillful and properly timed combinations of both.
If a game happens to be resolved by an attritional
battle, it does not follow at ALL that the game itself
is basically attritional. Conversely, if an AKgame is
won on a brilliant enveloping maneuver, it does not
follow (as claimed in The Afrika Korps Thesis) that
AK is basically a game of maneuver. It is the relative
skill level of the opposing players which determines
the nature of any individual AFRIKA KORPS
game, or of ANY wargame. As I stated earlier in
this section, the purpose of an opening move in a
wargame is to attempt to gain that important initial
advantage which can prove to be the game-winner.
By forcing an early tactical complication in the
situation, this is the basic aim of the gambit. It is not
solely designed as a mini-game maneuver to keep
the British on the outer Tobruch escarpments until
the arrival of June reinforcements, although this
generally tends to occur as a natural and desirable
consequence of its employment. In essence, the
equation that one is attempting to solve in
evaluating the Paleveda Gambit is that of force ver
sus time and space; how does one place a value on
these factors in the early stages of a game?

VIOLA TION #3: IN ORDER FOR THE GAMBIT
TO CREATE MAXIMUM DELA Y, IT
DELIBERATELY SACRIFICES A SUPPLY,
THEREBY GIVING THE GERMANS AN EX
TRA SUPPLY.

Many players seem to feel that a captured sup
ply is quite an advantage, somehow magically in
creasing the German supply capacity. This is a
fallacy which bears correcting. In the first place, is a
CAPTURED supply worth as much as a regular
supply? The answer is no for this reason: A regular
supply can always be replaced by means of the sup
ply table, whereas a captured supply which is

expended CANNOT be replaced other than by cap
turing another supply. The only tangible thing that
a captured supply gives its owner is one turn of
attack, which is certainly nice to have, but not
necessarily decisive. Moreover, in gaining the
supply, the Paleveda Gambit forces the German to
spend one turn and one REGULAR supply. Again,
whether this exchange gives an advantage ofsorts to
the British remains for time and many games to tell.
Here is a summary of the Paleveda Gambit's
strengths and weaknesses:

STRENGTHS:
I) It severely hampers Italian movement, vir

tually forcing the German to concentrate on the
block rather than on Tobruch.

2) It causes the German to waste both time and
force in order to eliminate it.

3) It completely thwarts a southern thrust and
also eliminates any immediate threat to Alexandria.

WEAKNESSES:
I) It give up two 2-2-6s, temporarily weakening

the British position in terms of force, as well as giv
ing up a supply if not destroyed.

2) It grants the German at least a foothold in
the western passes, admittedly a valuable defensive
position.

Further illustrations of this gambit are found in
Vol. 12, No.5.

I have a varation of the Paleveda Gambit which
I call the 2/3 variation which is purely in the ex
perimental stage at this time, as I have not yet been
able to test it in face to face play. All moves are the
same as in the regular gambit, with the notable excep
tion that thepositions of 2/3 and 9A120 are revers
ed; this variation obviously makes the blocking
force that much more difficult to eliminate. It just
as obviously weakens the British force level at
Tobruch to a dangerous level, creating more
favorable conditions for siege. This opening's value
lies in its shock effect in face to face play. In this it
reminds me somewhat of the Kolibri or "Spike"
Opening in chess. It seems to say to your opponent,
"See in what contempt I hold you. I can play the
most seemingly ridiculous opening that I wish, and
you are powerless to exact a penalty." Until I am
able to further explore the continuations of this
variation as to its actual playability, it must remain
in the realm of the psychological "gaffe" opening.
Further continuations of this variation are left as an
exercise for the reader.

The Garbutt Gambit shown in figure 8 is harder
to overcome than it first appears, offering a lone
2-2-6 on CI I as bait. It is quite a lovely trap. If the
German smashes it immediately on a high-odds sur
rounded attack, he expends a supply, needlessly
diverts his force from its potential flanking
maneuver, and leaves NI9 open for reoccupation
by the British, severely cramping German
maneuver space. The alternative of isolating the
unit results in the same cramped position for the
German, his only added compensation is the extra
supply he saves by not attacking. The lovely part
about this gambit is that the 21st pz is the only force
which is able to take immediate and decisive action
against the "poisoned" 2-2-6 on CI I. What is still
more attractive about this defense is that if the 21 st
continues with its normal flanking maneuver to the
south, (which is, by the way, the proper response)
then the proffered 2-2-6 can safely be withdrawn
behind the western escarpment line on May I, hav
ing accomplished its purpose of cramping Italian
mobility and freedom of space without sacrificing
one iota of force! It is for this reason a very solid
defense and therefore highly playable. I strongly
recommend it as an alternative to the more conser
vative British players who would LIKE to inhibit
the German's operating space, but who under
standably balk at the deliberate sacrifice of force in
herent inthe Paleveda Gambit (remember that I said
UNDERSTANDABLY, not JUSTIFIABLY).

As an answer to this defense, we will be
operating under the assumption that the German is
using the Hazlett Opening. Although this defense
presents a severe potential threat to the German's
operating space, he should take note of the fact that
the single 2-2-6 on C II cannot force the issue by
itself. It is therefore quite feasible to decline the
gambit and proceed with a continuation along
similar lines of the Hazlett vs. Standard Opening.
Such a line might appear as follows:

APRIL Jf: Pavia C9, Brescia H9, Ariete H12, Savena H3,
Bologna 13, Trenta W3, Rommel F7, 21/3 U29, 21/5 P22,
21/104 T26, Supply units with Rommel.
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Figure 8: The Garbull Gambit 31lCmpiS to trade a 2·2-6 for a supply
unil and a change in focus of Ihe German sirategic plan.

Full use is made here of Rommel's bonus, as the
Italians can now threaten to cut off the 2-2-6 on
May I. (The British response to this is to pull back
the 2-2-6 and substitute a more expendable 1-1-6 in
its place. The flanking maneuver executed by the
21st pz forces the same response by the British as in
the Standard Defense, so in this respect at least the
Garbutt Gambit is successfully declined. In order
not to expend a supply killing one 1-1-6 however,
the German is still forced to accept a somewhat
cramped opening as far as the Italians are con
cerned. Here is a summary of the strengths and
weaknesses of the Garbutt Gambit:

STRENGTHS:
I) Performs same blocking action against a

direct thrust at Tobruch as does the Standard.
2) The 2-2-6 on CII which is offered as bait ef

fectively cramps Italian maneuver, but cannot be
taken or isolated without inviting a British counter
move that cramps the 21st's maneuver space as
well.

3) The opening is close enough to the Standard
Defense so as to transpose more easily into its more
familiar continuations.
WEAKNESSES:

I) Although the 2-2-6 cramps the Italians, it is
not aggressive enough to force a German response
by the 21st Pz. This means that the German can,
with only a slight modification of the Hazlett Open
ing, transpose his game easily into lines similar to
that of Hazlett vs. Standard.

The Newbury variation is actually a gambit
which is played off of the Standard Defense. I have
put this continuation at the end of our subsection
on unusual British openings to illustrate that the
Paleveda Gambit is not the sole opening that
violates opening theory for a positional advantage.
The sole distinguishing feature of this opening from
the standard defense is the westward sortie made
usually by 22 Gds on the British April II turn.
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Figure 9: The Newbury variant offers a gambit of its own on the
second British turn by offering up a 2-2-6 in exchange for threatening
the German lines of supply.

Neither Mr. Hazlett nor Mr. DeWitt seem to be pro
ponents of the move, but Mr. DeWitt does go into
the maneuver in more detail in his article A
DECADE WITH DAS AFRIKA KORPS (Vol. II,
No.5). Therefore I will draw from his article when
examining prospective German responses.

The Newbury Variation aims at disrupting the
incoming 15th Panzer's freedom of maneuver,
while at the same time forcing a German response to
its potential threat to his supply line. Put another
way, it is an attempt to sacrifice force in order to
gain some advantage in time and space. Mr. DeWitt
gives three responses; the only three that 1can see as
an alternative to letting a savage little 2-2-6 run
around behind your lines uncaged. They are:

1) A TTACK THE UNIT. This grants a minute ad
vantage in force to the British because of the ex
pended supply, and modest advantages in time and
space.

2) ISOLA TE THE UNIT WITH THREE OF
YOUR OWN. As the author admits, this ties down
three units for a month. This means a larger advan
tage in time for the British than in the first alter
native, a slight advantage in space, and a small ad
vantage in force for the German (a 2-2-6 is killed
without expending a supply.)

3) ISOLATE IT LATER WITH A NORTH
SOUTH LINE EAST OF TOBRUCH. This seems
to be the best alternative, with No.2 and 1 follow
ing in that order. This,of course, is dependent upon
how quickly the German gets into position to isolate
it. If he takes too long, the 2-2-6 can reach a posi
tion near the German home base which severely
cramps space for his supply units. This grants the
British an indirect advantage in force, although he
has no advantage in time or space, except as at the
Home Base as just mentioned.

A final summary of the Newbury Variation
would be:

STRENGTHS:
I) Disrupts German maneuver space and forces

a response in order to guard supply lines.
2) Easily transposes into more familiar con

tinuations for the British.

WEAKNESSES:
I) Involves a minor sacrifice of force.
2) The German has alternatives which can

minimize the advantages of this move if executed
quickly.

This concludes the subsection on unusual
British openings. Counteropenings to deal effec
tively with these unusual openings, particularly the
Paleveda Gambit, have been developed with only
minor variations between the first two. We shall
conclude our study of the various openings with a
study of three counteropenings.

PALEVEDA GAMBIT DECLINED?
GERMAN COUNTEROPENINGS

The unusual thing about the authorship of this
countermove is that both Donald Greenwood and
Tom Roberts came up with roughly the same
responses, but without each other's knowledge.
Greenwood developed his opening in pbm with me,
while Roberts had the somewhat more di fficult task
of doing so while playing me under time pressures in
the 1975 AH 500. It looks very similar to the Hazlett
counteropening to follow, with a minor exception
or two. It does not concentrate on occupying the
western escarpment, instead preferring to "put the
squeeze" on the blocking force at first, then
threatening to overrun on May II and capture the
supply. This forces the British player to either blow
up the supply, thus isolating his units, or allow an
overrun the following turn to capture his supply
and isolate the surviving unit. It is so similar to the
Hazlett Counteropening to follow that I am going
to briefly discuss it along with this opening for com
parison's sake.

The first opening move is naturally identical to
the original Hazlett Opening. Continuations are as
follows:

April!!: 21 /S-Ft7, 21/3-CI2, 21 /104-F9, Ariete & Brescia
G7, Pavia-ES, Savena-H3, Bologna-B, Rommel-H9.

May I: 21/S-HI6, 21/104-FI7, 21/3-CI2, Ariete-EII,
Savena-C6, Brescia-F9, Pavia, Bologna-H 12, 15/8,
IS/IIS-MIS,IS/33-MI7.

In~identally,in considering a British response to
the German April II move, it is wiser to move 7/31
Motor to C7 and not D8 as suggested by Mr.
Hazlett. This forces a position less favorable to the
German as far as obtaining a 5-1 surrounded attack
is concerned.

Both counteropenings assume that the loss of a
supply in addition to two 2-2-6s is unacceptable to
the British, and therefore refutes the opening. For
my counterargument I merely refer the reader to the
earlier discussions of the Gambit as well as the
discussion of positional vs. attritional play. The
proper response of the Gambit to both of these
openings is to maintain the block for as long as
possible, even at the cost of a captured supply. The
gain in time and position should provide adequate
compensation. Neither of these openings can PRE
VENT the British from executing the Gambit; they
instead accept it and attempt to wrest advantage
from it. The last opening to be discussed attempts to
forestall use of the Gambit at all, but at a cost.

The Lockwood "counteropening" shown in
figure II is more for illustrative purposes than for
serious tournament use, as it yields the strategic hex
N19, enabling the British to execute a modified
Standard as shown, resulting in a decided positional
advantage for the British. It is rather meant to show
what it costs a player in terms of position when
deploying to stop a specific opening move by the
British. A knowledgable British player simply has
too many countermoves. Further details of this
defense are again left as an exercise for the in
terested reader. This concludes our examination of
the various openings.

Figure 11: The Lockwood opening is really only lIseful against an
opponent who is hopelessly addicted 10 the gambit. Another varia
tion sends the two 2-3-45 at K5 through the central desert with
Rommel instead.

THE MIDDLE-GAME

Studies have been made before of the "middle
game" in wargames. Witness as examples of this
George Phillies' series on STALINGRAD a few
years back, as well as Tom Oleson's mammoth
analysis of ANZlO (Vol. 10, No.5). As the terrain
in AFRIKA KORPS is pretty much confined to
clear, escarpment, and Qattara, our discussion of
middle-game tactics and strategy need not be
THAT comprehensive. Discussions of the middle
game have tended to be of a general nature for the
assumed reason that individual games vary so much
that such analysis would be a Herculean task. But
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the order of the day. If, however, you have max
imum supplies on board or the British risk more
than 4-5 factors in a position which you are not able
to immediately outflank or threaten to do so, then
force in the form of high-odds attacks becomes
necessary. Once the British are confined to the El
Alamein position, the end-game at Alexandria
begins. This is reserved for later discussion.

I

Fi2ure 15: The usual method of investing Tobruch is shown above, a
better way is illustrated below. The best way, or course, is to place a
2-3-4 in each of (he three hexes surrounding Tobruch.

The second setup is mentioned by Mr. Hazlett in
the AK Thesis. It entails positioning two 2-3-4's at
H24 and H26, presumably to discourage an oppo
nent from springing units loose behind your lines. h
succeeds in stopping the first threat, but is com
pletely ineffective in containing a November
breakout. If you will notice, this setup gives the
British another square to move units out onto and
to attack from. Even though H25 is initially sur
rounded, the 3-1 which the British can easily obtain

One final item to be discussed before leaving the
German middle-game is the investment of Tobruch
(see figure 15). Most novice and intermediate
players employ two units at G24 and H26, usually
two Italian units. The faulty part about this posi
tion is that it enables the British to spring units loose
behind the line of your advance, necessitating a
delay while you string a line across the board to
isolate them. It is also possible for the British to
break out in November by means of a 3-1 on one
unit while soaking-off on the other. Needless to say,
this pair of threats can cost you both space and time
if they are permitted to be carried out.

l
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Fi~ure 14: Besides the Salum pass, the escarpment line acts in con
cen with the irregular coastline to produce several other bOltlenecks
shown here by the red aSlerisks.

A possible exception to this method of dealing
with raiders can be considered if the raider is a
1-1-12. Since the British only have one of these units
before November its quick destruction will effec
tively remove for a good while your opponent's
capacity for a deep penetration of your space. This
being the case, one might consider having a 7-7-10
available south of the escarpment line as a "Recon
Killer." It does cost a supply, but the rewards in
terms of cutting down the British ability to
maneuver behind you are often compensatory.

As you advance, endeavor to keep as much of
your mobile force in a switch position on the escarp
ment line as possible. This has a forking effect on
the British defense and may force a retreat. Your
goal, failing an outright capture of Alexandria
before November, (which will not happen against
better British opponents) is to at least force the
British into the confines of the El Alamein position,
where the British will have a hard time forcing the
German back. It also renders the second 1-1-l2
useless, as it has no place to run to. Alexandria's
principal defensive strength lies not necessarily in
the position itself, but in the fact that the German's
supply capacity of three units dictates that the Ger
man will be physically unable to attack continuous
ly for more than three turns at any given time, even
if he should be receiving maximum supplies. It also
helps both sides to know about where this point
begins so that they may plan accordingly. The Rom
mel unit, if it is used to speed up a supply line, can
help each supply unit only twice during its trip to the
front. Calculating on this basis, we find our im
aginary German "leash line" to be at J49 at its
easternmost extremity, and then extending from
there to the southwest in a straight line. At the very
best, the German must pause for one turn after
three turns of attack.

Another major consideration for the German
during his advance on Alexandria is the presence of
the east-west escarpment line beginning at the K36
pass at Salum and terminating at 052. This line
creates several delaying positions for the British (see
figure 14). The consideration of whether to use
force or maneuver depends upon supply and on
how much force the British are prepared to risk in
order to hold it. If the British merely throw oUI two
or three factors and you do not have maximum sup
ply on board, then maneuver and isolation become

isolate them. Two additional comments are in order
when employing this north to south maneuver,
however. The first one is to never position any two
of those units in a straight line (so as to avoid the
nasty trick in figure 13). The second is to beware of
any concentration of British units near your weaker
units in the line. Otherwise the British can break the
isolation of its raiding units by a timely counter
attack.

Figure 13: By attacking at 1-3 or worse without supply, the attacker
can force a retreat outside to supply ij'he survives. If unable to attack
at worse (han 1-2 odds an isolated unit could still attack out against
isolaling unils placed in a straight line in relation lO each other if
supply is available wilhin five hexes.

THE GERMAN MIDDLE-GAME

For the German, the middle-game can be said to
begin with the investment of Tobruch, usually
around June I or II. Of course, if the German
botches his opening play, it may be July before the
middle-game starts. In some cases it never starts.
Accepted practice is for the German to initiate an
all-out drive on Alexandria to capture it before
November, when force takes a decisive swing in the
British favor. Experience and common sense have
shown this to be the generally superior course, so I
am not about to quarrel with it. The only exception
to this rule is given by Mr. Hazlett in the AK Thesis;
he should consider a siege of Tobruch if the British
have lost 2/3 and a couple of other strong units.
This occurrence is quite uncommon, however. The
good British player knows that Tobruch is his only
redoubt which is capable of breaking the back of
the German army. We will assume therefore that
our British opponent is one who never weakens his
Tobruch garrison below two 4-4-7's, something a
good player should never do, anyway. A strong gar
rison effectively "ups the stakes" beyond the
courage of most German commanders to risk any
kind of attack.

chess has far more middle game combinations than
do wargames, especially AK. Has this prevented a
plethora of books on the middle game in chess from
being written? It certainly has not! And although
each individual game is different, there are patterns
of play and tactical situations which appear fairly
regularly over the course of many games. This then,
is the focus of our discussion here.

In any event, what is the first obstacle that
presents itself to the German? The infamous K36
pass near Salum (see figure 12). Admittedly a
beautiful delaying position for the British because it
is a bottleneck of sorts, dealing with it depends here
upon the German supply situation. If he has max
imum supplies on board, he is strongly urged to
follow the "axiom" stated by Mr. Burdick in an AK
series replay (Vol. 12, No.4): always attack when at
maximum supply. The reasoning behind this axiom
is that the more times that a German has to roll for
supply, the greater the potential number that he can
receive; and the more supplies that he receives, the
more attacks or attacking turns that he can poten
tially have; and finally, the more attacks that the
German can make, the more British force he will be
able to potentially destroy. Sound reasoning with
which I tend to agree. If you are going to be destined
to get lucky breaks, you might as well create as
many opportunities to get them as possible. The
trouble with this axiom is that there aren't many
clairvoyant wargamers around, and that supply
"luck" can be judged as good or bad only in
retrospect. The important consideration at the K36
pass is time, though. Trying to maneuver the British
out of this position is too time consuming and
favors the British. I consider it imperative for the
German to force the pass by a high-odds attack,
thus getting the British into terrain which gives the
German greater opportunity to exploit his
superiority in force.

Either before this time or during it, the British
may have sent a unit behind your lines on a raid.
Mr. Hazlett provides the best refutation in simply
stringing a line of units and zones of control to



on one of the units will give the other unit a retreat
route when the soakoff attack is made. My pro
posed modification is exceedingly simple in itself,
but there are two ways of carrying it out. The first
method is to leave three Italian units behind at G24,
H25, and H26 when you begin your drive on Alex
andria. This is the conservative method for players
who wish to seal up Tobruch and concentrate their
undivided attention on Alexandria. For more ag
gressive types who aren't forgetful, Mr. Hazlett's
setup is recommended until October 1. You then
send one Italian unit racing back to Tobruch in
order to transpose into the first setup. The only
trick here is to be alert; if you forget until too late,
you're in trouble.

THE BRITISH MIDDLE-GAME

The point to remember as the British during the
middle-game is that Alexandria is your best ally in
terms of spinning out time; the more time which the
German consumes in trying to take Alexandria, the
less he will have available for the safe reduction of
Tobruch, and thus increases the possibility of his
being reduced to desperation die rolls. The key first
step in any such strategy is the retention of Alexan
dria until November reinforcements become
available to stabilize the situation.

Looking at figure 12 once again, we can see that
two l-I-6s positioned at 136 and 137 stop a German
overrun with minimal force for one turn and ex
pends one German supply. There are bottlenecks
almost as good as this slightly east of this position at
Sidi Barrani, as well as at Matruh. Maximum use
must be made of these bottleneck positions to delay
a German breakthrough while the remainder of your
force blocks attempts to turn your position by Ger
man flanking maneuvers with elements of the 15th
and 21st Pz. If you are opposed by an attritional
player, these tactics work farily well. Against op
ponents whom you know to be of expert or near
expert calibre, it is deemed wiser to fall back more
quickly so that your Alamein position will be that
much stronger. By that I don't mean turn and run
just be a little more ready to fall back if the
maneuver player is beginning to stretch your lines
dangerously thin. Better to fall back a little faster
and preserve force than to chance losing a great deal
of force via automatic victory. Discussing play in
any further detail here would be repetitious, as
much British strategy can be derived from our
previous discussion of German "problems." Once
there is no more room for flanking maneuvers at
either Alexandria or Tobruch, then the end-game is
reached; the subject of our next discussion.

THE END-GAME: ALEXANDRIA

The end-game at Alexandria can be subdivided
into two basic subsections; those end-games in
which Tobruch has not already fallen, and those in
which it has. Books could be written on the various
end-game positions at Alexandria. However, as I
do not have access to a large number of various end
game positions with which to analyze, this discus
sion will necessarily be one of general principles and
patterns of play, with illustrations where
appropriate.

END-PLAY WITHOUT FALL OF TOBRUCH

This is definitely the more favorable situation
for the British. The big consolation for the
defender here is that Alexandria, unlike Tobruch,
cannot be taken on one lucky die roll. The most
common situation that occurs is one in which the
Germans have the British confined at Alexandria
with anywhere from two to as many as seven turns
remaining before November reinforcements arrive.
the general suggestion that I can offer here is to
combine force with delicacy; if a square can be at
tacked from another square without the attacker's
having to soak-off, then expose only one factor to

such an attack. If you have a salient in your line,
one factor should be placed in the unoccupied
salient square to present less of a target. If an
escarpment square such as Ruweisat or Alam HaIfa
is part of your line, then your strongest units should
be occupying it. These principles are illustrated in
figure 16. A protruding undoubled square in your
line is a potential disaster in terms of force, as the
German should have no problem getting a 6-1 with
no soakoff using two 7-7-l0's and a 4-5-6 (unless of
course, you think sticking stronger units out there
will make your position any safer).

Figure 16: The principles of solid ~cfense in the end game are well
illustrated in this example.

During the first stages of the end-game in this
situation, you are as strong as you are ever going to
be before November. If you are going to counter
attack, then hit the small Italians and Recces first.
In an attritional slugging match, you must deprive
the German of his soakoff units whenever you get
the chance. Once he runs out of those, he will be
hard put to both attack and hold his line, let alone
make soakoffs. If you are going to be conservative
however, then remember this; the southern end of
your line is less worth holding than the northern
end, for the obvious reason that Alexandria lies
directly behind the northern end. If you are going to
trade off space for time in order to strengthen the
line elsewhere, then the south is the place to do so.

Once November rolls around, most British
players breathe a big sigh of relief, thinking that the
game is won. Although the British receive a big
boost in their force position and may even out
number the Germans on the board, the advantage is
not entirely in the British favor. For one thing, the
supply table from December, 1941, to the end of the
game is highly favorable to the Germans. As il
lustrated earlier, they will be enabled to maintain a
constant attack for as many as 75"70 of the remain
ing turns. Coupled with their ten factors of
November reinforcements, this bodes ill for the
British if they are backed up too close to their home
base. If your position is somewhat cramped, your
counteroffensive should have the limited objective
of regaining the Ruweisat line. After regaining that
line, any further action on your part depends on
how the German reacts to your limited counter
offensive. If he panics and heads back to Tobruch,
advance cautiously and be prepared to grab back as
much space as you can if his attack on Tobruch is
successful. You will need it.

This last position, shown in figure 17, is one not
seen too often in AK, although it has great potential
for the British. It occurs when the Germans are very
close to Alexandria, but the British cannot safely
counterattack, even with their November reinforce
ments largely intact. This "redoubt" position is
highly interesting, as the 4-4-7's are sent to sea
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where they will shuttle back and forth with the
4-4-7's already in Tobruch, while the remainder of
your force takes up the bottleneck position with
three supply units as shown. The German must now
either waste a great deal of time clearing out the
redoubt or leave a large garrison to contain it. As
this force has no base to guard, they can attack any
German garrison, even at low odds, virtually
without fear. The larger the garrison, the more
hampered the Germans will be at Tobruch. If it is
too small, the British could retake Alexandria or
force a halt in the German siege of Tobruch. Of
course, if the Germans make a lucky series of at
tacks on Tobruch to take it, the game is practically
over. But it would probably have been over anyway
if you had been forced to counterattack at low odds
in the earlier situation. At least this way, your force
maintains a threat to the Germans should they take
Alexandria.

Figure 17: The Qattara Redoubt is a seldom used ploy which can be a
game saver under the right circumstances. Up to three major units are
at sea with the rest drawn behind the relative safely of the Qattara
Depression to await developments.

GERMAN END-PLA Y: How do the Germans go
about battering their way into Alexandria? Much of
this can be inferred from our previous discussion of
British end-play problems, so this discussion need
not be as long. Your main area for attacks should
always be along the coast whenever possible, as this
directly threatens yom opponent's home base and
cramps his space for counterattacking. If your op
ponent gives you an undoubled salient in his line,
hit it at high odds, especially ifit is in the north. Ifit
is in the south, your best bet would be to ignore it.
Such attacks there are a waste of time.

Whenever possible, Ruweisat and Alam HaIfa
should be taken by attacking from a square next to
it and soaking off on the position itself, forcing a
British retreat or counterattack. Along the coast,
don't be afraid of soaking off in order to make
good attacks in the north. Always keep in mind that
the British concentration of force makes him far
less suited to attack than does yours.

What to do if you are faced with a turn or two
without an attack supply and a potential British
counterattack? You might consider figure 18 as a
possibility. The only problem here is that the British
may launch 1-2 attacks on your exposed 7-7-IO's,
hoping to eliminate one at the cost of four factors in
exchange. If you are leery of such attacks, you
might as well forget it. Is it better to present a low
percentage target than to stack weak units around
and with the 7-7-10, giving the British easier targets
to attack? Besides, if the Britisher is that fanatical
about getting a shot at your strong units, he can
soakoff on the weak units and still get his 1-2. The
point I am making here is, why worry? If your op
ponent has a penchant for counterattacking, he is
going to do it no ~atter what kind of target you pre
sent. In that case, you would be wiser to position
your forces so as to force as many soakoffs as possi
ble. The setup in figure 18 should be us.ed against an
opponent whom you think is very conservative and
not given to taking risks.
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Fil::ure 18: A useful shield for a supply-less German who does not
want (0 give back ground to shield himself from British counter
attacks, unless thai opponent has a fondness for 1-2 3ltacks against
exposed 7-7-105.

As a last case in point, what should the German
do if the British retreat into the Qattara redoubt? If
the British force is weak and you are pressed for
time, leave three units to contain the force and head
for Tobruch. You will have to take your chances if
the British make a breakout attempt there. In all
other cases, the German should reduce the force to
the point where the German feels that he can safely
return to Tobruch. This varies with individual
preference, so no hard and fast recommendations
will be made here.

END-PLAY WITH FALL OF TOBRUCH

This situation, although far less favorable to the
British, is also far less commonly found among
competent players. If it occurs very early in the
game, the British are finished against a competent
player. If it occurs later in the game, usually as the
result of a successful desperation assault, the result
will be a down-to-the-wire slugging match with the
British probably being eventually forced into low
odds attacks to protect their home base.
Distinguishing features of this end-play are:

I) More counterattacks by the British at every
opportunity especially when the Germans are very
close to Alexandria.

2) Absence of the Qattara redoubt maneuver,
for obvious reasons.

3) A greater willingness to resort to low-odds
attacks on the part of the British.

4) Very conservative German play. Why should
he take risks at this point?

THE END-GAME: TOBRUCH

Discussing siege tactics at Tobruch is relatively
pointless, as Hazlett and DeWitt have discussed its
basic points already. They are:

1. Hit the strongest unit at 3-1 or better and
soakoff with Italians.

2) Once the garrison is weakened to the point
where it can be reasonably attempted, 3-1 the
strongest unit and 1-2 the remainder. Be certain that
you launch the 1-2 first, and that you attack with
enough factors so that if successful both defending
units are removed.

3) A I-lor 2-1 should be attempted only when
limited time or heavy casualties dictate its necessity.

Red-Thomas N. Shaw
Black-Donald J. Greenwood
Neutral Commentator-Alan R. Moon

This game was played on the front steps of the
E. Read St. offices one evening near dusk. The il
lustrations were done by a wino who just happened
to wander by andgot interested in the game. He said
he'd been an illustrator before giving it all upfor the
easy life. He seemed like a nice guy, and even
offered to share his refreshment with us, but it
wasn't our brand.

Red Pre-Game Commentary: My strategy will be to
sort of counter punch (or check-get it?), since I
haven't played the game since I was a little kid.

Black Pre-Game Commentary: It's bad enough I
have to playa game this stupid as a replay, but on
top of that I have to playa moron like Shaw. I will
annihilate him, once and for all, and show the
hobby world just what a fool and no-talent he is.
My strategy will be to "go for the throat".

Neutral Pre-Game Commentary: You certainly
can't say this will be a friendly game. These two
guys can't stand each other. From their opening
comments I think it's quite clear they are both ex
perts in this game though. Should be an exciting
contest.

0 P. 0 0
'/11
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0 0 0 d
Red Turn One: There are so many good opening
strategies and even though I have read all the books
by the greats, I can't make up my mind. They all
sound so good. I finally moved one of my men one
space forward. This was a tough decision, as I could
have moved anyone of four men forward, but it
was not as tough as other moves later on will be
when I may have as many as twelve men I can move.
I tried to look mean and determined and act ag
gressively while moving. He probably thinks he has
the psychological edge, but my opening move

rr~:~
\".

by Alan R. Moon

should put some doubts in the back of his head. He
probably didn't expect me to be so familiar with the
openings.

Black Turn One: What a jerk. One move into the
game and I've already got the advantage, due to his
dumb first move. My move, on the opposite side of
the board, is what he should have done. He prob
ably hasn't read any of the strategy books, while I,
as usual, have done my homework.

Neutral Commentary Turn One: Wow! Excitement
in the opening move. You rarely see this caliber of
play, as it is unusual that two such equally matched
opponents meet. No clearcut advantage yet to
either player, but the stage is set.

0 • 0 0
0 i'"'\. ••

~ t\t 0-
00 0 \.

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0/ .'li:-Red Turn Two: I advance another man to a position

adjacent to the enemy, forcing him to jump me.
Though this only gets me a swap of men, I gain the
initiative by clearing his men from the central rows.

Black Turn Two: What kind of moves are these? I
jump him.

Neutral Commentary Turn Two: Tom becomes the
aggressor and begins to force the issue. He doesn't
seem to be afraid of the tiger Don is trying to make
himself out to be. Don may be underestimating
Tom.
Red Turn Three: I jump him back and gain my
second uncontested spot on my center row.

Black Turn Three: Big deal. So, he makes one good
move. Didn't cost me anything. I occupy the side
square in my center row.

Red Turn Four: I move my man forward to block
the path of the man he has just moved to his side
center square. This surprises him again and retains

Continued on Page 44, Column 2
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ROME WASN'T BURNT IN A DAY
Italian Play in Third Reich By Mark McLaughlin

"It is not difficult to rule the Italians-it is
pointless!" Italian dictator Benito Mussolini once
told a reporter. II Duce's remark is similar in senti
ment to the feeling that many gamers have when of
fered command of the neo-Roman empire of 1939
in Avalon Hill's THIRD REICH. To many an Axis
player Italy is merely a sideshow in the great Euro
pean war; in the two-player version of the game,
Italy serves as a forlorn hope and replacement pool
for units whose jobs are too lowly for the German
master race. The surrogate sacrificial Italian lamb
thus performs a function similar to that of-the
Cubans in their present allian~he-Soviet
Union.

The attitude of an Axis player toward his Italian
allies (and I use the term loosely) is often matched
by the look of despair on the face of the poor unfor
tunate selected to represent Italy in a multiplayer
game. Unlike the French player, who normally
takes command of the American forces after his
demise in late 1940, the Italian player looks forward
to being completely blown out of the game by
mid-1943 (a plus if he likes to go home early).

On paper, Italy unfortunately measures up to
the less than optimistic opinions stated above,
especially if a fortuitous variant chit is not picked.
Italy's economy cannot sustain major combat
losses for more than two consecutive turns and
Rome lacks the BRPs necessary to declare war and
launch an offensive against a major power in the
same turn in 1939. Even if Italy could launch an of
fensive option on the same turn as they declared war
on a major power, the military force at their
disposal is far from awesome. The initial Italian ar
my consists of only 14 factors (two 3-3 and six 1-3
infantry units and a 2-5 armored unit). The air force
does have two units and there are four fleets, but the
weak ground force limits Italy to one, or at most
two, attack(s) per turn. Builds from the force pool

will double the army and add a fifth fleet, but the
relatively weak stacks and poor exploitation force
are rarely more than equal to those of a minor state.

As if the economic and military situation are not
handicap enough, Italy's capital city can be invaded
from three nearby beaches, all within range of
vulnerable offshore islands where enemy fleets, air
craft and airborne forces can lend support to their
invading ground troops.

These, then, are the disadvantages an Italian
player faces; disadvantages which often cause a
player to prejudge his strategy as that of a doomed,
hopeless nation. These disturbing facts can,
however, be offset by two challenging factors:
diplomacy and audacity.

Diplomatically, Italy appears to be a mere
lackey in the German camp, sort of an overstuffed
minor ally. Imperial German Chancellor Bismarck
observed, however, when his country allied with a
weak Austria in the last century, that the weak can
often control the actions of the strong member of
an alliance, since he often puts himself in untenable
positions from which he must be bailed out. Italy is
the weak half of the Axis, but it is vital to the Ger
man's hopes for victory. Italy can strike at Ger
many's mortal enemy, England in a manner poten
tially more devastating than any attack the Reich
can launch. Italian troops and planes can give the
Axis a trump card in an early assault on France or
against the Soviet Union's southern front. Most im
portant of all, the longer Italy remains in the game,
the longer the German empire remains intact.

Italy is the keystone to the Balkans, the south of
France, Austria and, of course, the Mediterranean.
Herein lies the independent-minded Italian's first
and most powerful weapon: extortion.

Italy can demand German troops to garrison
Rome or other sensitive areas while the Italian army
is off on a campaign of its own. The crafty II Duce
can refuse to do the bidding of the powerful Fuhrer

in Berlin unless he receives BRP grants or garrisons,
instead of vice versa. If the extortion demand
doesn't sound particularly convincing, the Italian
player can rapidly put himself in a position where
defeat for lack of support would militarily embar
rass his stronger northern ally. (The Italians would,
of course, lose the game, but they would have the
satisfaction of taking an impertinent Hitler down
with them. Not only would this teach the Germans a
lesson, but it would be in character with the Italian
penchant for vendetta.)

The other weapon Italy has is audacity. In the
early turns of the game France and England are nor
mally fully occupied with the defense of Western
Europe against the Nazi panzers. Italian refusal to
send the Reggia Aeronautica and the few good
corps in the army into action against France can
prolong the war in the West. The longer France re
mains in the war, the longer Italy has to carve out a
Mediterranean empire and loot the fringe coun
tries. The constant refusal to send the Reggia
Aeronautica and the few good corps in the army
into action against France can prolong the war in
the West. The longer France remains in the war, the
longer Italy has to carve out a Mediterranean em
pire and loot the fringe countries. The constant
drain of replacing air and land forces conducting
offensives in France will deplete the English
treasury and will thus curtail English interference in
the Mediterranean. Italy can use this period to
launch adventures in the Balkans, Turkey and
perhaps even Spain. The time gained while England
is mired down in Flanders can also be used to build
up and prepare the Italian army in Libya for a
spaghetti-blitzkrieg into Egypt and Suez.

Opening Moves 1939-1940
The meagre Italian army should be deployed in

the fall of 1939 for an invasion of Yugoslavia (see
Figure I). The army should be placed as follows:
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two 1-3 infantry in Tripoli, one each in Tirane
(Albania) and on the beach above Rome. Trieste
becomes an airbase and includes both air units and
the two 3-3 corps. A 1-3 infantry is placed at Venice
and another to the hex northeast of it. The armor
unit is placed in Tirane. Either Naples or Taranto
are good bases for the fleet.

The Italian player then declares war on
Yugoslavia (10 BRPs) and has one or two choices:
launch an offensive or declare an attrition option.
The offensive option would consist of moving the
army units of the 3-3 corps and the 2-5 armor to
either side of Belgrade (markers A and B, respec
tively, in Figure I) and incidentally moving up the
1-3s to positions adjacent to the other Yugoslavs (C
and 0 in Figure I). The air force launches a strike
against their air force with four factors, eliminating
it with the loss of one factor. The other six factors
support the ground attack against Belgrade, mak
ing it 14:12 (1:1). This is about a 5I6th chance to
eliminate Yugoslavia in one turn, since a "CA"
result would make the Yugoslavs counterattack at
4: 14 (I :4). An exchange would ruin the Italian ar
my, temporarily, but would still leave the remaining
two factors able to advance after combat and take
Belgrade. An attacker eliminated result is, of
course, possible.

FIGURE 1-llalian invasion of Yugoslavia; A = move by (he
twO 3-3s: B = armor; C = (wo 1-35, and 0 = one 1-3. Allrilion Op
lion in Fall followed by winler offensive.

If you trust to your luck or plan to turn against
someone else in winter 1939, you can try the one
turn wipeout against Belgrade. On the other hand,
if you're not in a hurry you can declare an attrition
option. The forces move forward to the same spots
as they did in the offensive, and anything except a
"6" on the die will eliminate one Yugoslav. In the
winter turn the Italians will be able to attack
Belgrade from at least one non-river blocked hex,
thus assuring a 2: I on the capital. Both methods
cost the same BRPs (25-10 to declare war and 15
for an offensive) but require different amounts of
time.

Assuming there are no losses to replace in the
fall turn (either Italy chose the attrition option or
freely conquered Belgrade) the Italians will have
either 12 or 27 BRPs which they can use to create
new units (the rules prohibit spending more than
half of their 75 BRPs in one turn, and the war in
Yugoslavia has used up either 25 or 10 already,
depending on which option was selected). Italy
should build the 12 army factors of the 2-3 infantry
and 2-5 armor forces in the force pool and position
them as follows: a pair of 2-3s in Rome and another
2-3 in each of the two mountain hexes adjacent to it.
Put the 2-5 wherever you plan your next move:
either along the French or Greek borders. The SR
move should return the Libyan garrison to the
homeland.

Winter offers Italy two options: France or
Greece. Regardless of whether or not Yugoslavia
has fallen, the Italians should declare war on either

Greece or the Allies and launch an attrition option,
even a weak one, against their opponent. The BRPs
cannot be saved in the 1939-40 year start sequence
and should be used up.

The Greek option is the strongest lure for Italy.
The Italians can declare war, move up the ground
forces for an attrition (weak or strong depending on
whether or not Belgrade fell in the first turn) and
still build the fifth fleet. Most of the army can be
moved by strategic redeployment to the Greek fron
tier and airbases should be built on the two
Albanian-Greek border hexes in Albania.

Italy will begin 1940 with 95 BRP (her own plus
Yugoslavia's 20). Germany, France and England
should all be bogged down in Flanders and unable
to divert their attention to Italian aggrandizement
in Greece. If the Allies wish to intervene it will save
Italy 35 BRPs-her biggest expenditure of the
war-and seriously weaken the Western front
against Germany.

The spring attack on Greece will almost always
be an attrition, unless the winter attrition has
already succeeded. The Italians move forward, set
up a second-column attrition attack and, in the
summer, launch an offensive towards Athens and
an exploitation by one armor, several air and some
fleets to obliterate the city. Of course, if the winter
attrition worked this will be accomplished in the
spring. .

Historically, both Greece and Yugoslavia proved
an embarrassment to Mussolini. Hitler eventually
had to divert several panzer and Luftwaffe forma
tions to defeat the two Balkan states and delayed his
own invasion of Russia by six decisive weeks. The
pitiful condition of the Italian army in this cam
paign can best be illustrated by a true story told to
me by my friend's father, a veteran of the
Carabinieri (elite Italian infantry).

The Carabinieri were advancing through one of
the innumerable mountain passes of northern
Greece when they were pinned down by fire from
Greek Evzones (skirted mountain troops). Their
captain called for armor support and, a few minutes
later, a light tank rumbled up the road. The
Evzones' fire slackened as their bullets bounced off
the tank's armor. The turret traversed, the gun
targeted on the Greek position and fired. The shell
missed the Greeks and the recoil knocked loose
many of the rivets which held the tank's armor in
place. (Italian tanks were riveted, not single-piece
cast). A second shot's recoil shook the whole tank
and most of the armor plate fell off, leaving the
crew sitting on the chassis, unprotected! The
Carabinieri company, without even being ordered
to do so, laid down its arms and surrendered to the
Greeks.

FICURE II-Italian invaSIon 01 reece. Italians should declare
war and make a Winter Allrilion. even with a single corps. Spring
1940 ~hould be either an Allrilioll (if Winter Allfilion failed) or an
Offensive & Exploitation. complete with naval bombardment, if
Winter Attrition succeeded.

Luckily for the Italians in THIRD REICH, the
odds are normally against repeating history, at least
in the Balkans. The attack shown in Figure II
presupposes an ineffective winter, 1939 attrition
and demonstrates a two-turn attrition-offensive
subjugation of Greece.

With the collapse of resistance in Greece during
the spring or summer of 1940, Italy ·is free to pick
anyone of a host of gambits in the Mediterranean.
The limiting factors are the position of the Italian
BRP treasury and the condition of France.

If France is still defiant, the Germans may need
Italian help to finish her off. If the Germans will
lend Italy the BRPs to cover some of the cost of a
declaration of war and an offensive, the attack will
be worthwhile. A stab at the back door of France can
pick up two objective hexes, Lyons and Marseilles,
and the BRP grant prevents Germany from ever re
questing BRPs from Italy. If the Germans will not
grant Italy the BRPs, Rome can launch its modern
legions at more lucrative targets.

The two most inviting possibilities are Turkey
and the Middle East. The Middle East adventure re
quires moving troops and air bases to Libya along
the Egyptian border. If Italy has enough BRPs for
both a declaration of war and an offensive, the
Egyptian invasion will payoff tremendous
dividends. England, presumably still defending
France, will be weak. Italian forces can crush any
troops covering the border and, through armor
penetration, reach Alexandria on the first turn of
the attack. A second offensive should take Suez and
the canal, thus bankrupting England and paving the
way for a 1941 Italian takeover of the Levant
(Lebanon-Palestine-Transjordan-Syria).

If England is well entrenched in Egypt, Turkey
becomes a very tempting target. Although it is a dif
ficult minor state to conquer, Italy can launch a
modest invasion to seize Istanbul and defend this
objective hex almost indefinitely from attacks from
the east. An aggressive Italian can, however, go for
the throat, and attempt to conquer the country.

Anglo-French intervention may occur (which,
again would save Italy that onerous 35 BRP
declaration of war expense) but the British would
have to come by sea, thus exposing them to the
strong Italian fleet.

Italian operations in the Mediterranean depend
on the existence of the French fleet. If France is
ready to collapse, the Italians can disregard their
navy; if France is still active, the Italian fleet should
stay in port rather than take losses against a fleet
which will soon be out of a job. A naval battle
against the French is a downright idiotic waste of
BRPs and Italian naval maneuvers in the Mediter
ranean should be timed to avoid that unpleasant
event.

On to Suez: Italy Invades Egypt
The best way for the Italians to strike a blow for

eventual Axis victory is to humble England at its
weakest point: the Suez Canal. Far away from
home and surrounded by beaches ripe for invasion
and Axis colonies, the British Middle East is the
only place on the board where Italy can outmatch
the Allies.

Figure III shows an Italian offensive against
Egypt. The defense is a delaying one designed by
Robert Beyma in a previous GENERAL article
(Vol. 16, No. l). Air bases have been positioned at
Tripoli and under each of the two air units shown to
allow aircraft to shuttle from Italy and to bring
Italian air power into playas far east as Alexandria.
The pride of the Italian army, the 3-3s, 2-3s and 2-5s
are packed against the border while a pair of 1-3s
are in reserve for security details and attrition
losses. Additional Italian troops are disposed
throughout the empire with the fleet based at
Messina.

The Italian invasion can be prepared for a late
1940 turn or, if the Italians have insufficient funds,
early 1941. If Italy has 35 BRPs remaining at the end



FIGURE HI-Italy invades Egypt vs the "Beyma" defense (GENERAL Vol. 16, Number I). Italian airbases have been constructed
beneath the air units.

of 1940, these should be used to declare war, even if
no action other than an attrition one can be paid
for. The BRPs aren't worth saving for growth and it
at least gets the ball rolling in Egypt. The sooner
Italy can attack, however, the weaker England will
be in Egypt.

The British defense shown is designed to absorb
rather than stop the Italian advance. It is unlikely
that the British will deploy their heavy corps farther
forward and risk a successful pursuit by Italian
armor into the important Suez area. The attack
shown will overwhelm the British with a 2: I and a
3: I against the frontier units, and the armor will
have a I: I against the British armor by using two air
factors or a 2: I by using six. The remaining air
should be husbanded to defend the armor against
any British air forces which intervene during the
attack or which are used in the following Allied
turn. If the RAF flies to intercept or offers defen
sive air support, the Italians should destroy it and
replace their own losses at the end of the turn. If the
RAF refuses to take the losses (they would lose 5
against the Italians 3 if all 10 Italian factors were
used) then the Italians can increase the odds against
the frontier troops if they wish and still husband
enough aircraft for defensive support.

During the redeployment section of their turn,
the Italians should move the airbases slightly for
ward to within range of Cairo and Port Said. Any
losses should be made good and moved to the front.
The speed with which Italian losses can be rebuilt
and brought back into the battle is a major strength
over the more cumbersome, time consuming British
redeployment via Gibraltar and the fleets in the
Mediterranean.

With the first stage of the offensive completed,
the Italians face a more determined defense by
stronger British units. Weak in offensive punch, the
Italians (unless the Germans have sent in a few
panzer and Luftwaffe formations) are now reduced
to the I: I and even 1:2 attacks usually reserved for
desperate escapades. Rather than sit in boredom
facing the British in Egypt, the Italians should con
sider the low odds possibilities. A defeat could, at
the most, cost the Italians about a dozen BRPs to
replace the infantry units which might be eliminated
in the attack. Since these units can be rapidly
returned to Egypt, there is little worry of an English
drive to throw the Italians back into Libya. The
Italians will be repositioned and can renew the
attack the next turn; the roughly 50:50 odds in a I: I
attack would probably even out in a second round.
A victory, of course, would cost the British 50 BRPs
for the Canal loss plus the replacement costs of the
eliminated defenders.

The Italians should always keep at least 21
ground factors in their advance in Egypt to assure
odds of at least I: I against British cities. England
can always throw two armored corps for a defensive
strength of 16 and one more air corps than the
Italians for a total of 21 defensive factors in a
critical city. A 1:2 attack' is not advised, but it can
payoff if the result is an exchange in which Italian
infantry takes down British air and armor units.

Conquest of Suez presupposes a Britain
weakened from constant or continuing warfare in
France and still threatened by German air and naval
forces. Spring and Summer, 1941, are the last
definite turns in which the Italians will have this
ascendancy over the British Empire; in Fall, 1941 at
the latest, Russia will occupy almost all of Ger
many's resources and leave Britain free to fight in
the Mediterranean rather than for the home islands.

The Italians should take Alexandria and Suez if
a I: I can be used against either or both. Waiting for
a 2: I chance against either will allow England to
reinforce the one that is not threatened and thus
yield only a hollow victory. In the example shown in
Figure III, the English will probably move the in
fantry unit into Suez and the armor to Alexandria
and send a pair ofinfantry corps by sea to reinforce
both. A weak English force might be left in the
Levant to guard against amphibious attacks. A
good British player will send his entire air force to
Egypt once the Germans have begun their eastern
war. Once these arrangements have been made, a
I: I against either target becomes doubtful without
German assistance.

If the Italians cannot get a I: I against each, the
city which is not attacked should at least be masked
by an adjacent combat unit to prevent British SR
movement into it. Italian armor can always make a
dash deep into the Levant to seize ungarrisoned col
onies, even if the Suez cities remain in English
hands. If they are lucky, the armor units will hold
out long enough to cost the British the colonial
BRPs; at the very least, it will cost the British BRPs
for an offensive option and to replace losses incurred
while rooting them out. Troops and time consumed
there will not be available for a British counter
attack in Egypt and the Italians will have bought
themselves another turn.

Once the British air force begins to appear in the
Middle East, the Italians should move their air
bases back out of range of the British aircraft but
within range of their own troops to prevent massive
British counterair operations. If there are no Allied
airbase counters in Alexandria, Cairo or Suez, the
Italians can keep the airbases within range of these
cities for an opportunity attack if it is presented.
Stalemate along the Canal can be broken by an am
phibious invasion in the Levant, especially since the
British fleet at Gibraltar is far enough away to make
interception of the invasion fleet a fairly uncertain
die roll. If the British do intercept, losses work out
to the Italian advantage, since that is all the fewer
fleets available for ferrying troops or supporting in
vasions against Italy.

Even if Suez and the Middle East cannot be
taken or held in 1941, Italy will still be in a decent
enough position to make offensive moves in 1942.

1942: Italy's Last Offensive
1942 offers Italy a difficult choice: with an

economy of between 115-120 BRP (depending on
growth and the conquest of Cairo), Italy can afford
to buy the sixth fleet, the parachute corps and
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launch an offensive all in one turn. With these
forces, Italy can launch a final strike at the British
empire in the Middle East.

Losses incurred in last-ditch offensives in Egypt
or the Levant will be rebuilt in Italy, thus speeding
up the redeployment necessary to defend the
homeland and the Balkan conquests. Italy should
begin to demand German assistance to garrison
part of the neo-Roman Empire, even if the only
troops sent to Italy are minor Axis allied forces. The
more troops sent to defend Italy's European posses
sions, the larger the force Italy can afford to main
tain in Africa to harry the British. If the German
paratroops and an air unit can be weaseled out of
Hitler for even one turn, the Axis can launch a sur
prise assault on Malta or put the punch together for
an airborne-assisted Suez offensive.

Regardless of German assistance, Italy should
attack somewhere in Spring, 1942. Once they let the
opportunity slip, they will be relegated to the defen
sive for the remainder of the game. The air force
should try to cause RAF losses; the navy should
make a threatening move to entice the Royal Navy
into battle and the army should at least attack
something. At best, the offensive will gain ground
and stall the British for a turn or two due to air, land
and naval losses. At the worst, the Italians will be
back home that much earlier.

As the Americans begin filtering BRPs and
troops to England, English troops will be freed to
enter the Mediterranean. Summer, 1942, will prob
ably be the turning point in which Italy will be
forced on the defensive. When this happens, a small
delaying force should be left in Tripoli-a pair of
1-3s or replacements just to force the Allies into a
useless offensive-while the main forces deploy in
Italy. Africa cannot be defended against Allied
attacks coming from both ends of the Mediterra
nean at once. The time it will take the Allies to
deploy in Tunisia for the attack on Italy is a defense
in itself: major forces caught in Africa will only cost
the Axis unnecessary BRPs and will leave them
weak in more crucial areas.

The Italian fleet and air force should make use
of every opportunity to intercept similar Allied
units. Bombarding the British in Malta can help
reduce the awesome power the Italians will have
arrayed against them. Replacement units stationed
in the outlying areas such as Sardinia and Greece
can be used to bait Allied ships which assist am
phibious invasions against those targets. Italy must
always keep at least 15 BRP in reserve for a counter
attack against an Allied landing in Italy.

Fortress Italy
The best defense of Italy is a defense in depth.

The deployment shown in Figure IV illustrates a
good, solid ring of troops around the heart of the
Italian empire-Rome.

The first line of defense is the fleet. Reinforced
by the creation of a sixth fleet (and by any fleets lost
in 1941 which have been rebuilt) the Italian Navy
will force the British to commit their entire fleet to
gain a successful invasion. The second line of
defense is the beach army. The Italian Peninsula
and empire is dotted with invasion sites; three in
Italy, two in Greece, one in Yugoslavia and one
each in Sicily and Sardinia. Each beach should be
covered by at least one factor, with those in Italy
held by two, three or more factors. Two replace
ment units or a 2-3 infantry and a replacement make
a formidable obstacle to amphibious attacks.

An enterprising Allied player will penetrate
these first two lines in one turn. A third thin line,
directly behind the beach garrisons, can absorb any
exploitation attacks the invaders can mount. The
Salerno-Taranto area should be protected by a line
of 1-3s and the northeastern beach should be backed
up by an armor unit in the mountains north of
Rome (the movement costs to go around it will keep
the exploitation units away from Rome). An armor
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FIGURE IV-Defense-in-Depth of the Italian Homeland and Conquests. Airbases are built in Rome and Taranto.

unit is also stationed in the other mountain hex ad
jacent to Rome to prevent an Allied player with two
turns in a row from invading, exploiting and hitting
Rome all at once.

The last line of defense is Rome. The city should
be garrisoned with the two 3-3s and the paratroops.
Since it can only be attacked from three adjacent
hexes (at least one of which will probably remain
Italian anyway), Rome will be safe against all but a
massive attack, which will probably not be able to
get better than I: I odds against it anyway.

The defense in depth has one other link in its
defense: the air force. The Italian air force should
initially be stationed to guard the fleet at Taranto.
From there, it can provide air cover for the other
naval bases of Messina and Naples and can lend sup
port to units on the beaches in Italy, Greece,
Yugoslavia and Sicily. It is also out of range of
Allied air power.

Once the Allies have landed in Sicily and built
up major air forces in the island, the Italian air
force should be withdrawn first to Rome and, when
airbases are established within range of that city,
the air force should be based at Spezia or even
Trieste. Air units in Trieste can cover Rome,
Cassino, Belgrade and the -Yugoslavian beach hex.
Unless the Allies are extremely weak in their
assaults on the line next to Rome, the air force
should not be risked until the last ditch fight for the
capital itself-and maybe not even then. If the
Allies will be able to get a I: I even after losing air
craft to the Italian planes, save them for a counter
attack in case Rome falls.

The Allied invasions of Greece, Albania and
Yugoslavia are easier to defend against due to the
lack of Allied air bases which can support them, but
once ashore, the Italians cannot stop them. The
long land front would require German or Axis
Allied units to defend. As Italian troops are elim
inated in Sicily, they can be rebuilt and the weaker
units can be sent to the Balkans to reinforce those
garrisons while the 2-3s replace them in the main
battle lines.

By mid-1942, the Italian fleet should no longer
be used for SRing troops to Italy. Its sole purpose is
the interception of Allied shipping. Even un
favorable exchanges should be taken to reduce the
Allied capacity to move by sea. The fleet should not
be husbanded: if anything moves by sea, try to
attack it. The Italians might as well install glass
bottom boats so they can see where they'll be going.

The Messina naval base will have to be aban
doned as air bases are placed within striking
distance. Taranto, the other main naval base,
should become the next home of the fleet when this
occurs. As long as a navy is based at Taranto, the
Allies cannot invade that hex, and thus the garrison
need not be as strong as the other beach defenders.
Once Taranto falls or can be bombarded, the re
maining fleet should move to Trieste to cover the
Adriatic beaches (note that Salerno beach is still
within a 1-4 interception die roll from Salerno's
beach, thus providing good coverage. The fleet
could go to Livorno or Genoa to provide better
Salerno coverage but might become exposed to
Allied air in Sardinia).

The Italian Navy can also be used to counter
attack a beachhead gained by the advancing Allies.
An amphibious invasion against their supply point
will at least force the Allies to send their own fleets
into battle with Italy's, and the combination of
troops, naval gunfire and air factors might succeed
in regaining the hex and cutting Allied supplies. The
Italians also can try to invade ungarrisoned Allied
beaches to take ground in the Levant or along the
African coast. These annoying tactics will cost the
British BRPs for colonies and for offensives used to
regain them.

The defense shown in Figure IV can be con
siderably beefed up by the addition of two or three
German infantry corps. As Italy slowly begins to
crumble, the Italian player should point out to his
German ally the need for heavy troops to shore up
his empire. The Germans can afford a handful of
troops more than they can afford to plug the hole
left by a defeated Italy.

The defense shown will prevent the Allies from
invading and seizing Italy in one quick campaign, as
is shown in the previously mentioned article by Mr.
Beyma. The defense stands a good chance of stop
ping an attack even against an Allied player who has
two consecutive turns.

"Fortress Italy" can hold out against the entire
British army and air force for several turns in this
position without German help. The presence of one
or two Luftwaffe units and Wehrmacht corps
should put Italy in a position of siege, but a siege
which is far more costly to the Allies in time, men
and material than the Axis will spend to stop them.
Italy will fall, of course, if major American
assistance is sent to reinforce the British, especially
if this includes airborne and air force corps. Such a
diversion of forces, however, will postpone the
main Allied effort against France and cost double
BRPs for offensives.

Given Allied realization of the cost effectiveness
of an Italian campaign, an Italy thus defended
should be able to hold out until the end of the war
with three to five objective hexes: Rome, Milan,
Genoa and either or both of Belgrade and Athens.
Continued possession of the latter hexes will de
pend upon Allied unwillingness to further divert
forces away from the major areas and good defen
sive tactics by the Axis. This plan should give Italy a
stalemate or even a marginal victory in a
multiplayer campaign game. If the 1939 scenario is
played, Italy should possess from six to eight objec
tives by the end of Summer, 1942: the five listed
above and one or more of Tripoli, Alexandria,
Lyon, Marseille, Malta or Istanbul. Since Italy will
usually move last in the Summer, 1942 turn, a last
ditch effort to regain a lost objective can be gambled
upon with impunity in the 1939 scenario. A
reasonably successful Italian player, however, will
already be in possession of seven objectives-a
tactical victory-and the the final effort can be to
acquire the eight objectives which will give Italy a
strategic victory.

In the Campaign Game-the game variant most
often played-Italy will eventually become a back
water player who uses his BRPs and forces to con
stantly counterattack at or around Rome in order to
remain in the game. Rome will probably fall about
every other turn until the Allies finally give up and
invade France. When the Allies go to France,
however, the Germans will also probably desert
Italy in an attempt to stall the Allied juggernaut.
Italian troops will also have to be diverted to guard
the Franco-Italian border against an end run down
into the Italian boot from the northwest.

Once the invasion of France is in full swing Italy
will more than likely degenerate into a battle of at
trition as the fleets transport men and replacements
to the battle against Germany and as the air and
paratroop units target on Berlin. By mid-1944,
every turn the Allies waste in Italy adds to the life of
the Axis, prolongs the war, and increases Axis
chances for some form of victory.

FIGURE V-Italian invasion of Turkey
A = Naval Invasion: 1 x 3-3 infantry, 2 x 2-5 armor, 5 fleets.
8 = Armor exploit Possibility.
C = Suggested Axis of advance.



The Gambits
As mentioned earlier in this article, Italy can

also play to win through audacity. Audacity means
doing something your opponent doesn't expect,
and making it work.

Mussolini was obsessed with recreating the old
Roman Empire of the "Mare Nostrum" (Our Sea).
An Italian player can also attempt to fulfill
Mussolini's dream through one or two gambits
against the states and colonies which surround the_
Mediterranean.

The first Italian gambit is the obvious one,
Egypt. As has already been discussed, this can be
launched either in the Spring of 1940 or immediately
upon the fall of France. The latter is preferable as it
precludes any forays by the powerful French fleet
and will catch Britain with her guard down. If this
offensive is unsuccessful or becomes bogged down,
Italy will be forced back on the defensive relatively
early in the game. If successful, the British would be
reduced to fighting from Gibraltar and Malta, both
of which can be outmaneuvered by air and
paratroop forces and, at least in the case of
Gibraltar, by an invasion of Spain.

The Italians are normally forced to spend 35
BRPs to declare war on England. There are two
ways of getting around this requirement: attacking
Turkey or Spain. Either of these gambits may pro
voke Allied intervention and thus save Italy the ex
pense of a declaration of war. This savings can be
translated into two offensives or rebuilt losses.

The Turkish gambit, as discussed before, may
force some allied intervention since the conquest of
Turkey would do immeasurable harm to the Allied
cause. The 30 BRPs Italy can gain in Turkey are
only part of that harm: the opening of an Axis land
bridge to the Levant and Suez and the threat to
Russia's backdoor are potentially lethal to the war
against the Axis. Axis forces in Turkey could also
prevent or disrupt any lendlease efforts directed
through Persia.

An Italian invasion of Turkey is shown in Figure
V. A preliminary invasion of Greece is required to
obtain airbases at Athens and Salonika and to pro
vide a corridor to Istanbul. Turkey is defended by
six naval factors (based at Izmir), four air factors
(deployed at Izmit to cover the probable points of
invasion), seven 2-3s (covering those points) and
two armor units (placed at Ankara for security).

These Turkish dispositions are almost forced
upon the defenders. Strengthening any of the inva
sion beaches or crossing areas would leave another
one unguarded and open to the initial attack or ex
ploitation. The unit guarding Istanbul and the
border guard at the Greek frontier could be
withdrawn to Asiatic Turkey, but this would give
the Italians Istanbul without a fight and does not
solve the exploitation problem.

The Italians begin the invasion with the
Salonika air force units. Four air factors attack the
Turkish air force and eliminate it. If positioned
farther back, these factors will be held for intercep
tion.

The next step is the invasion near Izmir. If the
Turks-are doubled up there, it means they will be
weaker somewhere else and the invasion can go to a
weaker, more eastern beach or pour in across the
straits. A naval invasion is launched by one 3-3 and
one 2-5 with four fleets to provide the amphibious
capability and to offer fire support. A fifth fleet is
used to carry a second 2-5 for exploitation pur
poses. Italian naval strength is sufficient to prevent
any important loss due to interception by the
Turkish fleet. (Unless the Turks can intercept a
smaller Italian fleet stack and roll to eliminate their
entire fleet, Italian losses will be non-existent).

The invasion of Izmir beach is a 2: I (5 land, 6
bombardment and one more air factor from
Athens) at 12:6. Additional air factors may be
thrown in to absorb exchange losses or saved for
exploitation/defensive support use later on.

While the seaborne force is attacking, European
side forces should make a I: I against the European
garrisons to weaken the Turks and to clear the way
to Asia. The Italians will make their next move in
Turkey based on what the Allies do. If they have
arranged a "flip-flop" (where they moved last in
one turn and first in the next) with the Germans
through BRP power, they will have a second chance
at Turkey before Allied ground units can get in their
way. If the Allies have decided not to intervene in
Turkey, the Roman Legions can mpp up the coun
try and open pizza parlors in Ankara.

The Allied intervention into Turkey will be
hindered by the knowledge that the Italian fleet can
hurt any seaborne aid and that BRPs spent to
declare war can cripple the English economy, limit
her growth and severely curtail her strategic warfare
builds. A further limitation is the availability of
forces to intervene. The continuing war in the West
should tie down most of the Allied army and only
those units already deployed in the Mediterranean
could possibly intervene, unless troops are shuttled
in from the Western front. All things considered,
the Italians should have a second shot at Turkey
before significant Allied forces can hinder them.
The Italians should be able to close up on or take
Ankara before a relieving force can save Turkey.

The Italian second attack depends on how well
the first succeeded and on how strong the Allied
reaction has been (unless of course a "flip-flop"
has been arranged). If the first invasion and the
Turkish counterattack did not cause any significant
Italian losses, the Italians can go inland to Ankara
and storm it. If the 3-3s or 2-5s have been tem
porarily lost, the Italians can close in on the city to
lay "siege" to it and prevent Allied relief forces
from immediately entering Ankara. A combination
of ground and air forces should still be able to at
least pull off a I: 1 against Ankara.

If this second offensive has not conquered
Turkey, the Italians ability to launch a third attack
should still be strong enough to take the city. If the
British have sent strong land units into Turkey,
however, the Italians might be able to take an end
run amphibious invasion into Egypt or the Levant,
both of which would have to be stripped of troops
to allow a sizeable English army to operate in
Turkey.

If Allied intervention becomes too strong, Italy
can fall back to the straits and concentrate on a
defense of Istanp..ul. German aid might be sought to
relieve the pressure, and the Germans would surely
welcome the chance to fight English troops in
Turkey, since they could be directly moved and sup
plied from European bases and thus strike overland
to the Suez. The old"Afrika Korps" gambit usually
doesn't interest the Germans since it costs so much
in time and BRPs to coordinate moves with the
Italians and requires Italian aid to get to Libya, but
the opportunity to go on their own through Turkey
is too good an opportunity to pass up. The Italians
could sweeten the deal by offering to give Germany
the conquest of Turkey and its 30 BRPs in return
for allowing Italy to retain the Istanbul objective
hex.

Without Allied intervention, Turkey will fall on
the second or third turn of a continuous offensive.
If Turkey is attacked just as France has fallen and
the Germans are massing in the East, the conquest
will be all but automatic. With Turkey gone, the
Italians can continue overland into the Middle East
or combine that move with a naval action in Africa.
Mosul in Iraq also becomes a tempting target. If the
Allies have still not declared war on Italy, Italy
might even consider stopping with Mosul and re
maining out of the big war. The growing American
presence in 1942 may, however, induce the Allies to
declare war on Italy anyway, but Italy would be in a
very strong position if she did not have to fight the
Allies prior to that time.
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The Russians, often casting around for
something to do in the early portion of the game,
may decide to delve into Turkey on their own. If
they do, the Italians should stay away from the
place and let the Russians play in Asia Minor. If the
Russians have not attacked, Turkey is still a viable
target for Italy provided the Italians take into ac
count the possibility of Russian intervention which,
all things considered, could actually work to the
benefit of Italy and the Axis cause.

An attack into Turkey should be coordinated
with the Germans. Although Italy and Germany are
not yet allied in the military sense, they do move in
the same segment of the turn and whatever happens
to one can affect the other. The Italians should
allow the Germans sufficient time to deploy at least
relatively strong forces along the Eastern Front. If
the Germans are strong there, the Russians will not
pull their weak army south to confront the Italians
in Turkey and leave the road to Moscow unguarded.
The Russians cannot afford to spend 35 BRPs to
declare war on Italy and then drop another 15 on an
offensive if the Germans are hungrily sitting in
Poland. In this case, Italy should be able to hit
Turkey without fear of Russian intervention.

The other thing the Italians might try, again in
collusion with the Germans, is a "trap" play. The
Germans stay relatively weak in the East, thus not
posing a threat to Russia, and the Italians strike into
Turkey. A bored Russian player eagerly sends his
Soviet armies across the Caucasus and joins the
Turks in resisting Italian aggression. The Russians
have thus bankrupted themselves and possibfy saved
Italy the 35 BRPs she would otherwise have spent to
enter the war against the Allies. If Britain intervenes
also they will have saved 35 German BRPs that
would have eventually gone to declare war on
Russia. Now, no holds are barred and everyone is at
war as soon as the Western Allies attack Italy or
Germany attacks Russia. The Axis is therefore,
stronger by 70 BRPs and the Allies are weaker by
35-50. The Russians will either send a major force
to Turkey to fight the Italiansand thus weaken their
defenses on the Eastern Front or they will send a
minor group of units into Turkey which might delay
but will not stop the Italians.

A major Russian move in Turkey will doom
Mother Russia if the Germans are able to attack
with any sizeable forces in a turn or two. The Rus
sian forces in Turkey will have to be withdrawn to
defend against the Nazis and then Turkey falls to
Italy. A weak Russian force accomplishes nothing,
and Turkey falls again. The collapse of Turkey adds
30 BRPs to the Axis, opens up the Middle East to
their armies and exposes the Persian Lend Lease
route to interception. Russians will also have to go
south to defend their back door when they are needed
to stop the Germans and thus further weaken Soviet
defenses.

The overall result of Russian intervention in
Turkey, provided the Germans can react within two
turns, is highly beneficial to the Axis both
economically and militarily. Although an Italian
player who attacks Turkey and brings in Russia
when Germany is vulnerable should be shot as a
traitor, an Italian who plays the timing game and
brings in Russia should be given a medal: it is the
best aid he can ever give his German comrade. (Not
to mention the fact that he adds Turkey to the
Roman crown).

Spain can be attacked in a similar fashion but
timing is also very important. France must be con
quered or collapsing before Italy can make a move
into Iberia lest the French fleet sally forth in a blaze
of glory. Spain should be hit by a vulture-like Italy
which is waiting in the wings for the Allied carcass
to collapse. While England is repairing the losses
taken in helping France, the Italians should jump
across the Mediterranean and attack Spain.
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At best, the Spanish invasion will add another
laurel to Italy's crown; at worst it will draw the
English into attacking Italy. Either way the Italians
come out ahead: if the English don't intervene now
they probably never will, and the Iberian Peninsula
can be added to the Italian satellite empire. If the
British do intervene, that will save the Italians the
35 BRP declaration of war cost, further reduce the
English treasury and open the way for the Germans
to cross the Pyrennes and aid the Italians in Spain.
Once again, the Germans can take the opportunity
to beat a British army on land and the Axis can
divide the BRP and objective hex spoils between
them (i.e., Spain's BRPs to Germany, Madrid's ob
jective hex to Italy, or vice versa). Either way, Italy
comes out ahead and England gains nothing.

The invasion of Spain is illustrated in Figure VI.
This undertaking is conducted in a manner similar
to an Italian onslaught against Turkey. The first
turn of an attack must be directed against the
Balearics. The island off the Spanish coast serves as
both an air and naval base for the invasion of the
Peninsula. Two 3-3s and four fleets, supported by
10 air factors in Sardinia will prove sufficient to
stop the Spanish air and naval interceptions and still
secure the island. A sortie by the Spanish fleet
would only cost the Italians one naval factor at the
expense of the Spanish navy. Even if held by a pair
of 2-3s, the Italians can still manage a I: I against
the island (or a 2: I if no Spanish air or naval forces
intervene and the fifth fleet is utilized). The fifth
Italian fleet should not be used unless absolutely
necessary, since it will be used to SR an airbase to
the island.

FIGURE VI-Italian amphibious invasion of Spain (3 turns). Units
depicted are Spanish defenses. Arrows show Italian moves.

Turn (1) Italian Air Forces in Western Sardinia provide support
as five neets and twO 3-) infantry ifwade and Bombard Ibiza Island.

Turn (2) Italian Air Forces in (biza attack Spanish Air Force
while Oeets and infantry seize Cartagena (beach and port) .. -
represents optional larget beach and exploitation.

Turn (3) lIalian armor, infantry transported to Cartagena ad
vance inland and take Madrid. Ajr units staged forward for suppon.

The second turn of the invasion may come
before the Allies can significantly intervene. The
Italians stage the Sardinian air force to the Balearics
and launch five fleets and two 3-3s against Car
tagena. That hex is both beach and port and thus
solves the Italian need for a supply port. If it is too
strongly held a 2-5 can be substituted for one of the
3-3s and another 2-5 can be used for exploitation
purposes for an invasion of the Barcelona beach
with an exploitation to Valencia port. If the Allies
have intervened, Italy is at war and can thus invade
a beach with a 3-3 and a 2-5, place a beachhead
marker there and use a second 2-5 to exploit inland.
(Italy would also be able to invade Spain via France
if Germany has conquered it and allows Italy to
move through to hit Spain).

The invasion,regardless of where it is launched,
is supported by 10 air factors which can eliminate
any remaining Spanish air units or whatever air

force might be stationed within supporting range
out of British Gibraltar. If used in this manner, the
Italians will probably not be able to get more than a
I: I against the beaches.

On the third turn Italy transports the armored
corps to its beachhead in Spain (assuming that these
corps were not already deployed there) and, with
the 3-3 infantry, advances on Madrid. An air unit is
staged to the occupied port (Cartagena or Valencia)
to provide air support. If the Allies have not in
tervened on the first turn of the attack against
Spain, this attack should succeed.

Britain must intervene in Spain: if she does not,
Gibraltar will fall from a landward attack and with
it the entire Mediterranean will become the Italian's
"Mare Nostrum." Italy might be able to beat
England all by herself in Turkey, but in Spain, Ger
man participation will be needed. German and
Italian forces should be able to conquer Spain in
two or at the most three turns, but English forces
could keep the war going for several turns, especially
if the Luftwaffe is needed in Russia. Once involved
in Spain, however, the Axis must eliminate all the
Allied units there lest the Americans use it as a giant
aircraft carrier for their own counteroffensive.

Even if Spain is not conquered, the continued
warfare for Iberia should at least keep the Allies
away from Italy. If German troops can be used to
take up much of the defense of Spain, Italy will
have a free hand to hit the Levant and Suez without
Allied interference.

Both the Turkish and Spanish gambits have the
potential for adding large amounts of BRPs to the
Italian treasury and both will tie up Allied units,
thus postponing the ritual Allied Mediterranean
cruise. Both gambits should save Italy the cost of
declaring war on the Allies or, if they fail to in
tervene, give Italy time and space to trade in the lat
ter half of the game. The main disadvantage to at
tacking either Spain or Turkey is the number of of
fensives which must be sustained to ensure con
quest. It is a race against the Allies in both coun
tries, and an unlucky or incautious move can turn
the tide and prevent the Italians from succeeding in
either adventure.

Malta
Malta is the thorn in the Italian side. It lies

astride the Axis supply route to Africa and is in a
perfect position to serve as an airhead for an Allied
invasion of Sicily. Elimination of this thorn,
however, is an extraordinarily difficult mission.

A decent British player will garrison Malta with
a nine factor fleet and a 3-4 infantry unit. It is
doubtful, yet possible, that the RAF will be present
on the island. The fleet prevents an amphibious in
vasion and the infantry, quadrupled in its fortress,
is a strong deterrent to an airborne coup de main.

There are two methods of attacking Malta. The
first one is the more expensive: an airborne assault.
The Italians have two factors of airborne and the
Germans three. Combined with seven of the Italian
air factors they can bring about a I: I on Malta. At
least two additional air factors should be used for
exchange purposes. If they win, the Axis can con
gratulate themselves on a handsome victory. If the
attack fails, the Axis lose both airborne corps for
good and the equivalent of 51 BRPs (15 for an of
fensive and 36 for 12 air/paratroop factors.) An ex
change results in a similar loss, but at least Malta
will be Axis. It is doubtful if Malta is worth this
kind of effort.

The alternative invasion requires timing and ad
vance planning. The Axis can normally count on a
two turn-in-a-row sequence sometime in 1941. Italy
can take out Malta with its own forces in those two
turns without German aid. On the first Italian turn
the air force attacks the British fleet. As long as at
least one factor of that fleet is lost, the naval gar
rison of the port will fall below the nine factor re
quirement to prevent amphibious assaults. Addi-

tional aircraft can strike any RAF factors which are
on or within range of Malta. Destruction of the
British naval force is expensive (3 BRP per air fac
tor lost in the attack) but the British will have to
wait four turns before replacing their losses and the
Italians will be back in the game on the next turn.

On the second turn in a row, Italy launches an
amphibious invasion. Five fleets carrying the two
3-3s and providing nine bombardment factors, aided
by 10 air factors, hit Malta at 2: I (25: 12) and stand
an excellent chance of winning. Even on an ex
change, Italy will still take the hex, although it
would cost 30 BRPs plus 15 for an Offensive Option
(27 for nine air factors, three for three land factors).
A fleet should be SRed there immediately to prevent
an Allied reinvasion.

As can be seen, Malta is an incredibly tough and
expensive nut to crack and should not be attempted
unless the Italian player has the time and troops to
throwaway. The forces are normally better used
elsewhere.

FIGURE VII- Italian Air/amphibious assauh on Malta. (Two
turns).

ISf furn-Air atlack reduces British neet to 8 factors or less.
2nd rurn-(Two turns in a row). Airborne unil lands supported

by (Wo air units while three Oeets bombard to support invasion by
two 3-3 infantry convoyed by two fleets (invaded by sea).

Sixth neet remains to SR into port on Malta to prevent re
invasion.

Figure VII demonstrates a typical 1942 Italian
attack. The timing requirements are still necessary
and the only additions are the airborne and sixth
fleet units. These forces will not increase the odds,
but merely make up for stronger Allied garrisons or
naval interception. The odds can be increased to 3: I
by the addition of the German paratroops and three
Luftwaffe units, but it would take an extremely
crafty Italian player to weasel those prize units
away from the Germans for two turns.

The seizure of Malta does give Italy another ob
jective hex and cuts some support for the Allied in
vasion of Sicily.

France
Southern France is always a tempting target

since it contains two objective hexes within a move
of the Italian homeland-Lyon and Marseilles. The
German player is always trying to coax the Italians
into an offensive along the narrow coastal corridor
between France and Italy in the hope of drawing off
French forces from the main German threat.
Although no BRPs will be gained from a war on
France-unless the Germans pay Italy to
attack-the two objective hexes are relatively easy
pickings.

Italy should not jump into France while it is still
a healthy obstacle to the Germans. The Italians
should play the part of the reluctant vulture, jump
ing on a prostrate France on the same turn the Nazis
march down the Champs Elysee. A last ditch



French offensive will not turn its fury against Italy
but against Germany, and the French fleet will not
be able to hurl itself upon the Italian navy. The
Italians should save their BRPs in 1940 to be able to
launch an attack on the same turn in which they
declare war. Figure VIII is an example of the tradi
tional Italian spaghetti-blitzkrieg.

FIGURE VIII-Italian intervention in France, 1940. (French
defense is 'Stronger than usual; if weaker, the attack becomes easier).
(I) attack, (2) armored exploit to Marseilles/Lyons.

Once again the workhorse Italian 3-3s and air
corps dash themselves against the enemy with mild
support from the 2-3 corps while the armor units
wait in reserve for the exploitation to victory. The
French defense which is illustrated is probably
greater than the French player will be able to af
ford, but not improbable. The weaker it is, the
easier the Italian task will be. The weakest hex
should be attacked, although the mountain hex in
the center of the defense offers an opportunity to
attack either Lyons or Marseilles on an exploita
tion. If French forces are doubled up along the
border and placed in these two cities, which is
highly unlikely, the Italians should politely tell the
Germans where to go and march off for brighter
prospects.

The Italians never run out of options in 1940 or
1941, and should not be talked into suicide or into
wild gambles which can only aid the German player
instead of the Italian. The Middle East is full of
beaches and colonies ripe for the taking. An am
phibious attack on Lebanon can be exploited and
Italian armor can drive through the streets of
Jerusalem, Damascus, Port Said and even Cairo.
With France out of the war and these areas under
Italian control, the British will be hard pressed to
regain the initiative or threaten the Italian
heartland.

Traditional Traps
There are several traps no self-respecting Italian

player should ever fall for. The first is the German
plea to send all your unused BRPs to him for the
50070 growth they can earn. This is like selling your
soul for a popsicle. Once the BRP route is establish
ed, it can never be reversed: Germany will never be
able to send you BRPs to keep Italy in the game dur
ing the'final turns. Promises to send German troops
to your aid are counterproductive. If you wish to
use them for an offensive the Germans must be
coaxed into spending 15 BRPs for that option (there
are two chances of the Germans doing that: slim
and none.) If Italy is on the ropes later in the game,
German troops will have to go there anyway,
regardless of how much you've sent to the Reich.

The other major bait the Italians are lured with
is the German bullying for air and armor factors to
be lent to him. Once they go north they will be used
by the Germans as cannon fodder: testing the
ground for landmines as it were. They'll die im
mediately and Italy is stuck with trying to dig up
BRPs to replace them. Besides the expense, Italy is
deprived of their offensive punch for a turn or two
and will thus lose the initiative. If the Germans con-

vince youto send troops into Russia, you're an even
bigger fool than old Benito himself. Keep the
Italian arniyandair force under Italian command.

Finally, the Italian player has an occasional
game in which he begins where he is so strong that
there is little extlise for not making the Mediterra
nean an Italian lake .. The variants allowing for addi
tional BRPs and troops or the acquiescence of
Spain are trernendousboosts to Italian morale. The
first of these variants allows Italy to build up her
full power in 1939imd smash the British in Egypt
and the colonies in 1940, and allows Italy the
military force she needs to conduct real blitzkriegs
on helpless minors and colonies. The other variant
dooms Gibraltar and the British position in the
Mediterranean for most. of the game. The last of
these variants is the most beneficial, as the sizeable
Spanish force provides a nice doorstop against
British reentry into the Mediterranean and allows
Italy the time to conquer everything in sight.

In the classic film, "In Which We Serve", there
is a scene which points out the normal attitude of
most garners to the Italians in THIRD REICH,
Steaming through the Mediterranean toward Crete,
a British destroyer flotilla comes under fire from
enemy naval vessels. Two crewmen exchange
opinions:

"I bet they're.real Germans."
"Ay, couldn'tget the Itais to do that for love

nor money."
"You can get the Italians to do anything for

money."
"Na, can't get'em to fight, that's why they were

so lousy in the last war. It's on account '0 their
warm, langorous southern temperament."

I have attempted to demonstrate, in this article,
that Italy is not the sick man of 1939 Europe that
she is often made ourto be, Italian play offers a rich
choice of objectives for an imaginative player who
can turn a game from a mere historical recreation
into a wide open struggle for mastery of Europe.

By the way, immediately after that dialogue in
the movie, a torpedo hits the destroyer and it sinks,
The torpedo is from an Italian warship.

WE WANT YOU "
to write for the GENERAL If you can string
words together into an interesting article
format on any Avalon Hill wargame, there's a
good chance you're j'ust the person we're
looking for, You can supplement our literary
staff with articles of strategy, game analyses,
Series Replays, commentaries, new scenarios,
or variants.

All articles should be type-written, double
spaced and accompaniedbya self-addressed
envelope bearing first class postage. Other
wise, rejected articles will not be returned.
Articles should be supplemented with illustra
tions and/or charts whenever possible.

Commencing with the January, 1977 issue
the GENERAL will pay $ 6 per running 10"
column of edited text. Letters to the Editor are
not subject to remuneration. Alternatively,
authors may elect to take their remuneration in
the form of Avalon Hill products, paid at the
rate of 150% of the cash remuneration. Note
that illustrations and decorative type faces are
not subject to remuneration except by prior
agreement with the editor. It is generally
expected that articles will be accompanied by
sufficient illustrations as a requirement for
acceptance.

At the end of each calendar year an
EDITOR'S CHOICE article will be selected. The
author of this article will receive a $100 bonus
and a lifetime subscription to the GENERAL.
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RICHTH0 FEN'S
MANEUVER

CARDS
Vol. 14, NO.4 of the GENERAL printed a

variant for RICHTHOFEN'S WA R which
featured the use of a deck of 27 maneuver cards to
augment the mechanical movement system and
add a degree of uncertainty and excitment to the
game, Not just a random luck element, use of the
maneuver cards is dependent upon such factors as
turning ability, attack position, and pilot skill.
Using the maneuver cards one can more vividly
execute the classic maneuvers of the day: Barrel
Roll, Falling Leaf, Flat Spin, Immelmann, Loop,
Nose Dive, Side-Slip, Tight Circle, and Vertical
Spin in an attempt (not always successful) to get
on the enemy's tail, rather than just trade shots.
This 27 card deck is professionally illustrated and
printed and available from Avalon Hill with
instruction sheet for $4.00 plus usual postage and
handling charges. Maryland residents please add
5% sales tax,

NEW KINGMAKER
EVENT CARDS

Are your KINGMAKER games getting a bit
d ulJ? You can spice them up with the new Event
Cards described in Vol. 14, No.3. Avalon Hill
is making available in a special expansion kit a new
deck of 48 Events cards including 25 printed
Treachery, Gales At Sea, Refuge, Vacillating
Allegiance. Catastrophe. and Royal Death cards as
well as 23 blanks for use in your own variants. The
entire deck is backed by the same rich
KING MA KER design which makes the game such
a joy to play and cards from th~ two decks will be
indistinguishable from the rear. This special card
deck is available for $4.00 plus postage, Maryland
residents please add 5% sales tax.
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THE PERCENTAGE OF DOOM
CRESCENDO OF DOOM SCENARIO EVALUATIONS

By Joseph Suchar and Jon Mishcon

Joe Suchar and Jon Mischon were the collective
MVP of the recent COD playtest and have been in
valuable, especially in the mailer of addressing
scenario play balance. Where their opinions on a
scenario vary from those ofDr. Medrow printed in
the last issue, they conclude with the rationale for
their differing opinions.

This article is meant to serve three purposes.
First we would like to present to the newcomer to
COD some guidelines for the play of each scenario.
Someone looking at the scenario for the first time
might well feel at a loss as to what to do. COl
represented a quantum leap forward from SL, and
we feel that COD represents a quantum leap for
ward from COl. The new rules have changed
dramatically many of the old tried and true tech
niques of play calling for a new look at basic prin
ciples of play.

Second, we would like to provide the solo player
with a set of "solutions" to the problems posed by
the scenarios. We hope an analysis of these solu
tions will provide many hours of pleasure.

Finally, we hope the experienced player will be
able to see something he may not have thought of.
If so, then that will be the icing on the cake.

The format of our presentation is essentially
what we use when we analyze the scenarios during
playtest. First we observe the major strengths and
weaknesses of both sides. Then we discuss some of
the possible courses of action based on maximizing
strengths and minimizing weaknesses. The majority
of the scenarios are very complex and there are
many approaches that can b(f.taken. We have decided
to focus on one or two for each. We have chosen
what we consider to be the most "obvious." We
make no claims of course that these are in any way
optimal. We do feel, though, that each approach
suggested is viable.
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SCENARIO 21

Defender's Assets: possession of dominant terrain,
concealment, ample wire and entrenchments.

Defender's Liabilities: poor rally capability, broad
area to cover, poor anti-armor capability.

Allacker's Assets: magnificent rally capability,
armor, bYbass movement.

Attacker's Liabilities: need to exit over half of
infantry force and not much time to do it.

DEFENDER:
We see two distinct choices for the defense. The

first is a heights only defense centered on hill 498,
hill 547 and the 2nd level building while using wire
to channel the attacker into your fire. Suggestions
for hill 498 (3002) are an entrenchment, two

squads with a LMG and ATR to cover road move
ment and bypass movement via 5S7 and 5S8. In
3N I, on the 2nd floor place a MMG, two squads,
radio and the 9-2 leader. Boresight the MMG on
5L4 as this is a good spot to break up potential Ger
man fire groups. On hill 547 place a squad, a 9-1
leader and a MMG, boresighted on 5K6, in 3H2; a
squad and ATR, boresighted on 303, in 3G3; two
squads each, entrenched, in 3F2 and 3E3. Place an
8-0 leader in 3F5. Consider placing the bunker in
5EE4 facing DD4/EE5 with either ?'s or a squad
and ATR to threaten rear shots on the German
AFYs as they pass. In 3W5 an entrenchment with
two or three squads, an 8-0 leader and the third
ATR if you choose not to use the bunker as in
dicated. All ATR's now have good opportunities
for rear shots and have interlocking fields of fire.
Consider boresighting your artillery on 5HO or 5T8.
Place all your wire on board 5 in Q9 through L6 in
clusive, 010 through K8 inclusive, J8, 18, H8, G9,
F6, 16, and H5. This setup will prevent bypass
movement through woods and no wire can be
reached in turn I unless the German runs up the
road II-H3 which is unwise.

The second choice involves use of trap plays
using entrenchments and the bunker to set up in for
ward positions. Use a covering fire force in 3NI.
Some positions to consider are 5Y8, 5P4, 514, 5C7,
5S4, 5XIO and 3CI. The forces assigned to these en
trenched positions will depend on the extent you
wish to bluff. The basic idea is to intimidate Ger
man movement. Remember that he has only 8
turns.

ATTACKER:
Do not count on your off-board artillery for

much. It is best to put the 8-0 leader and radio adja
cent to the hex in which the 75mm gun will appear
e.g., 5HO for leader and 5GI for the 75. You should
advance phase the leader on board. Note the 75 can
not cover both the building and hill 547
simultaneously. The armor should be used in
dependently of the infantry as a mobile fire base.
Send both as fast as possible to the heights of hill
522 or 534. If successful, Polish rout and regroup
ing will be seriously impeded. Keep your infantry
together. Choose an axis of advance and stick to it.
If the wire is not properly placed in the woods it is
possible to arrive at 3NI in four turns with the bulk
of your force going straight through the woods. Use
the two clearings which allow for adjacent hexes for
fire against the stone building, e.g., three squads
each in 5K6, 5J5, 516, 517 can bring 36 fire factors
against 3NI. Another choice is broad charges
through open terrain from 5AAI through 5GGI.
Aim for the north of hill 498. Use armor to force
defenders off the hilltop by driving right onto
3002. With luck you should reach here by turn 3
with ten squads. If the bulk of the defenders are
south of row Q on board 3, the Poles will be hard
pressed to interfere. A third axis is centered on rows
o and E of board 5 around and over hill 547.
Remember to use bypass movement to cut around
woods. Load a squad on your halftrack and drive it
deep with your armor to draw fire. If you get
through, dump the squad where you feel it will do
the most good.

We rate this scenario 60-40 pro-German as
presently constituted.

As an exercise in contrasting opinions, we offer
the following critique of Dr. Medrow's proposed
initial placements.

The wire is widely dispersed and hence easily
avoided. This violates our principle of using
obstacles to channel movement into defensive lanes
of fire.

The minus leaders are both in known positions.
This limits the potential for intimidation by
modified fire. We note also the -2 leader is with a
weapon it cannot modify.

The lack of obstacles in the woods allows the
German to be at the east edge of the board 5 woods
(5Q9 and surroundings) at the end of turn 2 and
might permit the bulk of the attackers to assault the
3NI building by turn 3.

Our overall impression is that this defensive
position seems to allow the German to rapidly
deploy all his strength against a portion of the
defenders. The placement of so many units in
reserve positions denies the defender use of max
imum fire power to injure and delay the attacker.
We feel this is especially critical in a short game.
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SCENARIO 22

Defender's Assets: good morale and selfrally ability,
terrain, and weather conditions.

Defender's Liabilities: a bare minimum of force to
do the job.

Allacker's Assets: ample time and manpower to
develop a coordinated assault, AFY's which can
carry infantry and break ground for them.

Allacker's Liabilities: essentially one-atrocious
weather.

DEFENDER:
Given what we consider a minimal force, we

suggest using obstacles and mines to seal off the two
southern axes of advance while using your
firepower to seal off the northern axes. Consider
placing all wire on board 5 in hexes 05 through 010
inclusive, K4 through KIO inclusive except K8.
Place six mine factors in 5Q6, six in 5P5 and eight in
5P4. The purpose of the mines here is to go for AFV
immobilization to block the road. If he comes
through this way with an AFY you get six shots,
each with a 1/36 chance of an immobilization. Any
infantry following behind can move through
without penalty but remember your primary con
cern is blocking the road. Place a roadblock in 5K3
facing 5L2 and the other in 2K2 facing 2Ll. In 5L2
an entrenchment with three squads, one LMG, three
ATM; in 2M5 an entrenchment, two squads, two
LMG; in 2M4 an entrenchment, two squads and
two ATM; in 2L3 the 9-0 leader; in 2K5 an entrench
ment with an ATR, HMG, three squads and the
IO-l leader; in 2J4 an entrenchment with two



squads, an ATR and the MMG; and in 2F7 an en
trenchment. Boresight the HMG on 2N6 and the
MMG on 2R4. Keep the firepower on the heights as
long as possible but remember you can't stay there
indefinitely. You must plan on fall back positions
such as 2F7. If any tanks come near without infan
try support they should be assaulted with the
ATM's. These are quite effective and your good
morale gives an excellent chance of placing them.

ATTACKER:
The harassing artillery fire is almost worthless.

If it is effective you want a target hex such as 2L4
which could affect a hex such as 2M5 or 2N5 which
can be threatened on turn I. Beyond the obvious ap
proach routes on the north face of hill 621 and the
funnel between hill 621 and the woods there are two
other alternatives. First is a concerted drive down
the road through the woods of board 5. Second is a
pure infantry thrust through extreme southern edge
of woods, e.g., three squads starting in 5T9 could
reach 505 in seven turns without a leader. So nine
squads with a leader in one stack could threaten to
exit board 5 by turn 9. The Finnish set up will deter
mine the best axis. Keep in mind you can throw
away 40070 of your force and still win. It should be
noted it will take seven turns to exit the trucks off
board if started in 2XI and they face no opposition.
Remember to use your AFV's to break ground for
your infantry to speed their advance. If the Finns
set up on the 3rd level of hill 621 in forward posi
tions consider setting up all your MMG's and the
HMG on the forward edge of hill 621 (say 2U4 and
2T3) as a fire base.

We rate this one 60-40 pro-Finnish.
Turning now to Dr. Medrow's analysis of this

situation we would like to add that small minefields
in deep snow are ineffective in our opinion because
of the + I modifier. They have no chance to affect
the AFV's.

The roadblock in 202 does not prohibit motion
along that axis. We feel that roadblocks are usually
best positioned between two obstacles.

The crest line of hill 621 is the only position
which can confront an assault on either side of the
hill. In this setup the crest line is held lightly, and
precariously far forward. It is possible to prep fire
36 factors with a + 2 modifier on 2P5 by placing in
2V2 the HMG, MMG, LMG, three squads and the
9-1 leader combined with two MMG's, two LMG's,
three squads and the 8-1 leader on 2U3. Note this
gives a 28% chance of a KIA. This does not even in
volve the I0-2 leader . The prep fire may be followed
by a combined tank-infantry assault from 2T3, 2U4
and 2T4.

The defender appears to be set up in small
packets which are not mutually supportive. This
seems to invite an assault by the entire Russian force
against only one third of the defender's force by
thrusting along the north face of hill 621.
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SCENARIO 23

Defender's Assets: the game is mercifully brief.

Defender's Liabilities: badly dispersed, surprise
turn allows very minimal initial resistance.

Attacker's Assets: excellent morale and firepower,
superb mobility with pulkkas and skis, good sup
port weapons and surprise.

Attacker's Liabilities: must not only accomplish a
great deal on board but must exit also.

DEFENDER:
The best hope is to redeploy in the center of the

town as rapidly as possible with an eye to retreating
away from Finns. Set up initially as far as possible
from board edges. Avoid firefights as your primary
concern is survival.

ATTACKER:
You are too weak to break into four groups to

completely encircle the Russians. You should
however, come in on both the north and south edges
to keep as many Russians between your forces as
possible. Consider a split of seven squads on south
edge and five on north edge to maximize destruc
tion of buildings. Remember that unless the Rus
sian errs and stands, the majority of your points will
come from burned buildings. You must be very
bold on turn I.

We rate this scenario 65-35 pro-Russian because
of the very tough victory conditions.
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SCENARIO 24

Defender's Assets: limited ability to bluff with ?'s,
British reinforcements are likely to enter game first,
concealed movement.

Defender's Liabilities: terrible rally capacity, broad
front to cover.

Attacker's Assets: adequate manpower, good sup
port weapons, armor support, artillery, potent
flanking force, ample time, scouts.

Attacker's Liabilities: essentially only one-the two
bottlenecks on the exit road caused by the terrain on
boards 2 and 5.

DEFENDER:
The German thrust will probably be either east

or west of the forest on board 5. Your forces are in
adequate to cover both with a static defense. One
suggestion is to place the bulk of your force in
woods hexes 5R7 through 5V8 with heavy dummy
positions around 5E3. There should be two or three
squads in the dummy positions to cause some doubt
in the German player's mind. Consider HMGs in
5S8 and 5T8, with an AT Gun in 5V8 and dummy
AT Gun in 509. If you wish to reach the building in
3M2 for a fire position with a HMG you should
leave 5T8 on turn I. You can then reach the 2nd
level of the building by the end of the advance phase
of turn 3. Use concealed movement all the way. If
the German wishes to expose any concealed move
ment by rushing a vehicle back there boldly, your
AT Gun should score. If the bulk of the Germans
are coming along the west half of the map conduct a
fighting retreat. If the main thrust is along the east
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half though, fall back to the town with the bulk of
your force. There you will try to block the road as
long as possible. The AT Gun moves from 5V8 to
hill 534 or back to the town. Your reinforcements
should cut the road around 61 I and 6Y I with en
trenched units. The bulk of the forces and all sup
port weapons go to the chateau where from the
second level you can interdict all exits by fire.

ATTACKER:
There is ample time to develop an infantry at

tack. There is no need to risk your precious vehicles
prematurely. Use your infantry to secure a safe path
for your armor to reach the hills of board 2 as soon
as possible, i.e., your infantry and scouts should
unmask the HMG and AT Gun positions. The in
fantry can safely advance on to board 5 using the
woods around 4U3 and 415 as cover. The 75's can
be pushed on to threaten the 2nd level building on
board 3 or remain in tow for later deployment. The
bulk of your force should be used to crush the
Norwegians while the remainder presses deep to
join the flanking force and armor in clearing the
British from one road. Suggested entry for the rein
forcements is board 2 west edge with a goal of
threatening the chateau. Their advance to the
chateau can be made under good cover using the
woods and orchard. Remember to make maximum
use of your scouts and be aware that a recent ruling
limits you to a maximum of four scouts.

We rate this one 65-35 pro-German. If in
terested in balance we suggest cutting the scenario
to 12 turns.

We agree with Bob's concept of covering one
axis with essentially dummy forces. However, the
placement of substantial forces, real or dummy, in
isolated woods permits them to be easily neu
tralized. A concerted German drive can establish on
turn 2 a strong fire base in and around 4TO. The fire
lane from 501 to 5FF9 interdicts rout and rein
forcement routes to the forward Norwegian posi
tions.
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SCENARIO 2S

Defender's Assets: hidden placement, a variety of
obstacles.

Defender's Liabilities: few units, poor firepower,
terrible rally capability.

AI/acker's Assets: superb mobility, good leader
ship, ample time to achieve objectives.

Attacker's Liabilities: none.

DEFENDER:
The defender has two basic choices. The first is

an up-front defense. Consider the following: wire
in 5Y4, 5Y5, 5Y6, 5Y7; roadblocks in 5Y8 facing
27, and in 5Z9, facing AA9; entrenchments in 5Y3,
5Y9, 5Y10, 5X9 and 2Y6 (Note that the entrench
ment costs two extra M.F. 's for motorcycles);
MMG, three 4-4-7, and the 8-1 leader on the bridge
in 5Y8; two 3-4-7 and one 4-4-7 in 5Z9 on the
bridge; a 7-0 leader in 5Z10; a 3-4-7 and 4-4-7 in
5XI. Note that the units in 5Y8 and 5Z9 are exposed
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but at least they get the stone wall benefit of the
roadblock. If the Germans choose to rush the posi
tion, you must not fire until the end of all German
movement. This will give the best possible target
selection for maximum damage. Be alert for
penetration possiblities. If the German chooses to
be cautious and enters dismounted, you should not
stand and fight, but rather fall back. In this case
you will have delayed him for two turns, minimum.
You can fall back in one turn to the vicinity of 5SlO
while the obstacles are being removed. The primary
goal of this defense is to shock the German and
hopefully induce a cautious, dismounted entry.

The second choice is more conservative. Set up
as follows: entrenchment and 3-4-7 in 2EE4 (note
the LOS to 2WI); entrenchment and 3-4-7 in 2Ql;
entrenchment and 3-4-7 in 2W6; entrenchment in
2X5; entrenchment, two 4-4-7, a MMG and 8-1
leader in 2Y6 (boresight the MMG on 2P9);
roadblock on 2R7 facing 2Q8 and in 5R9 facing 5S9
a wire in 5K3, 5P5, 5Y8, and 5Z9; three 4-4-7 in
5S8; and a 7-0 leader in 5R8.

This setup denies the opportunity to move deeply
in a hurry while offering some good shots in the"
open if the German is not cautious. If he is cautious
it offers the opportunity to conduct a fighting
retreat while protecting the units in 2QI and 2EE4.
2P9 is boresighted since it forms the center of a fire
base just outside Belgian infantry fire range.

ATTACKER:
Some of the options available are: 1) Use of

scouts on detached cycles to recce paths of penetra
tion and potential enemy positions with minimal
loss. 2) Use of a pure infantry thrust through the
pine forest to get to the Belgian rear. Note that three
squads and a leader can enter at 2A3 and reach 2R2
in four turns. Hence it is feasible to send half of
your force through the forest while the other half
advances along the obvious approach routes. It
should be remembered that cycles can be pushed
through woods hexes. Players may wish to make up
counters to designate pinned and grounded units.

We rate this scenario 65-35 pro-Germans. To
achieve a better balance we suggest cutting off one
turn from the game length. "
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SCENARIO 26

Defender's Assets: concealment, and good defen
sive positions.

Defender's Liabilities: few units, awful rally
capabiliy, uncertain reinforcements.

Allacker's Assets: superb mobility, excellent
morale and leadership.

Attacker's Liabilities: limited number of units.

DEFENDER:
We feel there is only one option for the

defender. Place all units in the chateau along with

the Queen. Consider placing one squad in each of
the 2nd level chateau hexes except one. In that one
place the royal family. Remember that if the royal
family is with a squad, the squad's fire power is im
paired. Place a LMG and leader in M6 and 03 along
with the squad in each hex. Cover all units with?
counters. Also suggest ?'s in building 6J8 on 2nd
and 3rd levels. It is a good idea to block stair wells
on level I in chateau with ?'s. Since this is a passive"
defense you must, of course, hold all fire till the end
of German movement. The goal is to hold on "till
reinforcements arrive. The probability is 13/18 that
you will get the reinforcements on or before turn 4
and 4/9 that you will get them on or before turn 3. If
the reinforcements arrive by turn 3 the Germans
will be very hard pressed. A cute trick is to put all
counters in the chateau and hide the royal family in
the 3rd level stone building. If the German isn't
thinking clearly he will concentrate all his effort on
the chateau. When the reinforcements arrive they
can reach the 3rd level building and extricate the
Queen.

ATTACKER:
Make use of scouts in detached cycles to explore

? positions. If the defender is concentrated in the
chateau you will have to rush it. Do not do so till
turn 2 after having achieved jump off positions
which will enable you to assault with all squads.
You must not go in piecemeal. It is possible to use
the -3 and -2 leaders with fire groups to reduce the
chateau by fire but the tradeoff is the increased risk
of reinforcements appearing while you stand and
shoot.

The outcome of this scenario depends so heavily
on the turn of entry and quantity of reinforcements
that we are unable to rate the game.
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SCENARIO 27

Defender's Assets: dominant fire and observation
positions, artillery support.

Defender's Liabilities: poor rally capacity, less than
adequate support weapons.

Allacker's Assets: Rommel, adequate forces, good
support weapons, armor. " "

A lIacker's Liabilities: only one~the"need to "make
a river crossing. .

DEFENDER:
We see two distinct options for the ATGs. One:

Use them exclusively to get the tank ferry. Suggest
3002 and 3F3 (if necessary you can move F3 to H2)
or 3K7 and 317. The ferry is a small hull down target
at 13-24 hexes. You have a 35010 chance of a kill
within the first four shots and the chances are ex
cellent you will have more than four. If successful
this removes the armor threat on your side of the
ri ver.

Two: Kill as many tanks as possible with the
prime targets being the PzKw 1110's.

We also see two distinct options for the infan
try. One: Attempt to contain the recce force by
placing strong forces to inhibit their movement.

E.g., if Germans set up in area of 7L9, nine squads
in 3UIO, 3WIO and 3Y8 will make movement very
difficult. You then wait for the German to come to
you. Place the mortar in 3N3 to fire indirect with a
spotter in 2nd level 3N2. Also place a leader with
radio in 3M2 or 3N 1. Another leader with radio
may be placed on an appropriate hilltop. Place
some infantry in woods line to cover other ap-

"",proaches, e.g., 3C8. Move forward only when
targets are available. Place your sniper near the'
riv.er bank. Remember you can advance phase
without loss of hidden status, e.g., UIO to VIO.

'"Two: On turn I make a massive charge on the
recce units in an attempt to destroy them and then
occupy river bank positions. If the German spreads
his recce forces the job is that much easier. If they
'are concentrated this is a riskier proposition. If the
tush . is successful the Germans are in deep
trouble-if not, you are!

ATTACKER:
Sug"gest for safest concentration placing the

recce force" in 7L9 and 7K9. Note that 7M 10, 7KlO
and 7J 10'can be covered by supporting fire from
opposite bank. Setting up in 7Y9-7Z8 and/or 7FF9
7FF80"ffers more movement potential but is much
riskier" as you are more vulnerable to French open
ing prep fi re.

The most useful craft are the four sturm boats as
they allow you to cross quickly and repeatedly.
E.g., placed with squads in 5W I and 5V I you can
reach opposite bank by turn 3. We advise making
the crossing in force at one point though not,
necessarily the same crossing point chosen to meet
the victory conditions. Rommel should be with the
maximum number of machine guns near the cross
ing point for fire support. E.g., in 5RI. AFV's and
artillery spotters should be spread to maximize

"coverage of opposite bank ensuring maximum
chance of destroying ATG's. The overall plan for
the German should be to get as much as possible in
to and across the river as soon as possible.

We rate this one 50-50 and a real nail-biter ex
cluding the arrival of French armor. Should the
French armor appear early we recommend having
sturmboats pick up the recce force and running like
hell.

We find much to differ with in Dr. Medrow's
analysis of this scenario.

The recce forces are divided and are subject to a
withering prep fire from hexes C9, 09 and EIO as
well as I 10, J9, and K10. If the prep fire is successful
a followup close assault can drive either or both
groups into the river.

The French setup appears to be both isolated
and open to substantial fire. Of particular concern
are the AT gun in 3R9 and the stack in 318. The
ATG shield will not cover all avenues of fire. If the
hilltop stack fails to entrench (approximately a 33%
chance), the following defensive fire from the recce
units and from across the river has an excellent
chance to smash the position. Furthermore, we see
no threat to an advance of the recce units onto
board 3. In summary we feel the setup does not take
advantage of the weakness of the restricted recce
setup and is itself vulnerable to both German
forces.

We also disagree with the position on the east
bank. We would prefer the establishment of fire
positions along the length of the river bank (AFV's
are particularly useful for this) to provide for the
maximum number of fire angles. This allows for
flanking shots and limits French mobility.
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DEFENDER:
There are too many defensive variations to be

specific. We would rather present what we consider
essential elements for any defense.

I. Place the 37MM IG in a 2nd or 3rd level
hex-it may be portaged like a HMG and leader

SCENARIO 31

Defender's Assets: good leadership, support
weapons and defensive positions, hidden placement
for guns.

Defender's Liabilities: none.

Attacker's Assets: excellent leadership, good sup
port weapons, armor support, adequate man
power.

Attacker's Liabilities: the need to cover open
ground.

DEFENDER:
Your weak armor and poor firepower will make

any attempt to contest the British advance face to
face suicidal. Your best move is to channel the
British advance by threatening his flanks with im
mobilizing fire. Three of the eight AFV's on board
by turn four have two shots. Hence you have eleven
shots each turn which is enough to threaten both
flanks simultaneously. And this does not count the
AT guns available. We suggest AT and tank posi
tions behind wood lines using the infantry to
threaten close assault in wooded areas. If you play it
right, the British will find themselves in the middle
of board 4 when the 88's arrive. Be wary of the
British ability to kill from hill positions on board 3.
Consider bringing in the 88's unlimbered in such
hexes as 6QI, 6A6 or 4GG3, depending upon the
axis of the British advance. If the British have
ignored or abandoned the hilltops it is possible,
though risky, to attempt to reach a crest such as hill
498 by towing the 88's and exceeding the printed
movement allowance (see 79.2). If successful, you
will dominate the field. Remember to act in concert
with all your weapons. There should always be
interlocking fields of fire sothalno unit can be at
tacked alone.

ATTACKER:
Your course is clear. Keep moving! Establish

AI2's on hill 498 and either 534 or 547. Move as
many All's as far as possible each turn with the
intention of being able to exit board 6 by no later
than turn 11. Keep the All s CE as long as
possible-stay in motion-don't wait for strag
glers. If the 88's arrive before turn 8 it is sufficient
to get the six AI2's off the board to win. The Al2's
not on the heights should seek out and destroy any
AFV's not properly covered by flanking fire.

We rate this as 55-45 pro-German.

Defender's Liabilities: minimal AFV killing power
except for the 88's, weak armor protection .

Attacker's Assets: superior armor.

Attacker's Liabilities: poor mobility-tough vic
tory conditions.
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ATTACKER:
You can either be bold or cautious. A bold rush

might consist of sending both scout cars and all nine
squads across the stone bridge on turn 3. This will
secure a crossing or suffer horrible casualties.

A cautious approach would involve recce by fire
from the north side of the river. E.g., LMG posi
tions in 7Z1 and 7Wl supported by scout car fire
can clear most of the French fire positions around
7Z9 and any exposed MG positions. This will allow
an untroubled crossing, but the time required to.
locate and suppress the French may be fatal.

As a final observation we feel the bold charge
will almost always work against chit 1 while failing
miserably against chit 4. The cautious approach
works well against chit 4 but time runs out when
employed against chit 1.

We rate this at 55-45 pro-German.

DEFENDER:
Consider placing a MMG and a squad or two in

2R2. A leader in 2R3 is necessary for rally purposes.
This position threatens scout car motion on both
bridges. If possible, try to entrench. The remaining
force is split between the bridges although oc-'
casionally we assign a bridge defense solely to the
demo expert with a pre-wired charge. This coUrse
can be quite risky. Potentially valuable fire posi-'
tions include 2AAI, 213, 7KIO and 7Z8. Remember
that infantry adjacent to open topped AFVsand
one level above suffer no modifier to their fire on a
crew.
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SCENARIO 30

Defender's Assets: adequate forces, good leader
ship, ability to immobilize AFV's.

SCENARIO 29

Defender's Assets: partial hidden placement,
potential ability to wire a bridge.

Defender's Liabilities: weak forces to cover two
widely separated areas.

Attacker's Assets: good leadership, armor support,
adequate mobility.

Attacker's Liabilities: vulnerable while on .bikes,
unknown game length.
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DEFENDER:
We suggest placing MGs in exposed positons to

get as many shots at French infantry as possible as
they cross open ground. E.g., 9-2, 9-1, two squads
and HMG in 3M2, 3rd level (we like two leaders in a
crucial position as they enhance each other's
morale); 9-1, two squads and three LMG's in 6J8
2nd level. Needless to say your top priority targets
are the leaders rushing across the open. The guns
may profitably be situated to bombard the chateau,
which the French. will want as a fire base, and to
cover the town approaches. Suggest a 75 in 3R3 and
the other in 6ZlO. Boresight them on the chateau.
We like the ATG in an ambush position such as
6Z6, 6Z9 or 6E9 so as to catch French armor in the
rear. Put the open topped tank destroyers on hill
crests such as hill 498, all three hexes of hill 522, and
one on hill 547. Note an SPW 251/10 can reach hex
303 on turn 1. The StuG's are best employed for
close-in defense at the leading edge on the French
armor thrust, which will usually be aimed at
building 3NI. Be aware of armor bypass infiltration
and the use of trailbreaks through woods. Note that
the Kubelwagen can tow an ATG along roads at
good speed. The remaining infantry and halftracks
are best held out of French MG range to be used in
later stages of the game. Be aware that if the French
hold the chateau and building 4X 1, they need
occupy or contest only one stone building on board
3 to win.

SCENARIO 28

Defender's Assets: hidden placement for gun, ex
cellent leadership, superior AFV firepower, good
support weapons.

Defender's Liabilities: broad front to cover, weak
armor protection.

Attacker's Assets: adequate forces, good all around
armor.

Attacker's Liabilities: poor rally capability, radio
less AFV's, need to traverse open ground.

ATTACKER:
The French, even with their superior armor pro

tection, cannot duel with the tank destroyers which
have hull-down and height advantages. Hence the
French should strive to make this an infantry battle
using their tanks to provide support for an infantry
assault. To that end the French would do well to
move their armor as quickly as possible into the
orchard where they are protected from fire from
the heights. The infantry should sweep as rapidly as
possible into the chateau and the orchard realizing
that there is no way to do this without notable
losses. Once a combined infantry-armor force is in
the orchard the building in 3N I is very vulnerable.
The chateau makes an excellent fire base and should
hold the two MMG's. Be wary of a late game thrust
by halftracks with infantry to contest the chateau or
the building in 4X I. A neat trick is to contest town
building with crews from voluntarily abandoned
AFV's.

We rate this one at 50-50



The CROSS OF IRON rulebook is now in its
third edition. The changes therein are restricted to .
those amendments listed in the CRESCENDO OF ,
DOOM Rules Amendments section. Purists who
would find it convenient to have a COl rulebook
with these changes actually printed in the ap
propriate rule sections may find it worth the $2.00
purchase price plus the customary 10070 postage
charge.
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modifiers also apply (see notes F and G on page 98).
This is a very potent weapon against lightly
armored AFY's and infantry.

2. Place the 60mm mortar in an entrenchment
adjacent to a 2nd level building for indirect fire.

3. Use kindling attempts to set fire to woods
that pose jump off and maneuver threats. We like
setting fires in 5S 10 or 514 for example. After a few
turns of spreading fiJe the German will be denied
the use of the woods road and a good jump off posi
tion for an assault on the chateau.

4. Place the 75's in close proximity to the
chateau with interlocking fire lanes to keep German
armor away. Suggested positions are 607, 6Q4,
5010 and 613. Do the same with the AT Guns but
remember they may be placed in building hexes,
e.g., 6N4 and 6K4. Note that these placements
allow the guns to be covered by infantry fire to de
fend them against infantry assault. The judicious
use of entrenchments and trenches can link them to
the chateau.

5. Use AT mines on roads, e.g., 4W2, 6Z5 and
5Y 10. Place booby traps in chateau hexes such as
603 and 6M6, both on the first floor.

6. Obstacles should be placed to channel Ger
man vehicular movement, e.g., roadblocks in 6Q9,
6W9, 5Q6 and 5WIO.

7. Place the bulk of your infantry in the chateau
with all of your MG's-all on the 2nd level.

8. Boresighting possibilities are: HMG on
6ZIO, HMG on 6Z1 and the spotting round on 6Z6.

ATTACKER:
Time is on your side. You have excellent mobility

and the opportunity to develop your knowledge of
the French positions before your assault. Initially,
scouts and half squads may be used to probe poten
tially dangerous hexes such as 4Y9, 4X8, 6Z1O, 5Y4
and 5X1O. It is also worthwhile to commit at least
one AFY to the rear of the chateau to bring French
rout positions under fire, to maintain desperation
morale and ensure that the rear hexes of the 3rd
level building can be brought under fire. Remember
that you can use the l50mm AFY for either direct or
indirect fire. When safe to do so, the Sig-I B may be
placed hull down in 4YIO to bring both multi-level
buildings under fire. If used for indirect fire it may
be placed behind any wood line at least 12 hexes
from the chateau.

The major in fantry thrust may be made through
6Z1O into the woods of 4Y2 and 6U1O. Alternatively,
it is possible to filter your force through the woods
of board 5 to strike the flank of the chateau. The
route chosen will depend on your success in
discovering and suppressing French positions. Fire
positions around 4U3 and 6Z2 are beyond French
infantry fire range while remaining within your
range. Your armor need not close with the chateau
until a path has been cleared by your infantry.

We rate this one 55-45 pro-French.

We think that Bob's observation on the dual ap
proach to French victory is well made. However we
feel that the defense as presented has certain weak
points. Some of these may be:

I. The guns are not supporting each other nor
are they all adequately protected by infantry fire.
An isolated broken crew takes the weapon out of
action. The 75 in 5Y4 is liable to be discovered early
and fall to infantry fire.

2. We believe in the use of kindled fire to block
lines of advance. No provision is made for the use
of this device.

3. Light mine fields tend to be more of a
nuisance than a deterrent in a game where casualties
form a basis for victory.

Our disagreements here, as elsewhere, seem to
stem from a fundamental difference in principles of
play. Needless to say we make no claims that ours
are better than anybody elses. In this situation we
would favor a mutually supporting, tightly linked
defense.
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SCENARIO 32

Defender's Assets: adequate force, good leader
ship, reserves, mobility.

Defender's Liabilities: widely dispersed.

Attacker's Assets: good morale and leadership, air
power, smoke capability.

A Itacker's Liabilities: vulnerability of parachutists,
difficult terrain objective.

DEFENDER:
We feel the primary objective should be holding

the south edge of board 7 while using the forces on
boards 4 and 6 to inflict the maximum number of
casualties on the German. If possible we suggest
withdrawing the force on board 4 to the other side
of the river as soon as possible.

A suggested setup is:
Board 3: Place a Bren carrier and squad in each

of these hexes: A1O, A6, A5 and AI, with the leader
in A4. This should prevent strafing fighters from
killing more than one Bren carrier per run. Position
the Greeks in and around the woods of BB5, AA7
and hill 498 to guard against German capture of the
reinforcement entry point. It may be worth con
sidering a squad or two in 2nd level of M2 to cover
the open slopes of hills 534 and 547.

Board 2: ATG in 05, leader and crew in N6,
squad in N5. (If the squad is able to entrench this
will allow the crew to access the ATG while still hav
ing a covered rout route to the woods). Other
squads are in 13, 01, SI and N3.

Board 7: 40L in AAI with crew, 20L with crew
in YI, 94L and crew in SI, squads in RI, WI and the
leader in Z I. The intent is to move the 20L along the
road to 2J2, then uphill to 213 and 214 in time to fire
on the incoming German armor. This placement
helps defend against a glider assault on the south
shore of board 7.

Board 4: Three squads, HMG and the 9-1 leader
in W I, two squads in X I, ATG and crew in E5. The
ATG and crew are meant to threaten the German
armor and reinforcements. The gun should be
destroyed if there is a chance it will be captured.
Boresight the HMG on 4KIO.

Board 6: The squads on this board cannot be
saved, and hence should be placed to inflict max
imum casualties on any paradrop. Use hexes K9,
N5, (both 2nd level), P9, R9, and X8 with the leader
in K9, ATG and crew in AAI.

ATTACKER:
As usual we have found that there are essentially

two choices, a conservative landing and a bold one.
The conservative landing will minimize

casualties, but will pose grave difficulties in the cap
ture of the bridge. We suggest choosing drop hexes
so that a forced change of boards will still keep you
near your target. For example, a choice of 6P9 as an
initial drop hex will allow you to go to 4P9 in the
event of a die roll of 4 or 5. This will allow a 5/6
chance of a successful drop. Other choices are 6U9
and 4W9.

A conservative glider landing would follow an
axis such as 417 to 404 and/or 4R6 to 4Y3. While
the gliders are landing we suggest a strafing run on
the AA Gun positions to draw fire away from the
landing.

A bold approach would entail landing the
gliders south of the canal. Areas to be considered
are centered around 7Y2, 2QI and 2Al. Even
bolder would be landing along slopes of hills 534
and/or 547 along axes 3E5 to 3I1 and/or 3F7 to
3K5.

We recommend a split of two fighter and two
dive bombers. The fighters pose the recurrent threat
of sweeping MG fire on any units moving in the
open. In addition they are potent vehicle killers. A
good argument could be made for all four aircraft
being fighters.

Because of the difficulties in achieving a
cohesive drop we rate this one as 60-40 pro-British.
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THE VIEW FROM THE COCKPIT
A Preview of the Air Force/Dauntless Game System

By Dr. David S. Bieksza

are positive modifiers while firing when inverted is a
negative one; the net modifier is cross-indexed
versus gun factors to yield the final shift.

The roll of a die yields the number and location
of hits inflicted. Holes can be punched in the wings,
fuselage, cockpit, engine, fuel tank, or guns. Not
until the number of hits in anyone location (except
for gun hits) reaches the maximum noted on the
ADC is the airplane shot down. This system causes
contradictory feelings for a player. On one hand, it
is nearly impossible to down a plane with a single
attack. Gun-camera film of planes exploding in
mid-air just cannot be duplicated in the games. This
is the origin of the only criticism I have heard
directed at AF and DL. Neophytes would often
times choose a small number of aircraft from the
Battle of Britain to learn the system. A few waltzes
with a low concentration of weakly-armed planes
would convince them that nobody ever gets shot
down. The key to an exciting dogfight is the use of a
large number of better-armed, late-model fighters.
With more machines in the confined air space (an
experienced player can efficiently handle four to six
planes), more targets are likely to blunder into an
enemy field of fire.

TABLE I:
Effect of Damage on Aircraft Performance

On the other hand, each attack is almost certain
to inflict some damage on one's opponent, which
engenders a feeling of progress that would be miss
ing from an "all-or-nothing" type of combat
system. The importance of accumulated damage is
that it degrades the damaged plane's performance.
Table I lists the effect of hits on flight
characteristics. Fuselage and wing hits can be
shrugged off. Gun hits reduce firepower but con
tribute nothing to possible destruction until all
armament has been knocked out; then excess gun
hits become wing hits. Fuel hits are worrisome
because no airplane can absorb more than a few.
Likewise only a few engine hits can cause destruc
tion, but in addition each hit cancels a power factor.
Many models have only one to begin with, so when
that is lost the plane must dive in order to conduct
even a simple turn without losing speed. Finally,
only a few cockpit hits are needed to cause destruc
tion, but in addition each hit progressively restricts
which maneuvers may be conducted. The key to
survival in a dogfight is unpredictability of final
position at the end of the turn. When engine and
cockpit hits reduce this flexibility, the damaged
plane becomes more and more of a sitting duck.

Up to this point I have been describing the basic
rules, which concern only combat between fighters.
The easily-assimilated advanced rules add on more
realistic layers to the system and expand the types of
planes available in a wide variety of scenarios. The
two most interesting rules which pertain primarily
to dogfights are deflection and inline engines.
Deflection provides another modifier to the hit
table number. It varies from + 2 to -4 according to
the relative clock positions of firing plane and
target-the most favorable position (no surprise)

Articles of a review nature are rather rare in
THE GERNERAL. Although Dr. Bieksza's com
ments pertain to the Battleline edition of AIR
FORCE, and not the revised AH version, much of
what he says is applicable to both. As many Avalon
Hill enthusiasts probably have no experience with
AIR FORCE, we thought this preview of the
original game system would make good companion
reading for our Design Analysis on the recently
revised version.

The mention of Battleline to the average Avalon
Hill wargamer is likely to evoke the response of
WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN or SUB
MARINE. Avalon Hill's polishing of these two
high-quality naval games together with its broad
following brought them to the attention of many
who ordinarily would have ignored them-myself,
for one. After Origins '80, the likely response will
be AIR FORCE. The Battleline version of this and
the companion game DA UNTLESS have already
gained widespread popularity, so in anticipation of
publication of an improved edition I intend to pre
sent a brief description of the existing AIR
FORCE/DAUNTLESS game system.

In contrast to the strategic orientation of LUFT
WAFFE, AIR FORCE (abbreviated A1') and
DAUNTLESS (DL) are intricate, tactical-level
games. Each counter represents one airplane; each
turn corresponds to ten seconds of real time; and
each speed factor (i.e. movement point) is
equivalent to about 50 miles per hour. At this scale a
full twenty-turn game equals less than 3Y2 minutes
of real time, and the six-section mapsheet
represents a volume of air space roughly five miles
by eight.

AF and DL are therefore closer kin to
RICHTHOFEN'S WAR. The counters are nearly
identical in format: a top view of the aircraft
represented by the counter (to establish facing) and
minimum identification. The characteristics of the
aircraft are presented on Airplane Data Cards
(ADC's) and the aircraft's current stiltus is con
trolled on a log sheet. But here the similarities end.
The ADC's contain an enormous quantity of data.
The heart of each card is a Movement
Characteristics Chart that describes thirteen flight
parameters varying according to altitude in
5000-foot increments. Though overwhelming at
first glance, the chart actually permits easy and
rapid retrieval of required information.

Movement must be plotted simultaneously,
much like WS&IM and SUBMARINE. Unlike the
naval games, however, the armchair pilot has more
to worry about than simply turning left or right. His
aircraft's log sheet records current altitude, speed,
and bank attitude. During the movement phase the
plane must expend its entire movement allowance
(i.e., speed) by some combination of forward
movement and maneuvers. The maneuvers are
limited to: a 60 ° change in bank attitude; a 60 ° turn
in the direction of the bank; a one-hex side slip in
the direction opposite to the bank; a one-hex half
roll which changes bank attitude by 180 ° without a
change in facing; and a half loop which changes
both bank attitude and facing by 180°. All
maneuvers except banking count as one hex moved.

Each of the maneuvers is denoted by a unique
code for ease of plotting. While "R" is easily
remembered to indicate a right turn, it is less clear
that "T" means a 'left slip. Nevertheless, after a
small amount of practice players can complete the
plotting for multiple aircraft in as little as five

minutes. Several factors speed the bookkeeping.
On the average a plane's speed lies between five and
seven hexes per turn, a number low enough for con
venient plotting. Damage oftentimes reduces the
available options (see below). And massed bombers
in the advanced rules are handled in groups, with
one plot controlling three or four aircraft even
though damage is still recorded individually.

The crucial limitation to the execution of any
one maneuver is that the aircraft must fly straight
ahead for a number of hexes specified by the Move
ment Characteristics Chart on the ADC's, typically
about three hexes. An important exception is the
slip: a plane has the option to immediately turn
zero, one or two hexsides after conducting a slip.
This provides great flexibility in changing direction
(though the Expansion Kit rules decrease this flex
ibility somewhat) and is the most common
maneuver used. The exact number of required
hexes of straight-line flight changes according to the
type of maneuver, altitude, speed, and a "loaded"
configuration (such as the carrying of bombs or ex
ternal armament packs). A convenient side effect of
having a written record of movement is that
straight-ahead movement during the previous turn
can be applied to a maneuver in the current turn.

Vertical movement is superimposed over the
horizontal (hex-by-hex) movement. Climbs and
dives are plotted in multiples of 100 feet, and in
teract with movement through the hex grid only in
sofar as the speed for the following turn is reduced
or increased. The Movement Characteristics Chart
indicates the maximum change a climb or dive can
achieve per turn at a given altitude. In addition
speed factors are gained or lost according to a fixed
rate, most often plus or minus one per every
300-foot change in altitude. To counteract decelera
tion power factors may be applied, and to
counteract acceleration brake factors may be
applied. Both correspond to speed factors on a one
to-one basis, and again their availability varies
according to altitude.

The difficulty in this straightforward arrange
ment is that all maneuvers except banking also
consume speed factors. Power factors are in
variably insufficient to maintain a steady speed
through multiple maneuvers or hard climbs.
Combining a series of maneuvers with more than a
modest climb is a sure way to learn the rules con
cerning stalls. Similarly, the number of brake fac
tors is small enough that a dive at the maximum rate
will soon boost the speed over safe maximum, at
which point the wings fall off. A hard-diving plane
usually descends with a series of slips/two-hexside
turns, which handily absorbs the excess speed.

After movement is completed, combat occurs
simultaneously but without plotting. A fighter's
"FF" (fixed-forward) armament automatically hits
the closest enemy plane in the 60 ° "clock sector"
directly in front of it according to the facing of the
counter. An ADC lists gun factors according to
type (cannon or machine gun), location (groups of
weapons on the wings or in the cowling), and range
(typically about five hexes). Gunfire factors are
cross-referenced versus range-each 500-foot
altitude differential counts as an additional hex-in
order to determine which of twenty tables are to be
used to resolve the combat. The higher the number
of the table, th"e greater the damage inflicted, and
only the two lowest tables have a chance of a "no
damage" result. Mqdifiers may increase or
decrease the hit table number. The size of the target
and weapon system efficiency of the firing aircraft

location
fuselage
wing
cockpit
engine
fuel
gun

penalty
none
maximum dive speed reduced
limit to which maneuvers may be performed
power factors reduced
none
gun factors reduced according to how many
grouped in that location
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AVALON HILL
STAFF SHIRTS

We have available distinguished looking four
button down staff shirts for sale to GENERAL
readers who have longed for a chance to display
their wargaming preferences in a dignified man
ner. These shirts will allow the conservative adult
gamer to advertise his interests in a discrete man
ner without having to resort to the t-shirt method
which virtually shouts to everyone in sight that
you're a wargamer. These attractive white shirts
with stylish black AH logo and red lettering (The
Avalon Hill Game Company Staff) are sure to
direct the conversation among your casual ac
quaintances to gaming. You'd be surprised how
many closel wargamers are out there just waiting
to hear an encouraging word before confessing
their own interests in the games. Before you know
it, you've found an entirely new circle of op
ponents without having to explain what you're
doing walking around with a tank on your chest to
the uninitiated.

The shirts are presently available only in two
sizes-large and extra large-and sell for $12 plus
IOOJo postage and handling charges. Maryland
residents please add 5OJo state sales tax. Be sure to
specify size desired: L or XL.

ORDER BY PHONE
TOLL FREE

If your favorite game store does not have the
game you want in stock and you have a valid
American Express, Master Charge, or VISA
credit card, call our Toll Free number
800-638-9292 from anywhere in the Continental
United States except Maryland to place your
order. Our prompt mail order service will then
speed your order to you with our usual lightning
dispatch. You must give the order taker the
number, expiration date, and name of your credit
card along with your order and shipping address.
We ship UPS wherever possible. If you prefer
Parcel Post, be sure to specify this.

The Toll Free number is good only for urder
ing games or other merchandise from Avalon Hill
by credit card payment. No C.O.D. orders can be
accepted. The operator will be unable to answer
game questions or switch calls to someone who
can.

Maryland residents must call 301-254-5300
and ask for extension 34. Absolutely no collect
phone calls can be accepted. The Toll Free
number is not valid in Maryland.

light flak opposition. Individually, light antiair-

AREA TOP SOcraft guns are weak, but sheer numbers (up to 40!)
make them very effective. I once raided an airfield
complex with a variety of Me-109's. One plane car- Times Previous

ried external cannon packs, which gave it the wallop Rank Name On List Rating Rank

of a moving van and equal maneuverability. It I. W. Dobson 19 2511 RJ P I
lumbered along at minimum altitude and erased 2. K. Combs 17 2487WNQ 2

several flak positions unlucky enough to be situated 3. R. Chiang 25 2178GHN 3

in its field of fire. Just before it ran out of ammuni- 4. D. Cornell 19 21750HK 4

tion, nearly every gun on the map concentrated on it 5. D. Garbull 15 2107EGK 5
6. D. Burdick 17 2105EDJ 7

and brought it to earth with fuselage hits-the only 7. P. Kemp 10 2034EEI 8
time in my wide experience that fuselage hits ever 8. F. Freeman 10 2018DEE 8
proved to be fatal. 9. T. Oleson 26 2006SSZ 6

The Pacific Theater equivalent pits the raiders 10. J. Kreuz 12 2001FFK 9
against surface vessels ranging from capital ships to II. D. Barker 24 1997GHM 13

merchantmen. I expected these scenarios to provide 12. J. Beard 7 1970DFI 16

a more satisfactory accounting of tactical naval air 13. L. Newbury 19 1964EGK 12

power. First, the ships literally whiz across the 14. M. Sincavage 6 1962001 II
15. P. Siragusa 10 1962CEG 14

ocean, easily dodging dive bombers and torpedo 16. R. Leach 19 1933GJN 15
planes. Secondly, a warship is assigned heavy and 17. B. Sinigaglio 2 1891CEE 22
light flak factors which can be fired into each clock 18. L Zajicek 20 1865GJP 17
sector on every turn. The classic tactic of splitting 19. R. Moore 2 1836GEB 18
torpedo bombers into two groups for an "anvil" 20. C. Combs 7 1834QKD 20

attack only serves to double the vulnerability of the 21. N. Markevich 9 1827CEE 19

carrier planes. Thus, the attacking force tends to 22. K. Blanch 19 1805FGK 35

line up in single file, with the poor slob in front
23. W. Knapp II 1795JLR 24
24. L. Kelly 10 1794UUZ 23

acting as "flak catcher." 25. R. Kolkick 2 1785CDF 25
With the vast selection of planes available in 26. F. Sebastian 12 1758FHN 27

AF, DL, and the Expansion Kit, the entire spectrum 27. W. Letzin 13 1745DDH 33
of aerial warfare in World War II may be explored. 28. B. Downing 6 1743DFN 26
I could easily triple the length of this article in 29. E. Miller 3 1732GJN 28

discussing scenarios, planes, and tactics, but a 30. D. Greenwood 18 1731FEl 30

better alternative is my encouragement to tryout 31. S. Martin 10 1730EGH 29

the system yourself. This rare combination of 32. N. Cromartie 2 I725FFM 31
33. G. Smith I 1716CCG

realism and playability should not be missed. * 34. D. Munsell 12 1698FEH 36
35. R. Hoffman 3 1697DGK 37
36. T. Baruth 2 1693CDF 39
37. l. LeBouef 5 1692G10 40
38. W. SCOll 13 1681GFM 41
39. T. Slafka 12 1681 EFK 42
40. R. Zajac 6 1669FGH 45
41. D. McCarty 3 I669CEH 43
42. D. Tierney 2 1660HFJ 44
43. A. Sioley 2 1653DCH 46
44. P. Carson 10 1650ECE 47
45. W. Thomson I 1642FFI
46. B. Schoose I 1638CFG
47. C. Braun 1 1637CGI
48. D. Stephens 2 1636HID 50
49. B. Hayden I 1624HIN
50. J. Kenower I 1605CEF

has the firing plane on the target's tail, while the
least favorable situation is two aircraft approaching
head-on. The closest equivalent to the critical hit in
RICHTOFEN's WAR is an engine hit on an inline
engine. Rugged, air-cooled radial motors could
have entire cylinders shot away and would still
function, but liquid-cooled inline motors were
vulnerable to cooling system damage. Therefore
whenever an engine hit is scored on a plane with an
inline engine, there is a chance the engine will freeze
and destroy the aircraft. A frightened tail gunner on
an Me-IIO once shot down a P-51 Mustang in this
manner-the only bright spot for me in an other
wise dismal dogfight scenario.

Use of bombers provides equally intense action.
The two main scenarios involve either day or night
bombing. During daylight hours massed bombers
approach multi-hex ground targets defended by
heavy flak and interceptors. (This solitaire scenario
can be converted to face-to-face play by adding
escorts and more interceptors.) The bombers
defend themselves with "F" guns-flexible arma
ment. The limitation of attacking the single closest
plane applies to bombers as well as fighters, so
(somewhat unrealistically) the entire strength of the
bomber's machine guns is concentrated on a single
interceptor. Woe to the interceptor-in some clock
sectors a late-model B-17 can deliver the same
punch as a P-47! Because of this defensive arma
ment and the tougher construction of the bomber
(increased wing and fuselage hits, two to four
motors, and dual cockpits), interceptors generally
receive the worse of the encounter.

The advantage for the defending side lies in the
heavy flak batteries that defend the ground targets.
Antiaircraft artillery uses the same hit tables deter
mined by cross-referencing gun factors with range;
no modifiers apply. The optimum range for heavy
flak is between 25 and 36 hexes, so the bombers
must run a lengthy gauntlet of flak bursts. Like air
to-air combat, flak attacks the nearest enemy plane,
and also like air-to-air combat, flak never misses.

The interceptors may have an ace (so to speak)
up their sleeves by using air-to-air rockets (in AF
only). Each rocket hit automatically destroys one
bomber-as many as three with one salvo! Also, an
IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) rule provides
nuisance value on behalf of the interceptors. If flex
ible guns wish to fire at a target where a friendly
plane is closer, there is a small chance of the friendly
plane receiving the fire by mistake. This dilutes the
defensive firepower slightly, but on one memorable
occasion two of my opponent's B-25's
simultaneously helped a Zero shoot a third B-25 out
of the sky.

The night bomber battles are completely dif
ferent. Small groups of bombers must cross the
length of the mapsheet while night fighters, lack
ing radar due to presumed countermeasures, at
tempt to inflict enough damage to force jettisoning
of bomb 10jlds. Both bombers and interceptors ap
pear at random intervals (though on preselected
hexes), and must search for each other visually.
Once again the interceptors have a tough mission to
perform. They are widely outmatched in the eyeball
department, so they cannot count on closing in
undetected for a crippling burst. Some bomber
groups may even slip through completely unspotted.
Once the night fighter has visually acquired an
enemy plane, the fast-moving bomber may remain
out of range if a climbing approach or tail chase is
necessary. Even then, the random arrival times tend
to pit one fighter against a trio of bombers. Though
such a scenario may seem dull, the appeal is in using
the exotic night fighter variants, such as the Ju-88
wielding an extra pair of20 mm cannon in the fixed
high ("FH") position.

Tactical bombing scenarios are also provided,
most of which are solitaire and generally involve the
player's medium bombers or ground-attack fighter
variants attempting to blast targets in the face of
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DIVIDING PRESSURE ZONES
A WEATHER VARIANT FOR RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN byTom Oleson

There's a saying around the track that "You
can't beat a horse with no horse", which is another
way of saying that everything in life is comparative.
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN may not be a realistic
simulation, but compared to what? If RUSSIAN
CAMPAIGN were a horse, some critics would be
prepared to shoot it for dog food, but they don't
name their replacement. On the grounds of realism,
the only other game covering the entire war in
Russia which is touted as better than RUSSIAN
CAMPAIGN is the gigantic DRANG NACH
OSTEN. One could easily finish a RUSSIAN
CAMPAIGN scenario in less time than needed to
just setup DNa, so it seems to me that comparing
the two isn't entirely fair.

This is not to say that RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN
is perfect: far from it. One of its many shortcom-

die Mar/Apr Sep/Oct Nov/Dec
North- South North- South North- South

1 C C C C C C
[2 C C C C I:M/M :LM

3 LM LM C C S LM/M
4 M LM LM L"'M M

5 S M M LM S S
6 S M/S MIS -M S S

ings is the potentially exaggerated influence of
weather. If one uses the historical weather the, to
me, desirable element of uncertainty is eliminated.
If one uses monthly weather, doubling the number
of weather rolls halves the luck factor, but since the
number of rolls is still relatively small, the course of
play may still be so much influenced by
"unseasonable" weather, that the players feel that
luck outweighs skill.

In Nebraska, there are days when you choose
between leaving the house with suntan lotion, or a
snow shovel, depending on whether you go out the
front door, or the back. Not so in the Russia of
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. If it snows in Leningrad,
it's snowing in Sevastopol, too. Here is a way to
change that, and greatly reduce the luck factor in
the weather die rolls:

C. Alternatively, if using monthly

die North-South North-South
M A M A S 0 S

1 C C 'C C C C C
2 C C C C C C C
3 LM/M LM LM LM C C C
4 S M LM LM LM
5 S S M M LM M LM
6 S S S M/S M S M

1. Divide the map into three zones (see map):
A. North-all hexes entirely north of the line

NC.
B. South-all hexes entirely south of line Sc.
C. Center-all hexes or half-hexes south of

NC, and north of Sc. Note that the center zone
"gains" the half-hexes. Examples: the hex just
north of Kalinin is in the center zone, as is that just
north of Kharkov.
2. Whenever a weather die roll is called for, there
will be not one roll, but three, one for each zone.

A. The center zone will use the Weather Chart
on page twelve of the rule book, with no change,
regardless of whether the die roll is per two-month
turn (rule 4. I), or per one-month impulse (26.8).

B. The other two zones will use the following
tables, if playing under rule 4.1:

weather (26.8): D. Key:
North-South C = clear

0 N D N D S = snow
C C C C C M = mud
C LM LM/M LM LM LM ~ light
C M S LM M mud

L S S M
LM S S M S
M/S S S S S

COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Cornb.o,Oclcl'l"''' c" S"~"IlI" '0 ~l~""'" S"~"IlI~1

1·5 1·3 5·1 '·1
1·6 I·' I·' 'l '·1 3·1 '·1 6·1 9·1

1 AE AE AE Al Al AR C EX DR

2 AE AE Al Al AR C EX DR 01

3 AE Al AR AR C EX DR 01 DE, Al AR AR C EX DR 01 DE DE

5 AR AR C EX DR 01 DE DE 05

6 AR C EX DR 01 DE OS OS 05.. ... .. ., ~ ._.
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AIRFORCEll
The Story Behind the Avalon Hill Revision of AIR FORCE

By Kevin Zucker

LYSIS
15 A 12

GUN 88mm/ L56
AM MO 92 PEN 4.9"

8 Wt 6O.5t HPWt

O.K., then, what is the difference between the
old Battleline version of AIR FORCE and the new
AH version? I have explained some of the systemic
changes futher on; here I will summarize the
changes in terms of components.

The new maps are mounted on hard board and,
though devoid of terrain (how much can you see
from 34,000 feet?) most owners of the original ver
sion will want to get copies of the new maps. There
is one other difference-the hexes are slightly
larger, so that the map sections can be geomorphic,
the result being that each board has one less hex
row.

The counters will have the same basic silhou
ettes, but they will be multi-colored (silhouette and
background in contrasting colors) and a little more
'national' identity will be introduced. Oh, hill
counters are added, and we used different silhou
ettes for non-aircraft counters (big deal). Owners of
the original version don't really need the new
counters.

The rules had to be rewritten, even where no
changes in effect were made. Though perhaps
'flavorful,' they lacked real specific and concise
meaning. I felt often I knew what the author meant,
though he could rarely wrestle a complete thought
onto paper intact. A few new rules were added (see
below), and the whole was made clearer-I would
recommend you get a copy, though a friend
familiar with both versions can probably explain
the changes. The tables were reworked to eliminate
one of the modifier tables (with minimal change in
effect).

The Plot Sheets are identical, except they are
now printed in light blue instead of black. And
finally, the data cards are changed (also see below)
but players accustomed to the original cards will
probably want to stick with what is comfortable.

The methods developed to express the maneuver
characteristics of the aircraft are the game's most
important innovations. To begin, each aircraft is
given a speed profile; from its top speed at each
altitude is extrapolated the break-points of level
speed (it may go faster only when diving), its best
maneuver speed, and stall speed. This simple notion
is the conceptual breakthrough which makes the

ing to my subjective standard, and many of those
who wrote in similarly felt that the game had too
many shortcomings to hold their interest in its pres
ent state. In this case I realized that months of
research and testing would be required, and that
those who loved the game the way it was would not
want to see it changed, because that would require a
change in their existing imaginary conception of air
warfare. Besides, it was reasoned around here that
an entirely new air warfare game would be
preferable to an entirely redesigned game under an
old title. So ... redesigning was never really an op
tion I considered. But I felt, in reading the letters of
those urging no change whatsoever, that there was
little conscious awareness of the role their own im
agination played in what they perceived as
"realistic. "

DESIGN

"The solidity oj mailer was being dissolved into
mere mathematical relationships in
space . .. "-Julian Jaynes discussing the impact
of particle physics at the outset of the century, in his
Origins of Consciousness ...

The kind of quantitative thinking incorporated
in our games and their approach to probabilities are
in keeping with the over-simplified application of
Physics prevalent in all our society. Philosophy,
Music and History, not to mention Government
and Politics, are dominated by mathematical inter
pretation. And though the game's only possible
value may be as an historical record of
mathematical relationships on a macroscopic scale,
their attempts at modelling are not different in
kind-though necessarily suffering a lack of all
scientific rigor-from those constructed of the
world of particles in the last three-quarters of a cen
tury.

The point of all this, I think, is not to trivialize
what is great by associating it with our insignificant
efforts, but hopefully to emulate more closely what
is great and abandon our present ways of thinking.
The odds against three of our air-choppers crashing
on their way to Teheran were supposedly 10,000 to
I. And if some foolish designer tries to tackle this
one, they will create a game in which an historical
outcome is either legislated, or occurs in only one of
ten thousand playings. Yet this outcome is precisely
the only possibility, given the participants, their
state of mind, confidence, sense of right and
wrong-in short, the historical moment was against
them, and we all knew-in spite of twentieth
century quantitative thinking-that any such at
tempt would be a fiasco.

A game can only crudely model a couple of in
terdependent probabilistic equations-'systems',
we call them-with those probabilities converging
as they are repeated over time toward some mean
outcome inherent in the very structure of the prob
ability tables. What the tables say is what will hap
pen. Of course, there is a huge gap between these
one or two systems and the 'real world'-a gap the
same as that between a name and the thing named.
Once we have the 'name' we are ready to make the
metaphorical leap of imagination, to create in our
minds the world of all things in that gap.

The only question, then, when looking at a
game, is whether what there is of the game cor
responds to what we already hold in our imaginary
conception of the 'thing named.' If there are
enough historical reference points, and we can
generate some framework of rationale to glue
everything together, the game is 'realistic.' If we
can't accomplish this, it's a bore.

The game I have in mind is AIR FORCE, which
I had been working on until it disappeared into the
recesses of Colonial Composition about six weeks
ago (i.e., mid-March). The game is quite popular,
and the decision had been made not to redesign it
before I took on the project in December. I felt
many changes would be necessary, as I have re
counted below, to make the game realistic accord-

A result such as LM/M or M/S means that the
die must be rolled again. If even, the weather is the
first alternative listed, if odd, the second.

The probabilities in the table are close to those
in the Weather Chart in the standard rules, except
that precipitation is more likely to be mud in the
south, snow in the north.
3. Using 26.5 (historical weather), changes are as
follows:

A. Central zone, none, uses weather listed.
B. Northern zone, where mud is indicated, use

snow rules.
C. Southern zone, where snow is indicated, use

mud rules.
D. All else unchanged.

4. Stukas:
A. A stuka is considered to have been used in a

light mud/mud zone if its headquarters is in such a
zone, or none of the defenders in the attack it sup
ports is in a clear weather zone. If the headquarters
is in a clear zone, and even one of the defenders in
volved is, then the use is considered to be in clear
weather.

B. If a stuka is used in a mud/light mud zone,
as defined above, no other use of stukas is possible
that turn, even though another zone may have clear
weather, with a stuka or stukas available. As ex
plained in rule 15.7, one stuka may be used per mud
turn in 1941-42, zero thereafter.

C. If no stuka is used in a mud/light mud zone,
then in any zone or zones where clear weather
prevails, three stukas could be used per turn in
1941, two in 1942, and one in 1943, as explained in
part "A".

D. No use of stukas is possible in snow. A stuka
is in snow if its headquarters is, or none of the
defenders is in clear weather, mud, or light mud. A
stuka could be used in an attack against defenders
partially in snow, if at least one of the units under
attack was not in snow, nor was the stuka's head
quarters.

E. All other rules governing stukas are un
changed.
5. Movement:

A. Units moving within a zone obey the
weather rules of that zone, so there is no problem,
nor would there be any problems moving from zone
to zone, with identical weather.

B. Movement is considered to increase in dif
ficulty in this order-clear, light mud, snow, mud.
If a unit starts in a zone with one sort of weather,
and moves into a zone with more restrictive move
ment, it stops in the first hex in that zone, provided
it had sufficient movement allowance to enter that
hex, considered under the weather rules of the zone
it is coming from. For example, a unit starting in a
clear zone, would stop in the first hex of a zone with
any other sort of weather.

C. Conversely, movement is considered to
decrease in difficulty in this order-mud, snow,
light mud, clear. If a unit starts in a zone with one
sort of weather, and moves into a zone with less
restrictive movement, it may continue, but paying
movement{:osts according to the zone from which it
started.
6. Rail movement: the restriction during snow
turns (rule 9.1) is in effect if at least two of the three
zones are snow. If only one zone is snow, the restric
tion does not apply.
7. Supply: section 17 of the rules discusses supply
sources. There are two such-cities (whether
"reached" for supply purposes by a rail line, or
directly), and the friendly board edge. There are
different supply rules for snow, and non-snow.
Under the weather variant, a unit suffers the snow
penalties if its supply source hex (city, not the line to
it; or the final rail hex adjoining the friendly board
edge) is in a snow zone. Even if the unit itself is in
snow, it does not suffer the snow supply penalty if
its supply source is not.

Continued on Page 44, Column 2
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THE AVALON HILL
GENERAL & COMPANY INDEX

After dozens of requests for it, we've finally
compiled an index for THE GENERAL But
what an index! Virtually everything that has ap
peared in the first 16 volumes of THE GENERAL
is referenced and cross referenced ad infinitum.

The main subject matter is, of course, a
chronological listing of gaming articles by subject
matter with specific author, volum'e, and page
references. There is, however, much more in
cluding indices for contests, RBGs, philosophies,
covers, letters, and miscellaneous articles.

The index also includes a running commentary
on the development of the Avalon Hill Game Co.
from 1952 to the present. This "Time Line" is a
wealth of information for the trivia buff or
serious AH devotee and includes a complete
listing of Avalon Hill titles in the order of their
publication, complete with design/development
credit and miscellaneous information.

This 20 page, 8" x II" booklet is yours for
$4.00 plus the usual postage charges direct from
Avalon Hill at 4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore, MD
21214. Maryland residents please add 5% state
sales tax.

FACTORY
OUTLET

Whenever in the Baltimore area feel free to
drop in at our Factory Outlet store located in our
design offices at 900 St. Paul and 20 E. Reed St.
This store is the world's only retail outlet featuring
a complete selection of Avalon Hill games, parts,
magazines and accessories. Pay by cash or check
or bring your credit card. and if visiting on
Saturdays feel free to stay and attend a gaming
session with Interest Group Baltimorc and get
involved with whatever playtesting happens to be
going down. Or just drop by and play or talk the
games of your choice on Saturday with any of the
locals and enjoy the competition.

The problem with the existing format was that it re
quired close scrutiny and careful cross-indexing
plus, often, the addition of two such indexed
numbers together so that, when plotting his move,
the actual options were not displayed before his
eyes for comparison.

Reproduced below is the old Ju87D card. Com
paring it with the new card for the same aircraft
shown in the ad on page 3, you'll see how easily one
can "size-up" the special strong and weak areas of
the aircraft, whether they're better at high altitude,
in a turn, in a climb, etc. Such easy comparisons will
make it possible for players to know their own air
craft and their opponent's without laborious study.
For instance, if I am being tailed, but I know that
my turn radius is tighter than my opponent's at
lower altitudes, I have a good chance of escaping.
With a profile of characteristics, such comparisons
can be made visually at a glance; with information
presented digitally and in tabular form, I would
have to place the two cards side by side and check all
the characteristics until I found something
favorable.

Note: Two further "gamettes" in this series will
be released: DAUNTLESS, providing Pacific
scenarios, and STURMO VIK, covering the Eastern
Front and the Mediterranean.

•

Producer: Third Reich
Name: "StukaU

POINT VALUE, 15

Close suooort bomber

must expend most or all of its ammunition to score
a kill, while the bomber has every hope of downing
the pesky fighter. With gunners like these, the Air
Force would have had bomber escorts for bombers.
Probably part of the problem is the premise, built
into the Tables, that the greater the weight of
firepower, the greater the number of hits, always in
all circumstances. In fact, it is next to impossible for
an aircraft to avoid getting at least one hit!

This problem with the combat tables could have
been of limited impact, had the balance between the
maneuver and combat systems been appropriately
weighted to the former. The real problem, then, is
that firepower is too decisive in the game, to the ex
tent that a Player will prefer a Bf 110 to a Spitfire.
In fact, it was the failure to bring these two elements
of maneuver and combat into balance which kept
AIR FORCE from becoming the all-time classic it
could have been. A few minor changes, such as
limiting the cumulative impact of bomber
firepower, were applied in the hope of alleviating
the problem somewhat.

Having decided not to go into a full redesign,
there were still a few problems with the maneuver
system, excellent though the basics were. First,
there was the problem of simultaneous plotting.
The system made no allowance for pilot reaction to
an aircraft being tailed. To solve this, we stole the
idea of "Advantage" from Dr. Isby's AIR WAR,
although in application the new system is somewhat
different. Here, both sides first plot, but an aircraft
with the "advantage" can specify anyone "disad
vantaged" aircraft as the one he will tail; he then
gets to see the plot of that aircraft (only) executed,
and then must follow the specified aircraft, chang
ing his plot to conform to the actual move. Then
there was the problem that players would tend to fly
around the board in a perpetual banked-wing at
titude, to increase their opportunities and reduce
their reaction time. This was solved by specifying a
lOO-foot drop in altitude for each Game-Turn an
aircraft ended in bank without performing a
maneuver. And so on.

The main problem, I felt, was to highlight the
best feature of the game, the aircraft data cards, to
make them more functional and to provide graphic
interest. Particularly since the counters and map are
devoid of interest or information, and because
Players must reference to the cards several times in
a given Game-Turn, I sought a treatment that
would give the Player, at a glance, all the needed in
formation concerning speed, maneuverability, etc.

Treat variants as loaded in these configurations.
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game a success. Invariably, at increasing altitudes
the upper limit of stall speed increases, while both
the upper and lower limits of dive speed expand to
crowd out, first maneuver and then level speed, so
that the maximum ceiling always has one remaining
possible level speed. Whether the designers culled
these speed-increments from tables, or narratives,
or just "piped" them up, the method is a clean and
straightfoward solution to the first question any
air warfare game must address.

Next comes the question of maneuvering. While
not handled quite as elegantly, a workable system
was devised in which aircraft must fly in a straight
line for a given distance (depending upon altitude,
type of maneuver, and speed increment) before per
forming a maneuver. Thus, a maneuver is a quan
tum event. You fly along, storing up the required
Movement Points (energy), and suddenly your air
craft is upside down, or again flying a straight path
off in a different direction. Simplicity is here em
phasized, and the system works well within the
limits of the hex-grid. (Now a really interesting
game could be done on blank paper with com
passes!)

Add to the above some similar restrictions on
climbing and diving rates, engine power and air
braking ability, and you have a complete idea of the
information conJained on the Maneuver
Characteristics Cards (one for each particular air
craft type).

Every silver lining has its cloud, as my buddy
Redmond would say, and the cloud in this case is
the combat system. Aircraft specialist David C.
Isby was hurriedly summoned from New York
upon my first discovery of certain strange symp
toms (to change metaphors), but a complicated
reconstrictive surgery was diagnosed as the only
possible remedy, and the lengthy hospitalization
entailed was not deemed warranted. At first, we
thought a "quick fix" might be possible, requiring
a rationalization of firepower strengths. On second
look, however, we discovered that the flaw lay with
the Combat Tables, which were apparently con
cocted without reference to actual combat situa
tions, and were then grafted on to the
independently-derived firepower strength
tautology through the use of two modifier tables.
But not even an infinite series of modifier tables
could result in a realistic firepower effect, given the
tables and the system; with whatever skill you hitch
them together, a wagon cannot be pulled by a team
of toasters. Thus, in the game the heavy bombers
have nothing to fear from a measly fighter, which
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Air Power in VITP
Variant Units and Rules By Craig Burke

Osaka

Additional Forces

Helena

2

1 0 7

~
033

o 0 3

Osaka SNLF-I don't feel the present number
of SNLF's represent Japan's ability to secure or
hold bases. Early in the war the Japanese were
spreading out far more than the current game
allows and later were able to hold out in fanatical
pockets of resistance. Giving the Japanese an extra
piece seemed the best way to correct this. Entry is on
turn 2. The 'softening up' ability of the US Marines
air component should counterbalance the overall
increased strength of the SNLF's as the game enters
its last three turns.

Unyo and Gambier Bay-Slow, vulnerable, but
handy for light air support, the CYE's performed
valuable missions. Each piece represents an
amalgam of similar vessels lumped together. (Note:
the Gambier Bay was the only 'carrier' sunk by
enemy gunfire as the Myoko and Yamato
blundered into the Support Group for the Leyte
landings.) Other CYE's are included as the air com
ponent of the US Marines.

Jintsu and Helena-Light cruisers played a
leading role in the Solomons campaigns and should
somehow be represented. The game would bog
down if every ship were included in VITP, so I have
added only these two representatives. Jintsu starts
on turn 1 and Helena starts on turn 2.

Langley 1
t

o 0 2

USS Langley-This poor hapless historic ship
(our first aircraft carrier) was overwhelmed and
sunk off Java (by the Ryujo) as it tried to reinforce
American air garrisons. Though actually sunk on
turn 2 (February, 1942) it was caught in the general
surprise holocaust in Indonesia. From a play
balance point of view it could rightly draw off a
light carrier from other first-turn attacks to insure
its sinking and unavailability to the Allied cause.
Put the Langley in Indonesia with the Prince of
Wales and Repulse. When playing "Yictory At
Sea" (See Yol. 14, No.4) the Langley becomes even
more important to dispose of as it could free the
Ranger from anti-sub patrols in the Atlantic.

normal aircraft carriers, the airstrike is nullified
when damage equals the armor factor. (The blank
flipside of the Marines can be used to indicate the
'new improved' brand of Americans.)

Airstrike Factors-The Ryuho, Chiyoda and
Chitose are undervalued here, as they operated
equal or more aircraft than Shoho or Zuiho. Their
planes were sent to land bases and the carriers used
as decoys to lure the Americans aw3.Y during the
Leyte landings. They shouldn't get the attack bonus
because, by then, the planes and personnel were less
than superb, but they should have a factor of 2 to
account for their real capacity.

The Japanese 22nd Air Flotilla was a crack anti
shipping unit. Give that air unit the attack bonus
against floating objects. The US Marine and Naval
air units also get the bonus. The placement of these
may tell you where your opponent expects an attack
or wants to guard something valuable.

Turn of Entry-The Ryuho actually came out in
November, 1942 and so should be moved up from
turn 6 to turn 4.

Amphibious Units-In the island-hopping drive
begun in late 1943 the US Marines' amphibious sup
port forces had oodles of surface forces and escort
carriers too small to be included individually in the
game but ,nonetheless, should be represented. I
would give every US Marine unit an airstrike factor
of 'bonus I' if it comes out or is rebuilt on turn 6 or
later. Some 16 escort carriers (CYE) with over 350
aircraft helped support the real landings so a measly
'bonus I' shouldn't be too hard to envision. The
Japanese had only a few CYE types so their Special
Naval Landing Forces do not get any bonus. The
Marines may use their airstrike factors in normal air
battles, plus they can use their airstrike to 'soften
up' garrison troops immediately prior to landing.
Roll the die once for the pre-invasion airstrike. If
playing the standard invasion rules, reroll for the
damage. If playing the 'battle on the beaches' op
tional rule, a successful airstrike nets one hit. Like

of an aircraft carrier. The carrier's effective air
reconnaissance and striking arm made it nearly im
possible for an able commander to get himself
trapped in a gunnery duel. The carrier's inability to
sustain damage demands an 'arm's length' doc
trine. In many instances throughout the war, air
craft carriers had to run away temporarily from the
battle arena for the night, returning the next morn
ing to launch aircraft. Land-based aircraft could
not dictate the time of battle as well as mobile air
craft carriers, as ships could skirt known airbases
and know where they will be tomorrow. Ships can't
skirt an aircraft carrier they don't know is there.
Therefore, I would allow the 'day action' advocate
a + 2 instead of + I on the dice if he has a non
crippled carrier in his force. This makes it a tad less
likely that carriers will succumb to big guns, but the
threat still remains a deterrent to an unbalanced
fleet.

Changes of Speed -Change the Lexington's
speed to 8. Shokaku, Zuikaku, and the Lexington
had similar top speeds. The Saratoga was just a hair
slower, so only the Lex gets it. Why not give the Lex
her due and give the Allies a carrier that can keep up
with the" best of them? In several play-test games,
the Lex ran up against the Japanese 1-1-8 heavy
cruisers and managed to sink a couple (while
retreating from the rest of the horde) in the process.
This is what carriers were supposed to do!

Armor Factors-As stated in other variant ar
ticles, the British 0-2-7 carriers with their armored
decks are undervalued. Every British carrier got hit
by kamikazes late in the war and none suffered like
the wooden-decked Essex class. I'm tempted to give
them a 4, but a 3 seems more appropriate.

Have you ever wondered why variant articles
proposing corrections to a game's historical order
of battle are so prevalent? Do the designers of this
hobby really do such apoorjob ofresearch that they
can be shown up by any casual gamer with a history
book? Or, are well meaning gamers duped into
believing that the designer is all wet simply due to
their own slanted point of view or scanty research?
Any true historian will tell you that one source does
not a thesis make and gamers should keep this in
mind before jumping all over an element ofa design
which disagrees with something they've read or
believe to be true. Craig Burke's variant proposals
for VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC offer us an ex
cellent view ofjust such an occurrence.

This is not meant to incriminate Mr. Burke. His
variant, after all, is being printed here and contains
some truly excellent proposals-some of which I'd
like to have seen in the original game. Yet, some of
his other suggested changes to the game do not hold
water when examined under closer scrutiny.
Therefore, we asked Richard Hamblen, designer of
VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC, to comment upon
Mr. Burke's proposed changes. The results, while
not meant to embarrass this particular author,
should have a sobering effect on other potential
variant authors. In any case, the combination of
sound design suggestions and not-so-sound changes
makes for fascinating reading and offers con
siderable insight into the design process when cou
pled with Mr. Hamblen's reply. I hope you'lljoin us
in giving some of these new rules a try to see what
new feel they impart to this fine game.

Do not mistake me- VICTOR Y IN THE
PACIFIC is an excellent game. It makes you
ponder without becoming ponderous. Parrying and
bullying, faking and committing, you're always
wondering how your opponent is going to react.
Will he catch on to your plan? Never guess? Not
care, because he has his own surprise planned for
you?

Though the game is near-perfect, my historical
research leads me to believe that a few minor addi
tions and revisions can enhance the game's ac
curacy, variety, and vitality. Surprisingly, the
historic improvements I propose do not upset the
play balance of the game, but rather counter
balance and provide more 'action' without the
tedious encumbrances some variants offer. So I
herein present 'Burke's Laws'.

Tl)e Pacific War was one in which airpower
clearly predominated. Surface ships near enemy
land-based or carrier-based aircraft were helpless
against air attack. The capture of forward air bases
became the prime goal of both protagonists and
caused most of the main naval battles. Almost all
surface battles in the time span of the 8-turn game
were between light cruisers and lesser-sized ships
not represented in the game. Except for the one big
battleship night action around Guadalcanal and an
occasional heavy cruiser force, no other surface
battles between capital ships ever took place. (The
Leyte Gulf surface battles were an ineffective,
desperate 'Charge of the Light Brigade' for the
Japanese.) The new rules I am presenting deal
mainly with more proper application of airpower.

Selecting the time of battle-Not one American
or Japanese aircraft carrier included in the game
was sunk in a real 'night action' so it seems difficult
to comprehend in V.I. T.P. the comparative fre
quency with which a 'night action' results in the loss



'Hybrids' Ise, Hyuga, and Mogami-As a result
of the disastrous carrier losses at Midway, the
Japanese were scrambling to make up their carrier
deficiencies with a number of hasty conversions.
These three ships had their rearmost turrets taken
out and flight decks erected. The air component is
added at the expense of weakening the gunnery
values of the ships. The ships are considered 'con
verted' if, by the turn indicated (5 for Mogami, 6 or
later for the others) the Japanese have lost four car
riers of two airstrike factors or better, and the un
converted ships start their turn in Yokosuka Naval
Yard. Thus, with the Shinyo, the four 'new' carriers
'make up' for those lost in some battle. As is ob
vious to the VITP player, as it was to the Japanese
in the real thing, the carriers are a weak but
welcome filler for the big gap until their new genera
tion of planned carriers come out. The Japanese
shipbuilding industry must be admired for turning
out such ships (and their CYE's) before the Allies
could come out with their own conversions. The
hybrids' main threat is that their combined die rolls
on invading US Marines could disable them and
prevent a landing. It seems likely that if the
namesake pre-carriers were sunk, some other ship
in their class would have been converted, so allow
any two 4-4-4 battleships to be converted and,
similarly, one 1-1-8 cruiser. (Fun can be had with
two Ise's, etc, on the board.) If all of the ships of
that class are sunk, no other conversions can be
made. Presumably, if things got that bad, the other
types of ships would be too busy elsewhere.

Shinyo-A much larger, slower, and better
protected carrier than the Shoho class was made out
of a converted liner and steel from the fourth
Yamato-class BB. Once again, pilots and planes
were inferior, so no bonus is given. Entry on turn 6
is conditional, like the hybrids.

*
Submarines-Patrolling Japanese submarines

scored a number of successes early in the war, sink
ing the Yorktown, Wasp, and torpedoing the
Saratoga twice. This is all feasible, given the
average die-rolling luck in the game. The American
submarine piece, however, has only about a 670/0
chance of hitting anything. Considering that by the
end of turn '8' of the real war the F-boats had sunk
the Taiho, Shokaku, Unyo, Kako, and Oi, the
American piece seems greatly undervalued. I pro
pose the 'bonus I' sub comes out on turn 8 after its
'big brother bonus 2' comes out on turn 7. Both can
be used on subsequent turns. (Note: the Shinano
was actually sunk by one submarine, an impossible
feat in the current game.)

Midget-A Japanese midget submarine severely
damaged the HMS Ramillies in Diego Suarez (call it
Ceylon) in 1942. Midget subs almost made it into
Pearl Harbor but for the alertness of the destroyer
Aaron Ward. A Midget sub factor can be used
against any ship in Pearl Harbor on turn I and

against the Ramillies on turn 2. Then it is removed
from play. If it survives the attentions of the Aaron
Ward upon entering Pearl Harbor, it can take a
bonus I pot-shot at any ship. On turn 2, before
patrolling ships move, take a shot at the Ramillies.
In Ceylon only, a roll of '4' will disable the
Ramillies in port, preventing its sailing that turn.

Aaron Ward
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Aaron Ward-The guardian of Pearl Harbor
cannot leave port and can only be used as a defense
against the Japanese Midget. It has a bonus I shot
to try to stop the sub. A 4, 5, or 6 will prevent the
sub from entering Pearl Harbor. If, for some
reason, the carriers raiding Pearl get bored, they
can attack the Ward and let the sub have a free shot.

Repair Facilities-Singapore's repair facilities
were used by the Japanese. Give Singapore a single
repair point that can be used by whomever controls
the port.

All-out Repairs-During the real war, the
Yorktown was crippled at the Battle of the Coral
Sea (Turn 2) and yet took part in the Battle of Mid
way (turn 3) by way of some round-the-clock repair
fever at Pearl Harbor's dockyards. To recreate this
in the game, allow both sides, once per game, to use
triple the repair points needed and get one ship back
out on the 'raid' phase of the repair turn. This
would probably be used by the Allied side early in
the war, and the Japanese later on. The player using
this rule needn't tell the other player until 'raiders'
are placed.

Rather than let idle repair crews stand around
and watch a ship spend its whole turn in drydock,
allow any repairing ship (or any other ship that has
elected not to move) to redeploy at the end of the
turn (before air raids are conducted) to a base in the
next sea area or any red port, if the ship uses double
its repair points. This option can be used anytime.

The Pearl Harbor Raid
I agree with others' ideas to limit the Japanese

surface fleet to ten ships. But besides the
Ward/Midget episode, other important changes
should be made to reflect the surprise and confu
sion of the strike.

Attack Bonus-Give attacking Japanese planes
the attack bonus when shooting at the 7th AF. This
represents the ridiculous ease of strafing immobile
targets lined wingtip-to-wingtip in the open. If the
7th AF survives the first two surprise rounds, the
Japanese no longer get the bonus.

Hit Bonus-The initial wave of striking planes
caught the American ships at anchor with boilers
unlit, guns unarmed, and damage-control parties
ashore with Saturday-night hangovers. Give the
Japanese airstrikes a + I on the damage die re-rolls
on the first surprise round only. (By the time the
second wave hit, the Americans were ready, and
MAD!) The + I damage does not apply to the 7 AF,
however, because those lined-up aircraft had no
fuel in them to start fires.

The Aftermath-If the Japanese elect to stay
after the first two surprise rounds, they must
allocate their airstrikes before the Americans roll
for their Location Uncertain ships. Allocation
would be general, either for Pearl or the Hawaiian
Islands sea area. Once committed, the airstrikes
cannot be recalled. The first round following the
two surprise rounds is automatically a 'day action',
but the last round must be rolled for if the
Americans elect to stay and fight it out. Though
some variants would permit raiding Japanese ships
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still in the Home Islands to join the Pearl Harbor
Attack Force (If the Central Pacific had no
American patrolling ships come in under the Loca
tion Uncertain rule) I find that hard to swallow,
considering that the long trip from Japan would
take place between rounds of combat. Forget that.
The Pearl Harbor raid was intended to be a 'strike
and flee' affair and any ships leaving Japan after
the Pearl Harbor attack couldn't possibly have
helped the Japanese carriers defend against an
American surface fleet. The fleet Size limitation will
put a twinge of doubt and fear into the Japanese
raid. The Americans, however, would be fools to
stay and fight unless the Japanese were arrogant
and stupid enough to be deeply committed to the
battleships at Pearl. Any smart Japanese admiral
would set aside at least four carriers to deal with the
American carrier possibilities and targets that are
twice as easy to sink rather than muddy the waters
at Pearl. After all, it was the carriers they were after
in the first place. If the Japanese can't swarm in and
sink what's left of Battleship Row on the last round
of combat they weren't doing something right
earlier. Staying is suicide for the Americans. Cross
the equator and see the lovely malaria-ridden isles
of the South Pacific or you'll become an artificial
reef somewhere off Diamond Head.

Against an alert American, the best place to put
the I-boat is in the Hawaiian Islands for a possible
shot at an American carrier. If the American is
forgetful and doesn't double up his patrolling
cruisers in the Coral Sea or U.S. Mandate, a well
placed I-boat has a 50% chance of 'winning' two
points for the Japanese and possibly taking a
cruiser away from the Allied war effort. More im
portant, if the selected area will be the location of a
major Japanese thrust on turn 2, the Allied advan
tage of 'possession' in determining the time of bat
tle will also be lost.

Anti-Aircraft 'Mufflers'
The game's optional rule #23 concerning anti

aircraft is too blasted complicated and requires
strenuous mental bookkeeping when large forces
are present. A simpler, yet 'realistic', method is ex
plained below.

How many of you, playing the standard rules,
have had several CY's accompanying a lone,
hopeful amphibious unit and have the enemy send
in a single 'suicide' carrier to sink or disable that
amphibious unit while you stand by helplessly? It's
happened to me a lot (and I've used the ploy
myself). It's often worth it to trade a CY to prevent
a landing, and why send any accompanying vessels
to likewise get blown out of the water? As the
hopeful invader, one asks what good is it to escort
an amphibious unit when all the carriers in the Fleet
can't guarantee one paltry attack from ruining
everything? Read on.

Obviously, both sides used their CY's to defend
against incoming air attacks in the real thing. It
doesn't work 100% of the time, as craft, cunning,
and luck often gets the attack through anyway. A
fine example is the Midway debacle. Even late in the
war the massive US air umbrella couldn't stop an
occasional plane from blasting a CY into a smolder
ing wreck. Thus, there should be a way of 'muffl
ing' but not entirely eliminating an incoming strike
group.

In a situation where a player wishes to use part
of his force to defend, he secretly writes down on a
slip of paper how many airstrikes will be doing what
this round (eg. 12 attack, 4 defend). The opponent
does the same and then they compare notes and
separate their forces. Only one unit per side is
allowed to break down its airstrikes into both attack
and defense; all others must commit themselves
wholeheartedly. Defending units cannot attack that
turn but rather 'muffle' the incoming attacks in a
way explained below.



RETURN FIRE By Richard Hamblen
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If there are more attackers than are defended
against, their airstrikes over and above the defense
roli normally. The airstrike units that are defended
against have their attack reduced to one die roll per
unit of whatever quality they began with. Example:
Akagi (bonus 4) and Shoho (bonus 2) meet Essex
(bonus4), Cowpens(bonus 2) and Monterey (bonus
2). The Japanese secretly decide to attack whole hog
and the Americans decide to defend with the Essex
and attack with the other two CYL's. The defend
ing four airstrikes from Essex reduce the Akagi's
attack to bonus I and the Shoho attacks normally.
The two American CYL's attack normally,
unhindered by any Japanese defense. If the
Americans had defended with their whole force,
then the Akagi would get a bonus I, and so would
the Shoho, but the Americans would not get to at
tack. If the Japanese defended with everything and
the Americans attacked with everything, then the
Essex and a CYL would each get a bonus I shot and

I don't mean to be any more critical of Mr.
Burke's variant than he meant to be critical of my
design. Let's just call this my variant of his variant
of my game.

In proposing a change to the system for selecting
the time of battle, he overstates the rarity of surface
battles, but his general point is well taken. The
DRM of + I for daylight battles is a gamesmanship
answer to the design problem. His suggestion of a
+ 2 DRM is certainly justifiable from a simulation
viewpoint.

In advocating a change of speed for the Lex
ington, he betrays his source as 'Ships and Aircraft
of the U.S. Fleet'. This source is faulty. My research
clearly indicates that the Lex was a speed 7 ship.

Craig is not alone in claiming that the British
carriers and their armored decks are undervalued in
the game. I concur with this up to a point. In fact,
the same case could be made for the Taiho and
Shinano, and all U.S. carriers arriving after turn 3.
The point is that although these armored flight
decks were good protection against dive bombers,
they did absolutely nothing to protect the vessels
from torpedo attacks. For that reason I prefer a
special rule in which all hits against these vessels
must deduct I from their respective damage rolls.
This change is even more favorable than increasing
the defense factor of these vessels to a 4.

The question of airstrike factors for Ryuho,
Chiyoda, and Chitose embraces more than just the
number of aircraft the ship could carry. The capaci
ty for these vessels rests squarely between' I' and '2'
factors (I point = 20 planes). All five of the men
tioned vessels had a capacity of 30 or 31 aircraft. I
rounded the Zuiho and Shoho up because they were
worked up with complete attack crews and were
used as attack carriers. The Chitose, etc. were never
fully crewed and their aircrews were not balanced
attack forces, nor were the carriers used in an attack
capacity. Consequently, I rounded them down.
Therefore, I feel that the air factors given in the
game are correct as is.

Mr. Burke is also correct in citing the Ryuho as
being available in November, 1942, but she was not
crewed with air staff until quite a bit later.

The concept of an air factor for the US Marines
is an interesting way to account for the presence of
the Taffy carriers (CYEs). Putting it on the back of
the current counters and then flipping on turn 6 is an
excellent idea. A good proposal.

On the other hand, including the Langley is just
plain incorrect. She had been converted in.to a plane
carrier (i.e., in crates), and was by no means an
operational CY.

Adding the Jintsu and Helena might be ok for
those who want more ships to sink, but has its
drawbacks. There were, after all, dozens of these on

the other CYL would attack normally. If both sides
defended, nothing would happen and the round
would be over. If both sides attacked, it would be a
'normal' battle. If instead of the two CYL's with
bonus 2 apiece, the Americans had another b<;mus 4
CY a similar event could occur using the breakdown
option. The American, realizing that the Japanese
have only 6 airstrikes at their disposal, might 'break
down' one bonus 4 to defend with 2 and attack with
2, thus giving a total of 6 defense, 2 attack. The
'muffler' method favors the side with the most car
riers, as each attacking CY or air unit gets at least
one shot regardless of the defense. It may seem un
fair that a bonus 4 and a bonus 2 end up getting
equal shots, but remember this is a strategic rule
that will balance out in practice. Early in the game
the Japanese have the advantage in CY's and
CYL's. Later, the Americans reverse that situation
so it all works out. To be fair with the I-shot carriers
or the US Marines airstrikes, a bonus I becomes a

both sides. If you were to include them in the game
you might as well have them reappear every turn like
destroyed aircraft and that would lead to some very
unrealistic tactics. I really see no rationale for alter
ing the scale of the game to take a sampling of these
vessels into account. The next step would be to add
destroyers. For the same reasons I am against the in
clusion of CYEs like the Unyo and Gambier Bay. If
they were included the US should get three or four to
the one for the Japanese. Why muddy up the basic
simplicity of the game system for this?

I violently disagree with the inclusion of addi
tional Japanese landing forces. The Japanese
already have all the landing capability they should
have. In fact, the game allows them to expand their
landing capability too much already. The fanatical
pockets of resistance referred to were isolated bun
ches of starving men who were simply ignored while
the war progressed.

The inclusion of the hybrids is one I considered
myself, but the battleships should have gunnery
factors of 2, not 3. Note also that the Mogami was
rebuilt as a seaplane tender and should not be in
cluded in this rule.

The Shinyo was an escort carrier, not a front line
CY.

The American submarines are probably under
valued and deserve an additional one point craft ar
riving a turn earlier than the existing F-boat, but I
don't feel that giving it a double attack factor is
either realistic or wise in terms of play balance.

Adding the midget submarines and the Aaron
Ward seems to be a concession to those who want
more counters to play with. Still, the midget subs
could have been a factor at Pearl Harbor and who
are we to assume that they had no chance at all to in
fluence the outcome. Limited as they are to the first
turn, they seem harmless enough, and entertaining.

The alternate proposal for repair facilities is
simply excellent. I wish it was in the game itself.

Likewise excellent are the proposed changes
revolving around the Pearl Harbor raid-par
ticularly those referring to the Aftermath and the at
tack bonus vs. the grounded 7th AF. The added
damage to the ships in battleship row is highly ques
tionable however. While the author is quite correct
in citing the unpreparedness ofthe American fleet at
the outset, this is partially reflected in the design
which allows the Japanese to attack twice during the
raid.

The Anti-aircraft Mufflers is also a nice varia
tion although it becomes more complicated than it
needs to be, and could have a drastic affect on play
balance.

Lastly, the Midway class simply wasn't available
during this time frame.

regular I, a regular I (Hermes, and the hybrids)
take on a - I penalty on the dice. (Thus the' I' car
riers can only disable a ship, and are ineffective
against land-based air.)

As in most real situations, the defender has the
advantage. Allow the defender the chance to be able
to defend with one less factor per round. If, for in
stance, the Akagi and Essex faced each other, and
the Americans presume the Akagi will attack, the
Essex could defend with 3 and attack with I. The
three defending airstrikes would leave the Akagi
only one shot anyway, yet leave the Essex able to at
tack. If the Essex defended with 2 and attacked with
2, then Akagi would have two non-defended rolls to
attack with. In other words, the attacker will always
get at least one shot per attacking unit, but gets no
'credit' for his 'muffled' portion. (Note: You can't
'cheat' by breaking down a "4" carrier into two at
tacking waves of two airstrikes apiece; no unit may
attack more than once per round. Also because
only one unit can break down into offense and
defense, you can't have a string of CYL's each
defending with one and attacking with one. That
would be taxing on the mind to keep straight.) So
far I've talked about carrier airstrikes only.

Land-based air simply doubles on defense, or
offense for comparative purposes only. Any at
tacks are normal. Confused? As an example, sup
pose the Akagi and Shoho are up against the 7th
AF. The Japanese elect to attack (the American
guesses that will happen). For comparative pur
poses, the air unit's 2 airstrike factors become 4.
Thus he could 'muffle' the Akagi's complete at
tack. Or, since this is a 2 for I deal, the air unit could
defend with one real factor (and muffle 2 attacking
airstrikes) and attack with one real factor. The one
real factor would take 2 Japanese defending carrier
factors to muffle it. So if the Akagi elected to de
fend and the 7th AF attacked whole hog, the Akagi
would have to expend at least 3 airstrike factors to
reduce the air unit's normal 2 factors to a muffled I.
Fractions favor the defender.

Land-based air on both sides doesn't complicate
matters. Since the players wrote down the airstrike
allocations beforehand (doubling the LBA in his
computations), those figures are the ones to com
pare and adhere to. Obviously, when a player with a
2-shot CYL and an American LBA unit announces
he will attack with' four' and defend with 'two', he
must be 'attacking' with his LBA. Remember, too,
Japanese LBA is worth six.

For clarification, a non-bonus airstrike can
muffle a bonus airstrike (defender's advantage in
the air) but the attacker decides which of his units
will be muffled with the announced number of
defending airstrikes. Naturally, the first airstrikes
to be muffled will be the non-bonus type, leaving
the greater possibilities for the bonus airstrikes to
reach their targets.

Explaining this 'simple' method for muffling
airstrikes takes a lot longer than its application in
the game. Usually it's obvious which side is going to
attack all out, so the recipient can judge his defense
possibilities accordingly. Most of the time, in a bat
tle involving both land and carrier-based airstrikes,
the LBA will defend as the carriers attack. What the
muffler rule does is increase dramatically the risks
of a 'suicide attack' (the previously possible 'bonus
4' which should be able to thwart a landing, now
becomes a chancy 'bonus I' to a more proper pro
portion. It also enables sacrifices, ploys, and
miscalculations of the real conflict to be re-enacted
on the game board.

Quick Comments on the official V.LT.P. Optional
Rules-

The 9-turn Game-Any Japanese player who
opts for the 9-turn game is either a masochist or is so
far out in front of the Allies he couldn't care less.

Conrinued on Page 44, Column J
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CROSS OF IRON SERIES REPLAY
THE NISCEMI-BISCARI HIGHWAY

German: Martin Anderson
American: Steve Spoulos
Commentator: Courtney Allen

We are again privileged to have veryexper
ienced participants for our Series Replay. The
three principals in our cast are not only veteran
SQUAD LEADER players, but also include the
designer and principal playtesters of the Series 100
and Quick Play COl scenarios upon which this
replay is based. Designer Courtney and his partners
in vice have had far more opportunities to play this
scenario than the average reader. They were'
playtesting it long before it was published last
September. There certainly can be no question of
their command of the rules. This replay was only
the second ever submitted without a single error of
any type commilled in the recording or legality of
moves for any game. Those readers who are un
familiar with the Niscemi-Biscari Highway
Scenario can acquire it and thefour other scenarios
which comprised the Quick Play COl scenario in
serts by ordering Vol. /7, NO.2 ofTHE GENERAL
as a back issue.

SETTING THE SCENE

The general flow of this scenario tends to center
around the weaknesses of the American forces in
volved and how well the respective players max
imize or minimize those weaknesses. So by way of
introduction, it is worth looking at the opposing
forces and how they interact.

Just by adding up the number ofunits involved
one can see that the American player comes out on
the short end. Having only five squads to defend an
area where the opposing force can enter from either
map edge creates some interesting decisions for the
American player. The prudent placement ofthefew
mines available can be of some help here, but the
wise player must vary their placementjrom game to
game to keep the German player guessing. With the
entry of the German units on the first turn the
general direction of his altack will be known. Once
this threatened area is realized, the American player
can concentrate his forces in this area and offset the
numerical advantage to some extent.

Since most ofthe German infantry units will not
be able to position themselves to prevent the shift
ing of American squads on the first few turns, he
must use his best available deterrent, the PSW23I.
With proper placement of the AC the German
player can interfere with American squad
movements. Against this armored car (hereafter
referred to simply as AC) the American player has
some very formidable killing power. This killing
power takes the form of a bazooka with a frontal
"To Kill" of8 or less and two A TG's with afrontal
"To Kill" of 7 or less. With penetration range ef
fects the lalter can be increased 10 10 or less. The
problem comes when the American tries to hit
anything, especially if the target is moving. The
bazooka has an effective range of only three hexes.
The A TG's, being captured weapons, use the red
"to hit" numbers along with having an additional
+2 DRM imposed. Add to this the lower
breakdown number of 11, a +2 DRM again for
captured use and you're only going to get an
average of three to four shots ojJbefore each gun is
lost to breakdown. Right away one can see that it's
not worth the risk of breaking a gun on infantry
targets with an altack faclor of4 on the 1FTas long

as the AC is still on the loose. Intensive Fire
shouldn't even enter one's mind. Remember that
once a captured weapon breaks it is removed from
the game. Thus not only does one lose a great threat
and intimidation factor against the A C, but also the
additional DRM protection for its gun crew.
Therefore, the only shots the A TGs should be tak
ing are ones where they have a good chance of hit
ting the target. This usually means targets at ranges
of6 or less.

A not so obvious weakness in the American OB,
but one of the most important is the relative short
range of their squads and the lack of infantry sup
port weapons (in particular MGs). Although the
American squads themselves have very good in
herent firepower (in fact it's twice that ofa German
squad), they lack the range and support weapons to
extend that firepower to the extent that the German
player possesses. Subsequently one would expect 10
see the German player keeping his distance and
avoiding close range (~ four hexes) firefights with
American squads, until at least such time as some
GJ's have been neutralized or eliminated. A few
MGs, a couple squads and the 9-2 leader forms the
best supporting firebase while the remainder of the
German force closes in slowly under cover ofpro
tecting terrain.

American Setup & Initial Comments
Martin and I have played this particular

scenario many times. We have also played other
scenarios often, therefore we are not strangers to
each other's style of play or our general outlook on
a particular scenario. I used this knowledge in my
setup. I know that Martin prefers the 5GG5/5GG6
entry. I also know that he is a bold player who tries
many unorthodox approaches to a particular situa
tion. He has had many successes doing this, though
at times this same approach has cost him valuable
units and even more valuable time.

The overriding factor in the setup is the
knowledge of Martin's preference for the
5GG5/5GG6 road entrance. My left flank is
dangerously weak and I made it even weaker with
the placement of the mines at 4AA3 and 4BB3. This
is all a calculated risk that I hope will turn out in my
favor. The placement of the fifth squad in 4AAI is
to deter any extremely bold advance through open
terrain. The placement of Miller at 4BBI is to
facilitate the quick return to combat of the 5th
squad if it should go down to fire from oncoming
Germans. The placement of the 4th squad in 4Y8 is
to facilitate reinforcing either flank without going
through open terrain under fire as the standard Ger
man move is to place the armored car so that it can
fire down the "Y" axis cutting the battlefield in
two. The placement of mines can be very crucial. I
chose to help defend the area I think is the key
defensive position on the board-the woods at
4Z3/4AA4. If that position falls early in the game,
the Americans will be hard pressed to hold their
positions. The ATG positions are fairly standard in
that you want to give them some fields of fire but
you don't want them to be eliminated early in the
scenario. The ATGs act as a deterrent to an overly
aggressive armored' car driver. The remainder of the
units have been placed on the northern flank with

the idea of not leaving a completely open door to
that approach. I feel the key to the American
chances in the game will revolve around how well I
can diminish his aggressiveness and delay his ap
proach to the 4Y9 and 4CC6 objectives and how
well I can reinforce the point of attack without suf
fering casualties. Another factor will be the extent
to which the German can use his leadership DRMs
and support weapons to negate my firepower
before closing. These two factors coupled with his
superior range could have a most definite effect on
the American forces.

German Comments on American Setup
In this scenario the German may enter from

either the south or north edge of board 5. Both have
advantages. From the south, the gully provides a
protected route straight towards 4X 1, one of the
three victory buildings. In addition, units may skirt
the southern edge, generally out of range of effec
tive enemy fire, threatening 4CC6. From the north
edge the German player has the advantage of cover
in the woods, and if he breaks through can threaten
to sweep through the wheat fields and capture 4Y9.
My decision as to which side to enter will be based
upon my prior experience and the American
player's setup.

I have had poor luck previously with this
scenario as both sides, losing almost every time I
have played. When the scenario was initially being
designed, I always drove from the north and I
remember nothing but a series of sloughing matches
in the woods north of 4X l. More recently I recall
losing two close games, one as the Germans and one
as the Americans, where the Germans attacked
from the south. Subsequently, I won as the Ger
mans on a drive from the north. Despite this ex
perience I have formed the strong belief that the
German's chances are better from the south and
have resolved that in this game I will drive from the
south.

Steve's setup almost makes me change my mind.
Placement of a unit in 4Y8 is unusual, apparently he
desires a reserve to reinforce either side, generally a
unit is found in 4TI, 4S2, or 4Rl, the absence of
one gives CEing Germans the opportunity to ad
vance to 4Sl or 4Rl on the first turn. A north end
sweep looks very promising. However, the
American does have some mines and their presence
in 4SI, 4Rl, 4Q2, 4Tl, or 4S2 might turn a romp
into a crawl, during which the Americans could
reinforce the area, bottling me up in a few hexes.
So, I will attack from the south.

NEUTRAL COMMENTARY ON
AMERICAN SETUP

The initial American setup shows a strong
defense of the southern entry edge. So much so that
the back door on the northern map edge may have
been left a lillie open. A look at the terrain around
the northern edge reveals an ideal defense for the
American. With the multi-groups of covering ter
rain positions, the American squads can have first
fire on the allacker at short ranges, taking advan
tage of their large inherent firepower .. If a squad
should break, it can fall back to another covered



German Turn 1: Pitz's planned doubletime move imo 5EE8 never materialized as the American 5th squad's Defensive Fire into 5007. coupled
with poor German morale check roUs, eliminated squad A while breaking Pitz and squads Band C. The potemial for a cataclysmic opening was
thwarted by the German's good sense in moving Uhl's force through 4FF6 instead of following Pitz through the more dangerous woods. Stack
A represents Stahler (9·2). three squads, four LMGs, and a MMG-lhe German firebase whose initial fire in the Advancing Fire Phase achieves
a IMe which the offending 5th squad passes.

All game illustrations will be keyed in the following manner. Regular movement will be shown by solid lines of the side's respective counter
color. Advance Phase movement will be shown by a solid arrow. Rout movement will be traced with dashed lines. All fire will be illustrated in
red; Prep Fire with solid lines, Defensive Fire with dOlled lines, and Advancing Fire with dashed lines. Units which are eliminated or broken
during that player turn are only half (diagonally) colored. The American minefield is shown by red dots in this illustration only. The bore
sighted hexes of the AT Guns are shown with red squares in this illustration only.
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position, knowing that it has a good chanceofrally
ing (580/0) because of their immunity to DM. With
these advantages the American would indeed like to
channel the German attack through this area, but
only if he has defended it adequately, I'm afraid
this setup has not secured the northern flank. By the
end of the first player turn, double timing German
squads with the use ofa leader could be well into the
first defensive position on the northern edge. Hexes
4RI, 4QI and 4S1 can be reached by the end of the
initial German Advance Phase without undergoing
any form of defensive fire. The A C could also be
moved to 4R3, with the remaining squads moving
to a firing position at 5U9. These moves would pre
vent the American squads in these advance posi
tions from pulling back without sustaining some
heavy fire. The defense of building 4XI, which is a
difficult position to defend to begin with becomes
even more difficult to handle. Rout from this
building, especially with the A C roaming around is
a real problem. From this advanced position the
German also has plenty of time to threaten building
4 Y9 followed by an attack on even building 4CC6,
totally bypassing building 4X1 if it becomes too
heavily defended. To prevent such a move, the
squad in 4WI would be better put to use in 4S2
along with Blumberg in 4Tl. With this setup both
squads in 4U1and 4S2 can give mutual support with
Blumberg providing the link for possiblefire group
formation, LOS link through the wheatfield in 4S1
and immediate rally potential should any of the
squads break. The close range LOS's (~ four
hexes) would allow maximum use oftheirfirepower
in preventing a rapid penetration to the rear while
not weakening other defensive positions. Some
minefactors could also be used here as well, in addi
tion to or even instead of a squad.

The squad in 4AA 1 is somewhat ofa calculated
risk. It prevents the quick German advancement
down the southern map edge along row GG and the
road paralleling the gully but risks German return
fire during the Advancing Fire Phase and possible
Defensive Fire during the following American
player turn. Firing at extended range, he has only a
small chance of inflicting any damage unless the
German is very bold and runs through open ground
with a -2 DRM. More likely though the German will
install a firebase in building 4FF6 and direct it with
the 9-2 leader hoping for a KIA. Actually there's a
17% chance ofa KIA from the return fire possible,
leaving the American position and the game in a
tough position to recoverfrom. Miller in 4BBI does
allow the squad a 72% chance ofrallying ifbroken,
but a failure here to rally would probably mean his
death from later incoming fire.

With the bazooka in 4X1and the A TG in 4CC6,
the other gun in 423 seems somewhat wasted. A
position further in the rear and protecting the
northern flank would put it to better use. 4X8 is a
good possibility. From there, most movement of
the AC toward the rear victory building can be
tracked, as well as adding an additional garrison
force to that building area.

The placement of the A TG in victory building
4CC6 is very good. Not only does it allow a good
coverage of the southern map area but also gives a
+2 DRM to the crew occupying the building. This
can be most beneficial when it comes under fire
from positions directed by the German 9-2 leader.

The placement ofthe squad in 4 Y8 is also clever.
The concept of reserves is overlooked by so many
games that it's nice to see it used well here. From
this position the squad will be able to reinforce
either board edge quite easily without subjecting it
to adverse fire.

Even though the A merican choice of
boresighted hexes may work out, it may be more ad
vantageous in a scenario where the chance ofhitting
a target is so reduced, to boresight hexes outside
their covered arc, and adjacent to victory building
hexes or thereabouts. This will give a little beller

chance ofhitting a target if the gun has to pivot dur
ing afinal rush on a victory building during thefinal
game turns.

Regardless of the fact that the location ofmines
always seems hard to criticize when one is trying to
second guess an opponent's moves, I feel the loca
tions in 4BB3 and 4AA3 are questionable. Loca
tions around a victory building make better use of
their potential. The victory buildings will inevitably
attract German squads like a magnet so the chances
ofunits moving through a mined hex will increase if
placed nearby. Looking at the total American setup
with the obvious gap left in the northern flank area
I'm sure the German will suspect the locations of
mines in that area. This may cause the German to be
a little less cautious on the southern edge, so these
locations could work out.

In summary, I would say the American shows a
good comprehension of the general situation but
has failed in tying the northern flank down and, in
so doing, given the German a chance to put hisfoot

in the door. With the shifting of a squad and/or
mine factors, the hole could easily have been filled.
If and how the German makes use of this opening
will determine how serious an error he has made.

Note that most of the other exceptions I've
made to the initial American setup are in no way
perfect themselves. The American player must
make some very hard decisions about his opening
placement and how he intends to defend his posi
tion for eight turns. The dilemma created by these
decisions and how they interact with the SL system
usually makes for an interesting scenario.

GERMAN TURN ONE:

Pre-Movement Phase Comments
My strategy is to establish a strong fire base to

cover two attacking groups, onc down the gully
and one down the so'uthern edge of board 4. Move
ment (especially eE) through 5GG7 is dangerous as
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AMERICAN TURN ONE:

9-2,F,G,H,
4 LMG 4AAI -I

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

Rallied
Rallied

9
10
9

-I
-I

+2
+2
-I

RALLY PHASE

Hex DRM DR Resull

5GG7
5GG7

4XI
4XI

4EE7

8
C

Unit/Weapon

GERMAN TURN 2 NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

With the successful rally of squads B & C, Pitz
and his platoon are offand running once again, but
this time minus one squad. With the abandonment
of the forward position in 4AA1, Pitz is allowed to

GERMAN TURN TWO:

Pre-Movement Phase Comments
Despite the shocking success of his first turn

OF, during his first movement phase Steve elected
to abandon his front line positions in 4CC6 and
4AAI, presumably because of Lt. Stahler's long
range firebase. He has also reinforced the southern
edge, apparently to prevent me from flanking him
from that side.

4EE7 will give some needed firepower to the
southern edge during the subsequent German turn
and slow the German advance along the GG row.

Since I have no prep fire and both my squads
have rallied, I will develop my plan by cautiously
advancing down the southern edge, renewing my
advance down the gully and moving Stahler to a
position where he can fire into the woods and down
the southern edge.

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Resull

231/MC
23l!Gun
9-2, G,H

End oj Turn Comments
With my movement of the armored car and

squad to 5BB7 I hope to pin the units in building
4Xl long enough to advance on the building with
Hamblen's group.

RALLY PHASE

Unit/Weapon Hex DRM DR Resull

Pitz 5GG7 +4 4 Rallied
8 5GG7 +3 7 No Effect
C 5GG7 +3 7 No Effect

AMERICAN TURN 1 NEUTRAL COMENTARY

End of Turn Comments
The 5th squad retreats to 4AA2 in order to make

the adjacent string of woods inhospitable to Ger
man advances. The attempt to reinforce the right
flank begins. Two squads remain to keep the road
closed from 5Y 10 to 4Y3 and to force the German
down my right flank. I moved the crew at 4CC6 to
escape heavy German fire. The squad at 4EE7 again
is to help defer excessively bold German advances. I
am hoping that with some forces down he will be a
little less aggressive.

American Turn I: Pill. rallied himself but was unable to also rally his OM affected men. The American player, for his pan, has withdrawn his
forces out of LOS of the German fire base at SFF6 while also acting to reinforce his threatened righl nank.

This being a turn ofmaneuverfor the American
he makes good use ofit by repositioning his defense
to meet the German threat. Realizing the large
firepower potentialfrom the German units in 5FF6,
he correctly chooses not to exchange fire and
retreats out of LOS from his position in 4AA 1 to
AA2. Even with the large distances traveled by
many of the American units, none were exposed to
defensive fire. This left the German with no targets
to fire at during the Defensive Fire Phase, which
makes for a rather uneventful player turn. The
squad in 4AA2 will be in a good position 10 defend
the woods area he just vacated with point blank fire
into the beller defensive hexes except for 5210,
which can be covered somewhat by units in 4X1 as
well. With Miller advancing into 423, squad 5 has
an excellent potential rout path to the same hex via
422. Because the squad must avoid the mines in
4AA3, this may be a mixed blessing. If indeed the
squad must rout, the reason for not routing through
the shorter route (in MF's) through 4AA3 will
become obvious to the German, thus revealing the
location of the mines. The advance of squad 4 to

9 10 107 848o5GG7

Combat Chart Explanations: If a leader breaks, all units in the
hex will first make their normal Me, and then all units will make the
Me indicated by the 1FT. All units make Mes in numerical or
alphabetical order after all leaders have done so. Morale Check die
rolls resulting in broken or eliminated units are shown in bold type.

the 5th American squad has a shot on the 4 fire
table. While this risk is minimal, the game could
end with one roll of the dice on the first turn.

I will use my armored car to cut his ability to
reinforce north/south by positioning it along the Y
hex row. My experience has shown that all too often
the armored car is lost early on in the game to some
senseless charge. I intend to preserve it to the end of
the game when its presence will be truly threatening.

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

GERMAN TURN 1 NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

Although the German almost received a written
invitation to enter from the northern map edge, he
chose to enter from the south. He must either havea
very strong passion for the south edge or a great
fear ofpossible mines in the north. This game may
end up more of a psychological contest than
anything else. Either way the German has elected to
enter from the south and has made a fairly safe
opening move against the American set up in 4AA1.
Actually there's little to question here, though 1
think his intended effort down hex row GG isa little
weak. Instead he has chosen to use the largest base
fire possible with his 9-2 leader in 5FF6.

With three squads tied up in this group he will
have to keep it advancing forward to fill the ranks
of other groups as the German losses mount. In
what seems to have been an effort to make it to the
end of the gully (5AAJO) and the subsequent ad
vancement into woods 4AA1 and/or 4210 in two
turns, the German double timed Pitz and three
squads and paid an awful price. There's not much
one can say about a '4' attack with a result of a 2
MC, but to follow it with MC dice rolls as bad as
the German had is an extraordinarily poor bit oj
luck to start the scenario with. Not only has the Ger
man lost a squad on the first player turn but some
valuable time as well. His advance on the woods in
and around 4AA 1 will be seriously delayed.

The positioning of the A C along the Y row will,
as the German points out, help slow down the
American reinforcement from one board edge to
the other, although moving it forward into 5Y6
would have given it a 12 hex range to 4Y8 and thus
maximized its firepower. Any position much for
ward of this would give an aggressive American
player possible shots with the bazooka.

The German Advancing Fire came up with the
expected result, but the American was able to come
up with a fortuitous MC roll at the right time to
result in no net effect.

Pre-Prep Fire Phase Comments
As expected Ihe German came down the board 5

gully to escape fire from 4AAI. He did receive fire
at 5GG7 and a few units went down to this. His
return fire proved ineffective though accurate. The
loss of one of his squads this early may prove a bit
demoralizing. The armored car along the Y hex row
is as predicted. I will choose to move rather than
trade bullets with Ihe German strength at this range.

End of Turn Comments
As I feared, Steve got a lucky dice roll on 5GG7.

I compounded the problem with some very poor
MCs.
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Pre-PreplMovemenl Phase Comments
Again Steve manages to blunt one of my lines of

advance by breaking my squad at 5BB7 (perhaps
this move was a bit gutsy) but then elects to retreat

GERMAN TURN THREE:

The dancing around buildings 4X1 by squads 2
and 3 I can't figure out. It musl have something to
do with a Greek religious rilual.

~ .AI

German Turn 2: Pitz rallies his IwO broken squads, and with the Americans now Oul of either range or LOS once again moves west-Ihis time
on the road. unlil advancing once again into the gully. German Advancing Fire from Siahier in firebase B (''''0 squads, /W() LMGs, and a
MMG) and the PSW 231 is ineffective. Squad F advances into BB7 to lise Ihe armored car (hereafter ACj as cover in the expecled coming
firefight wilh 4XI.

had a 72f1Jo chance ofa morale check with no other
units having a shOI, while fire from 5£E7 into
building 4CC6 has a 83f1Jo chance of a MC along
with a 42f1Jo chance from fire originating in 4FFI.
it's possible that the American did not realize that
crews do nOI receive Ihe benefit ofgun shields while
moving. Whatever the case he came up with some
great dice rolling once again as the situalion re
quired. If1 know my SL games, Ihe German's fUm
for a good dice roll or two should be coming up
soon.

4t!
American Turn 2: Allan's Prep Fire breaks squad F and sends it routing back to Ihe 5CC6 woods. The AC's reI urn rire in the Defensive Fire
Phase is ineffective. Stahler lI~es sustained fire 10 gel a 12 firepower attal.:k on theuew in 4CC6, but Ihe Arneril.:3n uew is gutsy-passing bOlh
that and anOlher level I Me l.:<lused by squads D & E with a pair of '5' MC dice rolls.

PREP FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Resull

8·1,3 5887 4 0

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

231/MG 4XI +2
231/Gun 4XI +2
D,E 4CC6 +2'
9-2, G,H
MMG,
2LMG 4CC6 12 0'

End of Turn Comments
I feel that I am in good position-no casualties

yet and I have bloodied Ihe Germans though [ don't
like their presence in 4FFI. I did some merry-go
round movement around the building in 4XI. The
reason for this particular movement is battle
fatigue. [ changed my mind a couple of times and
went back to where I started.

make a faster advance along the road. The German
finally sees that the three squads andfive MGs with
Stahler are a bit of an overkill and moves squad F
and 2 LMGs forward. But the firepower he can
muster holds little hope ofsuppressing the building
4X1 defense. A better move would have been to
follow up with Pitz's group and advance into the
gully at 4BB9 as well. An alternate would have been
to advance Pitz and squads B & C to 4BB7 under the
AC with squad F. The way it stands now the Ger
man has broken his force up into four separate
groups, few of which can do much to support the
others. The German must first neutralize a few
American positions before splitting up and
threatening from a number of directions.

Without fear ofdefensive fire, Stahler moves to
4££7 from where he can fire on squad 4 in 4££7.
Squads D & £follow a similar logic and advance to
4FFI from where they are in normal range of4EE7
and 4CC6 but still at extended range of all return
fire.

AMERICAN TURN 2
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

*The crew does not receive the gunshield DRM because it was
moving.

The American may not fire often but when he
does, look out! The German squad in 4BB7 breaks
to some pretty faint fire. By neutralizing that squad
the American has put one more squad and two
LMG's out of action for a number ofplayer turns.
The German will have to use Stahler to rally him,
thus hurting Ihe German even more by losing the
use ofhis -2 leadership DRMfor directing fire. The
movement of the AC lasl lurn has allowed the
movement and advance of1st squad to 4AA4 which
will help in preventing German squads D&E from
moving down row GG, while slitl remaining out of
LOSfor Ihe time being. With Ihisprolection, squad
4should have moved 10 4FF7 and advanced 10 4FF6
with Blumberg moving to 4GG7. From here, squad
4 commands mOSI of the soulh edge even while still
being out of LOS ofSlahier. Should squad 4 break
as a result offire, sayfrom squads D&E, he can roul
to Blumberg in 4GG7 wilh squad 1 in 4AA4 prolecl
ing against any rush of thaI posilion if squad 4
should break and fail 10 rally immedialely.

The movemenl of Ihe 2nd crew back into
building 4CC6 should have waited until Ihe Ad
vance Phase. Firefrom 4FF1 into 4CC7 would have

Pre-Prep Fire Phase Comments
The German continues to move boldly. He

forces me to move out of 4EE7 by placement of his
fire group in 5EE7-they are beyond my range. I
expected Stahler to move closer to the action and
did not expect the AC to move off of the Y row.
Once again I will attempt to reinforce the woods at
4AA4.

AMERICAN TURN TWO:
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his force covering the southern edge, though he ad
vances back into 4CC6. Perhaps he feels this is suf
ficient force to protect the southern nank.

My goal this turn is to dispose of 4CC6 by prep
ping it from Stahler's firebase. I will then continue
my advance along the gully and down the southern
edge and send a squad into the center to threaten
Steve's interior lines. I also hope to draw units off
the north/south road so I can put the armored car in
the American rear.

PREP FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effecl Result

9-2,G,H
MMG,
2LMG 4CC6 12 +2
231/MG 4XI 2 +2
231/Gun 4XI 6 +2

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

4 4CC3 4 0 6 M
I 4GGJ 4 -2 8 M
8-1,2 SZIO 8 +2 12
5 SZIO 8 +1 7 M 58 12
CI 4CC3 2 0 12

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

Pitz, B 4AA2 -I II

D 4AA4 +1 9

End of Turn Comments
My plan went well through the Prep Fire Phase.

Steve naturally reacts to the threat to his interior
lines by firing on the multiple targets in the center,
unfortunately with great success, two of three
squads fall to low odds attacks. One cannot even
pass an 8MC! However, thank God, I get my
revenge in the Advancing Fire Phase when two
American squads fall to even lower odds attacks.
My advances have faded in strength, but one squad
sits in Steve's center behind a stone wall and
another has turned the southern nank.

.ioo -
(.;erman Turn 3: Stahler's firebase B breaks the American new in 4CC6. which allows squad E 10 move into the wheatfield al 4CC) where it i~

mel and broken by Defensive Fire from squad 4, and must roUI back from whence it came. Defensive Fire fromille 51h 'iquad breaks '\Quad C
bu! return Advancing Fire from squads 13 & D break squads I & 5 and sends them rouling [0 423. PilZ voluntarily al:l:ompanies squad C in its
rout (0 5CR.

·Squad 3 is actually firing the bazooka under Allan's direction.

AMERICAN TURN 3
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

PREP FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effeci Result

4 4GG5 4 0 9
3,2 4Z1 16 +2 5 2
g·I,Baz· 4Z1 6 -1/ +2 8/2 H/2
CI 4Z1 2 +2 9

End of Turn Comments
Have I snatched defeat from the jaws of vic

lory? One of my squads goes down and one of the
crews has seen his last day. The southern nank has
crumbled. I will need some luck to revive my units
in 4Z3 and 4Z9.

No Efrect
No Effect

+3
+4

RALLY PHASE

Hex DRM DR Result

5Z8
4FFI

C
E

Unit/Weapon

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

9-2,G,H,
MMG,
2LMG 4CC6 12 +2 4 to
231/MC 4XI 2 +2 5
231/Gun 4XI 6 +2 9
8 4Z3 4 +1 7
D 4887 4 0 4

The American position at the beginning of this
turn is not as bad as hefears. The only area in any
real trouble is the south edge. With only one Ger
man squad in aforward position, the threat there is
not that grea!. 11 obviously would have been worse
if {he German had kept squad E active in this area.

The choice to exchange fire this {urn was the
correct one for the American for the most part
though in no place did it payoff. The German
squad in 421 countered two good American allack

Pre-Prep Fire Phase Comments
What happened???? The German advanced

boldly and I thought recklessly, but he survived and
actually came out with the advantage. He actually
knocked down three of my units and cleared the
4AAI woods. I am going to shoot it out. I have a
firepower advantage locally plus first fire. I will go
for it!!!

Post Prep Fire Phase Comments
My shooting was very good. The bazooka even

landed a hit on the German squad in 4Z 1. The two
squads in 4Z I were also hit hard but I came up
empty and the German squads survive.

AMERICAN TURN THREE:

been no DM status and he could have rallied on an 8
or less. The chances involved may have been worth
taking.

The German wisely chooses to rout "Pilz" with
the broken squad C in hopes ofgelting some ofhis
numerical strength back by the next German player
turn. With the breaking of two squads this turn, the
German is down to four operating squads, only two
of which are in advanced positions. The advance oj
squad D to 4GG5 may be a bit risky at this point in
the game. Should the squad lose the exchange oj
fire with the American squad in 4BB7, Stahler and
his group do prevent any ambitious moves by the
American in that direction with the intentions of
eliminating the Uhl group while in a broken state,
so it may not be too bad.

Why the American chose NOT to rout the crew
in building 4CC6 to 428 is beyond me. Maybe he
feels he can work Blumberg into the building to ral
ly the crew there. I am sure the German would like
to see an 8-0 leader like Blumberg in building 4CC6
with the fire he can put on it from Stahler's
firebase B.

With this player turn comes a lot ofaction from
the dice. Luck finally runs out for the crew in
building 4CC6 and it breaks. With that, the Ger
man moves in but instead ofconcentrating splits his
forces once more by dividing his southern edge
group! On top of that he missed the LOS from
4AA4 to 4GG3 and takes a shot with a -2 DRM at
tached. The way the American has been rolling
dice, he could have very easily lost another squad
right there. Instead, the squad has lillIe problem in
passing a normal MC The movement ofsquad E to
4CC3 served lillIe real purpose, except to cut the
possible rOUl path ofsquad 5 through 422. What it
did do was give the American another shot or two at
an unsupported German squad. Even more impor
tant, the move broke up the only force the German
had operating on the southern edge and posed no
real threat to the American defense, actually being
too far away from Pitz's group to add any mean
ingful support. A move to 4CC2 would have
avoided the fire from the squad in 4BB7 and still
have been able to fire on 4AA2 with a 120/0 chance
of breaking the squad there.

The German can make few complaints about
the Advancing Fire effects on the American squads
in 4AA4 and 4AA2, both of which resulted in the
breaking of the squads positioned there. If Miller
had been left in 423 and not advanced outlast turn
the American would have had a good chance oj
bringing one, if not both squads, back next turn.
The way it stands now the German advances squad
B to 421 in hopes of eliminating a squad or two in
423 in the coming Defensive Fire Phase. A
somewhat tricky way ofgetting Miller into 423 for
the next Rally Phase would have been to voluntarily
break him and subsequently rout to that hex. Since
he had not been fired on this turn there would have

GERMAN TURN 3
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY
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American Turn 3: German squads C & E still suffering from DM fail 10 rally, but squad BwCalhersa pairof2MCst:<luscd by Prep Fire frol1llhc
2nd & 3rd squads including a bazooka hil by the 3rd squad. The German Defensive Fire is morc effective as Stahler's [ircbase B eliminates uew
2 with a second failed Me. More imponanl, however. is squad D's outduelling of squad 4 which breaks and rOlilS back 10 4Z9. Miller and
Blumberg advanc.:e in an efforl 10 rally the Ihree broken G. I. 'iquads. If they fail the Americ.:an right flank will c.:ease 10 exis!.

The movement of the AC could have been done
earlier since the chance ofan immobilization by the
squad in 4W1 is only about IOrIlo and the chance oj
getting a hil from the bazooka in 5W10 is at best,
8rIlo. It will take another turn for the AC to get into a
position to do any good. The low level attacks on
building 4XI had only a small chance of success
anyway, so a position behind the main American
defenses should prove more beneficial.

\ ~ tJ"
German Turn 4: Both sides rally a squad. but Ihe American is more seriollsly harmed by the failure of squads 4 & 5 10 rally. than Ihe German is
by PiIZ'S inability to rally squad C. B squad wisely moves oul of the possible nossfirc c.:realed by Ihe rallying of 1st squad 10 await rein
forcements. while Stahler's fire base of two squads. two LMGs. and a MMG (now represenled by c.:ollnler C) move~ up withoul him as he moves
back to retrieve F squad. The AC uses its speed 10 advantage to circle behind the American position while the German southern thrust almost
pays big dividends when the Advancing Fire of J) squad causes a Me for Blumberg and Ihe already broken 4th squad. Fonunalcly for the
American Ihey both pass with no ill crfects. Allhough the Americ.:an Defensive Fire doesn't draw blood il does keep F squad under the affec.:ts of
OM. The German wisely takes advanlage of the Amerkan fire to rout Siahler and Foul of LOS of flllUre altac.:ks.

midable to contest piecemeal so the German wisely
saves the squad in 421 for another day by moving
OUI ofany possible lines offire.

Finding the need for more squads upfront,
Stahler must leave his fire group to close alone,
while he moves to rally the squad in 5CC61eft there
since turn 2. Once again the German must pay the
price ofan earlier mistake and lemporarily loses the
use of his most valuable leader.

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

8-1,2,3 5CC6 8 0 56
1 4GG9 4 +1

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

D 4Z9 0 M 85
E 4Z9 0

RALLY PHASE

Unit/Weapon Hex DRM DR Result

1 4Z3 0 4 Rallied
5 4Z3 0 10 No Effect
4 4Z9 0 7 No Effect
E 4FFI 0 7 Rallied
C 5C8 -I 9 No Effect

End of Turn Comments
A good dice roll against 4Z9 but the elimination

of the squad there was too much to hope for. The
advance to 4006 should get me building 4CC6 next
turn.

Pre-Movemenl Phase Commenfs
During Steve's turn things really went my way.

The squad in 4Z1 survived an amazing amount of
fire (Iron Crosses for all!), the only American
squad protecting 4CC6 and 4Y9 breaks and the
crew in 4CC6 dies. Unfortunately 1 can only rally
one squad on rolls requiring 7 and 8 respectively!

Since there are no Prep Fire targets, my im
mediate strategy is to thrust down the southern edge
where 1 should be able to take 4CC6 with no prob
lem. Then 1 hope to revitalize my thrust towards
4XI by getting into a position where I can rally two
squads. I will also send my MGs forward. In addi
tion with his squads off the north/south road 1 will
thrust my armored car into the rear of his position.

die rolls with two good MC dice rolls of ils own.
With the viclOry building 4CC6 Ihrealened by the
presence of the German squad in 4GG5, squad 4 in
4BB7 should have probably shown the beller part
of valor and moved 10 a position out of LOF, such
as 4BB8-4AA9-429 and advanced 10 building 4Y9
from where he could prolect againsl a rush of
building 4CC6 and even 4Y9. As il works oul the
German does win Ihe exchange of fire belween
4BB7 and 4GG5 even though Ihe American squad
hadfirslfire. The German is now in a good position
to take building 4CC6 in the following turn. Wilh
the roul of squad 4 to 429, the American situation
can actually be saved somewhat. Blumberg will be
able to move into 429 during Ihe Advance Phase
and has a 58rIlo chance of rallying the squad during
the next player lurn. And ifa German squad should
move infO building 4CC6 during the neXI player
turn, just how long he could hold onto il before be
ing reinforced would be interesting. Surviving vir
tually unsupported in a building out on a limb such
as this, will be difficult at best.

The crew occupying building 4CC6 pays the
price for not having routed lasl turn and is
eliminaled by defensive fire from Stahler's group,
unfortunately being the only target the group has
this turn. The silUation around building 4CC6 is
looking a lillie bleak at the end of the lurn but the
American hasn't losl yet. The rallying of a few
broken squads can save the situation.

GERMAN TURN 4
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

The rallies for both players this turn were not
very good with the German gelling one oul of two
and the American only getting one out of three
squads returning to the action. This creates an in
teresting silualion for bOlh players. The German
must make use of the American broken squads and
the gaps they leave while he can. The American
strength in and around building 4X1 is too for-

GERMAN TURN FOUR:



The important portion of this turn is the ad
vance on building 4CC6. Basically, I find lillie fault
with the move of squad D to 4EE7 with Uhl and
squad E ultimately advancing to 4FF6. The only
suggestion I can make would be to have double
timedsquad D to 4DD6 andforegone its Advancing
Fire on 429. Although squad D's advancing fire
almost paid offbig, with the possible elimination oj
a squad, being the last to occupy and thereby "con
trol" building 4CC6 has a beller chance ofpaying
off. With the advancement of a squad into the
building, the American would not only have to
force thesquadfrom the building but REOCCUPY
it to deny control status to the German. Squad Bin
4AA1 should then be advanced to 4BBIfrom where
he adds additional covering fire for squad D which
would be occupying building 4CC6.

AMERICAN TURN FOUR:

Pre-Prep Fire Phase Comments
The German advance is going well. One

building has all but fallen. I chose not to fire the
bazooka at the moving AC because the chances for
a hit were little better than those of running out of
ammunition. I am still surprised that the MMG
group is not closer to the action and the AC is still
out of position. I am going to do some shooting-if
the squad at 4006 goes down I will attempt to
retake building 4CC6. I hope to knock down the
unit in 5ZI0 and further delay his advance.

RALLY PHASE

Unit/Weapon l;Iex DRM DR Result

5 4Z3 a 4 Rallied
4 4Y9 a 4 Rallied
C 5Z8 -I 10 No Effect
F 5FF6 +2 7 No Effect

PREP FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

4 4006 4 0 4 I 9

8-1,2,3 5ZIO 16 +2 8 M 6
Baz· 5ZIO 6 01 +3 3/3 H/1 4
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,~~,

American Turn 4: Squads4& 5 rally in the knick of lime, and IheGcrmans have no 'ilH:h lul,.'k with squad .... C & F. Prep Fire from squad 4 breab
D squad, allowing lhe 5th squad 10 move bad inlo CC6. Bal.ooka and small arms fire from 2nd & Jrd squads l,:ausc 1\\'0 Me\ on squad B which
the laller wealht,.'fs in fine slyle. The seeming strong German advanlages oflhe laslturn have di~apreared. so 1111l1:h ... o lhat the Ameril:an is now
advancing against pesky B squad!

·Squad 3 fired the bazooka.

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

B 4XI +2

Post-Prep Fire Phase Comments
Shot very well again-knocking down the squad

in 4006. Fire heavily on 5ZI0 once again, but with
no effect.

End of Turn Comments
I feel that I have regained the advantage again. I

think he will be forced into some desperate chances
soon, but I will remain cautious as I have seen the
situation change twice within a turn.

AMERICAN TURN 4
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

Pitz just cannot rally squad C. Stahler and
squad F failed to rally likewise but this was a lillie
more expected. Both A merican squads rally pUlling
the latter back in the driver's seat.

Once again squad B, this time in 5210, stands up
to an amazing set ofAmerican dice rolls. With the
failure of the squads in 4X1 to break squad B, the
American once again chooses to fire the bazooka
and once again with great dice rolls; back-to-back
3's. Even with the MC obtained, 1feel the use ofthe
bazooka at infantry, especially with such terrain
modifiers, is a risky undertaking. With a
breakdown number of 11 the American should not
be firing at targets with low probability ofsuccess.
This becomes especially true now that one of the
A TG's has lost its crew and is unmanned. The
threat, if any, from the German squad in 5210 just
does not warrant the use and possible loss of the
bazooka. The A C is still very much alive and well.

The breaking of the German squad in 4DD6
from the Prep Fire in 4Y9 makes for an easy reoc
cupation of victory building 4CC6. With that, the

American is again in a very good defensive position.
So much so that he chooses to advance out of
building 4X1 with one of the squads and come out
after the German squad in 52101 There is really no
reason to tempt fate by giving the German a better
chance of obtaining a MC on an American squad
and therein possibly reduce the strength defending
victory building 4X1.

With the AC's present location in 4R4 I don't
understand why the A TG in 423 has not been
pivoted to a covered arc of424/4Y4. The AC does
not have the MPs to get over to the southern board
area in one turn and the bazooka still protects the
central area. With the covered arc as suggested, the
gun could help protect the rear buildings now that
the gun crew in building 4CC6 has been eliminated.

Defensive fire at Stahler in 5CC6 means yet
another turn will probably be needed before squad
F will be rallied. By the way, a LOS does exist from
4XI to 5DD6 through which Stahler passed on his
way to squad Fallowing an 8 al/ack with a -3 DRM.
This could have meant the game for the German
with a 420/0 chance ofa KIA. The safe move, out of
range of the American squads would have been
through 5££6 to 5DD5 and on to 5CC6.

GERMAN TURN FIVE:

Pre-Prep Fire/Movement Phase Comments
The shock is too much! Though my squad in

5Z10 again survived tremendous fire, Steve saves
4CC6 with another incredibly lucky roll on the 4
table! [ cannot believe it! Such luck.

My position now is very bad. 4CC6 and 4Y9 are
strongly held, my southern threat is repulsed, and
Steve has a good central reserve position in 4AA4
and 4Z3. 4X I is strongly held and he feels strong
enough to frontally assault my squad in 5Z10.
However, I did rally two squads by the gully.

My Turn 5 strategy, with hope of victory nearly
gone, is to push Pitz behind 4X I, my MGs into the
4BB I woods to lake out Steve's forces in
4AA4/4Z3 while Stahler will pick up the LMGs in
5BB? The armored car will move behind 4Y 10,
maybe a lucky shot will break the squad there. After
much thought I decide that my squad in 5Z10 will
stand and try to blow away the American squad in
4Yl in the Prep Fire Phase. It is my turn for a '2' or
'3'. My only consolation is that I do threaten
everywhere. One KIA and the Americans will be
stretched thin.

RALLY PHASE

Unit/Weapon Hex DRM DR Result

C 5Z8 -I 8 Rallied
F 5FF6 -2 8 Rallied
0 4FF6 +4 IO No Effee<

PREP FIRE PHASE

Firer Targel FP DRM DR Effect Result

B 4YI +2 M

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

2,3 5ZI0 24 +3 8 1 6
Baz 5ZIO 6 -II +3 7/4 HIM It
5 4FF6 8 +1 6 I 5

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

23t/MC 4Y9 +2 7
23t/Gun 4Y9 +2 11

GERMAN TURN 5
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

Pitz is finally able to rally C squad, but just
barely, needing and getting a dice roll of8. Squad F
also rallies while squad D, under DM, does not.
After four turns of play, the German has ac
complished iiI/Ie in the way of breaking up the
American defense. The Americanforce is almost at
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have made more sense 10 me. A posilion such as
5XI0 looks good. From Ihere a squad could ad
vance to 4XI should the squad Ihere break during
Ihe Defensive Fire Phase. If Ihe Defensive Fire has
no effeci Ihe unit could advance to 4 WI or even re
main in 5XIO, from where Ihe advance of bolh
Siahier and Pilz could be slowed down and still
have a roul palh back 10 building 4XI should the
squad subsequently break.

Even realizing Ihe greater pOlenlial for a result
from the Defensive Fire ofStahler. I slill cannot see
how Ihe American could pass up the allack on
Pilz's group in 5V8 wilh a -1 DRM. I also wonder
about Ihe reasoning behind the new A TG covered
arc in 4Z3. Since the crew receives Ihe gun shield
DRMfrom fire originaling in 4BBI wilh its original
covered arc, Ihe only reason I can see for pivoling
Ihe gun to 4AA314Z2 would be lofire on Ihe infan
Iry largels in 4BBI. Wilh a breakdown number of9
or less I jusI cannol believe he will risk losing the
gun 10 breakdown for a 4 shot on Ihe 1FT. We will
have 10 wail and see whal he has in mind.

Wilh the German Defensive Fire and Ihe break
ing of Ihe only squad in building 4XII am sure Ihe
American wishes he had lefl Ihesquad in 4YI alone.
Choosing 10 roul oul of the building, Ihe German
will finally have a good chance for his firsl victory
building next /Urn. The choice 10 roul out of Ihe
building, Ihough understandable wilh Pilz's group
hanging around, may have been a mislake. Wilh no
DM slalus the squad, along wilh -1 DRM help from
Allan, will rally on a 8 or less (72% of Ihe time).
Wilh "conlrol" of a viclory building al stake I
Ihink it worlh laking Ihe chance. II is also worlh
nOling thai AI/an could have carried Ihe bazooka
wilh him as he accompanied squad 3 on ils roul to

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE

Firer Targel FP DRM DR Effect Resull

G,H,
MMG,
2 LMGs 4Y2 20 0 3
2L,9-2,F 4XI 12 0 6 8
231/MG 4Y9 2 +2
231/Gun 4Y9 6 +2
Pitz,C 4XI 4 +1

End of Turn Comments
I ran the 2nd squad from 4Y I through a 20

factor attack and got lucky-I missed seeing the
possible incoming fire LOS from 4BBI. My squad
in 4XI went down. This could mean real trouble
from Stahler and Pitz. Things could be shifting. I
am a little worried, though I still feel the advantage
is mine. I chose to rOUI Allan and his squad rather
than stay and risk further fire. I still hold Ihe other
two buildings.

AMERICAN TURN 5
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY

- /
German Turn 5: The German rallies squads C & F, but his Point Blank Prep Fire fails tostOp the advancing 2nd squad. Consequently. B squad
finally breaks in a hail of fire and rouls back 10 Z8, since vacated by Pilz in a CE flanking run along the gully 10 5W9. Broken squad Dsurvives a
IMC generated by Sih squad and routs bad to Uhl. In the Advance Phase Stahler picks up theabandoncd LMGs in 5887, and his old firebase,
group C, moves into the woods at 4881

The Iwo prep fires on 4BBI were nice Iries bUI
Ihe German is slarting 10 counler Ihe American's
hot dice rolls wilh some ofhis own. The decision to
Prep Fire the unils in building 4X1 is nol an error in
ilse/f, but he sure made il inlo one wilh Ihe move
ment of squad 2 10 the woods posilion around
4AA4. Iflhe Prep Fire on 5BB7 had been successful
in neulralizing Stahler's group, I could possibly see
where Ihe American would be less concerned with
the defense of building 4XI and mighl choose to
reposilion squad 2. But wilh Ihe slrong possibility
oflhe unils in 4X1breakingfrom Ihe Defensive Fire
of Slahler's fire group, a position AROUND 4XI
oul of Ihe LOF ofany and all German unils would

RALLY PHASE

Unit/Weapon Hex DRM DR Result

D 4GG7 +4 No Effect

PREP FIRE PHASE

Firer Target FP DRM DR Effect Result

5 4BBI +1
1 4BBI +1 44
8-1,3 5BB7 -I

original slrenglh and in a good posilion for Ihe
defense of the Ihree victory buildings. The German
silualion is definitely al a level below thai of Ihe
American's. He has managed 10 spread himself
ralher Ihinly with a number of unsupporlive
groups, although he has been able 10 filler a group,
Ihough not too slrong, down the soulhern board
edge which does pose a Ihreat 10 the Iwo rear viclory
buildings. To pull Ihis scenario oul of Ihe fire, a
concenlraled allack on building 4XI musl be
launched followed by a final allack on eilher
building 4CC6 or 4Y9.

The German movemenls Ihis lurn seem 10 agree
wilh my feelings Ihough he once again chooses 10

allack in a piecemeal fashion.
Theflanking move of Pilz and one squad has ils

merits but only if he reinforces Ihe move. Squad B
in 42/0 is the closest candidale. lis Prep Fire inlo
4YI had only a 180/0 chance of breaking Ihe squad
Ihere, so a move following up Pilz's group would
have proven to be more beneficial in Ihe long run.

1 don'I Ihink the lime spenl in going afler Ihe
LMGs in 5BB7 is worlh il. Siah/er and Ihe accom
panying squad should therefore have conlinued
moving (by doubleliming) to 5BB8-5BB9 andfinal
Iy 10 5AA 10. During Ihe Advance Phase both this
group and the two squads and MGs that moved into
5BBIOcan advance into 4AAI. From Ihere,jirecan
be directed into the 4CC6 building and the woods in
4AA4. This could then befollowed next turn by Ad
vance Phase movement to 5210 for the allack on
building 4XI supported by Pitz's group from the
north.

The American defensive fire did lillie bUI break
Ihe squad in 52/0 and this required another
bazooka hit to do it. 1 am starling 10 wonder whal
the American loads that bazooka with. Grapeshol!
Once again Ihe American fails 10 pivOI Ihe A TG in
423 toward Ihe norlh edge. He wouldn'I have had
10 lake a shOl, just pivoling Ihe gun would have
been enough.

The advance of Pilz inlo 5 V8 is very difficult to
jUSlify when considering Ihe risks involved. Wilh
Ihe CE stalus presenl, Ihe woods offer no addi
lional lerrain benefil. The group Iherefore risks not
only a 84% chance ofa MC bUI a 17% chance ofa
KIA from AI/an's group in building 4XI. Advance
mentto 5 V9 out ofIhe LOF would surely have been
a more prudenl move. From 5 V9 the American
norlhernf/ank is still Ihrealened and yel avoids Ihe
firefrom 4XI. The loss here ofPilz andloranother
squad would certainly be a difficull obslaclefor Ihe
German to overcome in his present siluation.

Post-Prep Fire Phase Comments
All my attacks failed. This may be the start of

something bad.

Pre-Prep Fire Phase Comments
My deadly bazooka strikes again-it makes you

wonder sometimes how a 24 factor attack fails and
a To Hit die roll followed by a 6 factor attack
succeeds. I was surprised to see him trade shots with
me from 5Z10. 1 thought his squad would die. Not
this time. I am going to do some shooting once
again. 1 think I have the advantage if I can knock
off a squad or two. If so, I have a good chance of
winning. The squads in 4BBI are the key right now.

AMERICAN TURN FIVE:



American Turn 5: Suddenly it is the Amcrkan who is experiencing difficulties again. Three different Prep Fires fail 10 phase the Germans
despite a 1MC on firebase C. Although (he 2nd squad survives a dangerous move behind (he423 woods. Ihesquad in 4X I breaks before the sus
tained MG fire of Stahler and F squad. Equally importalll, 3rd squad routs from the buildingaL:L:ompanied by Allan, and leaves the bazooka
behind! The American also appears 10 be preparing to chance a shot with his AT Gun against 4BBI judging by Ihe pivol of the gun.
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4 V2, Leaving it behind has cost the American a
valuable A T weapon and will allow the AC a great
deal offreedom in movement.

With the evacuation of 4XI this turn the
American has given his opponent a much needed
ray of hope,

INTERMISSION

Intermission? Yes, readers we've run out of
space and will have to adjourn until next time
before determining the fate of Corporal Uhl, Leu
tenanl Stahler, and friends, The December issue
will feature the exciting conclusion of this replay.

In the meantime we suggest you take this oppor
tunity to get out your game and try your hand at this
scenario-both from the start andfrom the point at
which we've dropped the action in our demonstra
tion game, Ifyou start from the beginning see ifyou
can improve on the performance of either player
given the advantage ofhindsight and the benefit of
their experiences and analyses. This should prove
an especially worthwhile exercise for those among
you who play solitaire. See what you could do
against this American setup, but make allowances
for your foreknowledge of the mine locations and
boresighted hexes. Ifplayingfrom the start of turn
'6, see ifyou can predict not only the winner of our
replay, but more importanlly, the tactics used in
those final three turns which determined the
ultimate winner. You may be surprised at the out
come,

Take notes on your test plays and let us know
the tactics you used to avoid the fate that befell one
of our participants. II could make for a good
discussion in the letters page on SQUAD LEADER
tactics.

SERIES 100
CROSS OF IRON SCENARIOS

SER IES 100 is a pad of ten new scenarios for
CROSS OF IRON printed on the same index
stock and in the same style used for both SQUA D
LEA DER and CROSS OF IRON. These scenari
os were designed by COl playtester Courtney
Allen and playtested by members of his Interest
Group San Francisco playtest group. Afterwards.
they were retested by other regional groups of the
COl playtest team~most notably Jon Mishcon.
Joe Suchar, and John Kenower who contributed
greatly to their final evolution. For those
disdaining the "design your own" approach, here
is your chance to experience more COl scenarios
which have been tested for balance and constitute
top quality playing aids. Now is the chance to
employ more of those special armor units
provided with COl which don't see action in any of
the official scenarios.

The ten scenarios comprising SERIES 100 are
titled as follows: BLOCKING ACTION AT
L1PKI (1941), SLAMMING OF THE DOOR
(1941), BALD HILL (1941), THE PENETRA
TION OF ROSTOY (1942), NIGHT BATTLE
AT NOROMAR YEYKA (1943), BEACHHEAD
AT OZEREYKA BAY (1943), DISASTER ON
THE DNIEPER LOOP (1943), BLOCK BUST
ING IN BOKRUISK (1944), COUNTERAT
TACK ON THE YISTULA (1944), THE
AGONY OF DOOM (1945).

SERIES 100 is available by mail only from
Avalon Hill for $4.00 plus usual postage charges.
Maryland residents please add 5% state sales tax.

SQUAD LEADER
T-SHIRTS

Yes, we are following up on the success of the
PANZERBLITZ T-shirts with yet another offer
ing on what has become our hottest game. Now
you too can become a SQUAD LEADER
whether you play the game or not. The back of
the shirt is adorned with the same Avalon Hill
logo you've seen before on the PANZERBLITZ
shirts, Be sure to specify size: small, medium,
large, or extra large. $5,00 plus 50<1: for postage
and handling, Maryland residents please add 5070
state sales tax,

MAGNETIC GAMES

Now you can convert your favorite game for
vertical display or secure in-play storage with
magnetic tape, unmounted boards and just an
hour of your time. All you'll need is a metal surface
and an unmounted. gameboard. We supply the
magnetic strips with self sticking adhesive already
applied. You just cut the W' x I' strips into half
inch squares and apply them to the unit counters
which came with your game. The result is a \Is"
thick counter which will stack six high even when
the mapboard is mounted in a vertical position for
display purposes, Never worry about that pbm
move being jostled again between turns.

Naturally this magnetic treatment will be less
valuable for counters with two-sided printing, but
that still leaves them with a multitude of uses.
NOTE: it will be necessary to be sure that the top
portion of all unit counters are uniformly applied
to the top half of the magnetic strips. Otherwise,
the polarity may be reversed and the counters will
actually repel each other rather than attract.
Therefore, it is wise to mark the back of the
magnetic str'ips uniformly across the top so as to
be sure to apply the top half of the counter to the
top half of the magnetic strip.

Magnetic strips are available from Avalon Hill
for 90~ a foot or $7.50 for ten feet. Unmounted
mapboards are available upon request for $6.00
apiece. Usual postage charges apply, as does the
5% state sales tax for Maryland residents.
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SQUAD LEADER

Progress on the SL gamettes is pretty much at
a standstill due to the press of work on other proj
ects. The next gamette, G.I.: ANVIL OF VICTORY
has been researched and is now awaiting printing
of four new boards before playtest can begin. G.I.
will abandon the gamette box for a regular
bookcase package so that we can fit the four new
boards and other components inside. Boards B
through 11 will not be used in G.I.; ratherthey will
be held for separate parts sale for those who want
more variety in their possible terrain configura
tions. An article explaining the rules for the new
temain on those boards should appear shortly. In
addition, we will publish a Series 200 set of
scenarios for COD and yet another set for use
with boards 8-11 . Those scenarios are currently
undergoing by mail playtest. The main focus of
G.I. will not be on new rules, but rather on the new
American equipment and different terrain types. It
will also include the "missing" items from the
British TO&E; i.e. the PlAT, and the wealth of
American made AFVs in British service. Scenarios
will range. from Africa through Italy, Normandy,
and on to the final days of the German Reich. G.I.
will add a great deal of variety to the SL system
with very little additional complexity. Don't ex
pect to see it before late 1981 .

Further down the road we may be doing an
African Theatre gamette and one on the Japanese
as well as a Campaign Game version which would
provide a system for tying scenarios together and
give each player the role of a Battalion com
mander. It would also update all the existing
counters. Finally, when all of this is accomplished
we will turn our attention to updating the entire
system within the confines of one hard bound
book. This would do away with the P.1. approach
to learning the rules and would serve as a com
plete compendium of the final rules to the game
system for the player who has fought his way
through all the gamettes. In essence it would
combine all the rules of the Programmed Instruc
tion manuals into one source so players would not
have to combine rules from three or four different
rulebooks.

THIRD REICH REVISION

The new rules have been done for several
months. We are waiting for printing of the new
mapboard before beginning by mail playtest. The
new mapboard eliminates all of the ambiguities
and corrects the terrain errors of the original
design. It is both more pleasing to the eye, more
accurate, and less confusing. This, coupled with
the completely rewritten rule book, will turn
THIRD REICH into a completely new game. Rules
changes have not been limited to attempts for
greater clarity. Player balance problems have
been addressed and a number of more
sophisticated rules have been added. Strategic
Warfare and the Murmansk Convoys sections
have received especially noteworthy im
provements. In addition, an entire new political
subsection has been added which adds a whole
new dimension to the game. It now plays much
more cleanly and is far more realistic to boot.
Owners of the present version will be able to up
date their games by purchasing these new com
ponents separately.

AFRIKA KORPS REWRITE

I've finally given in to the requests of the old
classics players to do something about the rules
ambiguities present in this old favorite. Long one
of our most popular games for competitive play,
A.K. has nonetheless suffered from a set of rules
held together by questions and answers in THE
GENERAL and the tradition followed by the old
timers. This rewrite will attempt nothing other

than a clarification of all possible ambiguities in
the rules. Play of the game will not change in any
way. The new rulebook will replace the existing
one, plus the battle manual and situation card. It is
currently undergoing by mail examination by a
number of old time A.K. players. Notification of its
availability in print will be made in these pages in a
later issue.

GLADIATOR

This is the flip side of the CIRCUS MAXIMUS
game originally published by Battleline. Like its
earlier partner in print it will appear in gamette ver
sion at a reduced price. Unlike CM, however, it
needs quite a bit of work! The game is essentially
a man-to-man combat simulation with both
players writing orders in advance and conducting
movement and combat simultaneously
somewhat akin to the WS&IM system. Gladiators
come in four different types; light, medium, heavy
and retarius (the net and trident type that almost
did Kirk Douglas in in SPARTACUS. Short and ex
citing, it needs a completely rewritten set of rules
and some development to make the mechanics
flow smoother. It should be available by
Christmas.

... Don Greenwood

MOONSTAR

This game will be the next member of the
Leisure Time Game Line. Designed by noted
designer Alex Randolph (whose credits include
TWIXT among others), it is an abstract game that
combines astrology, number calculations, and
memory.

The board represents the twelve constella
tions (stars) of the Zodiac and the playing pieces
represent moons and planets. Players set up the
board and pieces, throw a number of dice equal to
the number of moons, and then bid on the max
imum score that can be made. The highest bidder
plays the round and scores points for making or
failing to make his bid by distributing the dice on
the moons and moving the moons around the
board a number of stars equal to the die on them,
trying to land them on stars with planets. Players
play rounds one after another until one player
totals enough points to win.

The game is actually twelve games in one.
Game One is the basic game which introduces the
rules used throughout the game. Games Two
Twelve are variations of the basic game, introduc
ing challenges, more moons, less time, different
planets, betting, and combinations ofthese. In ad
dition, several games introduce astrological
themes with players each having special stars,
planets, moons, and goals.

A fast-paced, action game, playable by two or
more players in under thirty minutes because the
bidding and playing of each round is regulated by a
sand timer.

To be published in February 1981.

BUREAUCRACY

Another addition to the Leisure Time Game
Line, this game allows players to enter the world
of Civil Service. Two rulebooks allow players to
learn the game in one of two ways. One of the
manuals is just a rulebook and this is the one for
game players. The second rule book is written in
the language and style of the bureaucracy. It is
thoroughly confusing, humorous, and enjoyable,
adding the flavor and feel of big Government
where a system within a system leads to no
system at all.

For two or more players. Each player may
choose one of four lifestyles; lifer, overachiever,
empire builder, or hustler. Each lifestyle has its
own advantages and disadvantages. For in-

stance, hustlers and empire builders can lie and
cheat, but face the possibility of scandals.

The object is to accrue enough prerequisites
to be promoted up the Bureaucratic ladder, till one
player finally becomes the Director of the
Bureaucracy. However, there are many pitfalls
along the way including crises, power plays, deal
ings with the Credit Union, grievances, and demo
tions.

To be published in February 1981.

FLAT TOP

The revision of the Battleline game that is the
best carrier game on the market. My work on this
game has been a labor of love, FLA T TOP having
been one of my favorite games since its publica
tion.

The game system will change very little,
though the rules have been changed from the con
versational style to a more formal AH approach to
reduce ambiguities and questions. One scenario
has been added as an introductory mechanism to
the game system, while the rules are now in a
basic rulesloptional rules layout. The game is too
complex to warrant both a basic and advanced
game, so most of the advanced game rules have
been incorporated into the basic game.

Observation has been somewhat simplified
and many rules have been clarified. The counter
mix has been expanded and the map has been
redone to make it more attractive and conducive
to easy play; For naval or carrier buffs, this will be
the ultimate as an excellent game has been
brought up to an even higher level, mixing
playability and realism to the maximum. The
game is in playtesting and should be out sometime
in early 1981 .

MICROCOMPUTER GAMES

The first two existing AH games to be put on
your computers will be ACQUIRE and STOCKS
AND BONDS.

ACQUIRE will be playable in one of three
ways. You against the computer. The computer
against the computer (good for demonstration
games as a way to learn the rules of the game).
And by two, three, or four players. The rules are
exactly the same as the regular game, except the
computer does all the bookkeeping, allowing the
players to concentrate on strategy and enjoying
themselves.

STOCKS AND BONDS can be played by one
ten people. Again, the computer does all the
work, allowing the players to just sit back and en
joy the game. And this one even has sound ef
fects l

Also on the tentative schedule are MAJOR
LEAGUE BASEBALL and RAIL BARON (which
would be playable by one-six people). Keep
watching THE GENERAL for updates.

Both to be published in early 1981.

. Alan R. Moon

GUNSLINGER
The GUNSLINGER project is nearing comple

tion. Once it became apparent the game would not
be ready for Origins the major card decks were
redesigned to convey the same information in a
simpler and easier-to-use format. Though not
essential, the change has made the game even
faster and easier to play.

GUNSLINGER recreates second-by-second
gunfights and other brawls from the legends of the
old west. The game functions through two types of
cards. The first type controls the actions the
players do; each player gets an assortment of cards
that is determined by his abilities, and plays them to



control his actions in the game. The other type of
cards are drawn during play to determine the out
come of shots, punches and other random actions,
taking the place of dice and combat charts. The
system takes distance, aim time, calibre, skill,
morale, types of guns and more into account but
can be used quickly and easily. Playtest battles
have been fast, furious and a lot of fun.

In-house design playtesting is about over; I am
now in the process of assembling artwork and
components for the by-mail playtest and the final
game.

ALPHA OMEGA

We are just starting on the rewrite of the Avalon
Hill rewrite of the ALPHA OMEGA rules. The basic
system of play will remain the same, but we are
considering a variety of gimcracks and geegaws to
add "chrome" and flavor to the game; these must
be thoroughly playtested before any final changes
can be made, however. The final redesign of the
mapboard and counters will have to wait until this
design playtesting is done, so it will be a while
before the new ALPHA OMEGA sees the light of
day.

TRIREME

TRIREME is awaiting spare time again. The
basic issue is how to combine the BATTLELINE
game with the prototype I had designed before we
took over BATTLELINE. For those familiar with the
BATILELINE version, the most likely changes are a
system for handling large numbers of ships and
new counters that reflect differences in nationality
and boarding tactics (both from my versionl. Don't
hold us to this though- Don Greenwood and I have
to thrash this all out when we get some spare time
simultaneously.

MAGIC REALM RULEBOOK REWRITE

The combat rules-the heart of the prob
lem-have been rewritten, and I am now simplify
ing the rest. A variety of the charts to cross-index
spells and other rules have been designed, and of
course all of the material from the GENERAL article
in Vol. 16, No.4 is also ready. Generally the game
will be the same except that it will be explained in
better fashion; a few changes will be made in ac
cord with some excellent suggestions that have
come in from all of you out there. This project will
pick up speed immediately when GUNSLINGER
goes into mail playtest.

.. Richard Hamblen

BATILE OF THE BULGE

I know that many of you are waiting impatiently
for the release of the new BUL GE. Expect to see it
sometime between January and February.
Although it is in by-mail playtest, several significant
changes have been made to simplify the game and
rules plus adding a new item, ranged artillery fire,
which has proven to be very popular. In fact, in my
last two test games, I do not hesitate to say I played
two of the most exciting one-on-one games of my
life. Those who know me will tell you I am basically
a low keyed person and when I become en
thusiastic enough about something to sound like an
ad agency you can believe it is sincere.

In a brief recap, the new BULGE has been built
on the solid foundation of the classic BULGE we all
knew. All of the old order of battle inaccuracies
have been corrected and the map shifted slightly to
include more of the critical northern area of the bat
tle. Several new modules have been added which
open a lot more vistas of strategy while adding very
little dirt to the sequence of play. Something all
designers and developers strive for, I might add.
Both sides now have airpower and ranged artillery
fire. In addition, the Germans get to send comman
do teams behind the American lines, capture fuel

dumps, and mobilize their Fifteenth army in the
north to tie down Allied reinforcements. Other
special features include, German Nebelwerfer
rocket units, blowing up and building bridges,
Skorzeny's special armored brigade, Van der
Heydte's parachute drop (which by the way, was
Germanys' last airborne drop of the war) and a lot
more. I think you will be pleased with this game
when you see it. We also plan to include a lot of
design history and philosophy either with the game
or in THE GENERAL. It will be well covered from all
sides.

AMOEBA WARS

This is our current, but tentative title for a new
space science fiction game. We have been very for
tunate to find several excellent outside designers in
the past couple of years who have provided us with
strong designs with little need for inhouse develop
ment. I have been lucky to work with two, Bruno
Sinigaglio, the designer of new BULGE, and Gary
Donner, the designer of WIZARD'S QUEST.

AMOEBA WARS is another Donner creation
built along the same clean-cut lines as WIZARD'S
QUEST. It has proven very popular in the Saturday
playtest sessions and requires strategy and deci
sion. Players begin on the periphery of a galaxy
once dominated by a powerful empire now in ruin.
It is the object of each player to take control of the
galaxy by capturing the Pentar; the Empire's base
of power. While competing with themselves,
players must also contend with huge space
amoebas capable of swallowing entire space
fleets. They also can multiply rapidly into
unguarded solar systems.

The real beauty of the game lies in the play of
the power cards. Somewhat reminiscent of trick
taking in conventional card games, the player with
the highest card gets to move first and use all the
power cards played but, after his turn is through,
the player throwing the second highest card takes
his turn and gets to use all of the cards lower than
his. The lowest card played will be used by all
players in the turn. A player must weigh the desire
to go first or last with the realization that the card he
plays can be used against him by all of the other
players who play higher. This, along with some
highly interesting game mechanics for inter-ship
combat which are improvements of the old RISK
WIZARDS QUEST system, make for some very
tense and exciting games.

. Mick Uhl

THE GUNS OF AUGUST

This game, designed by veteran player Robert
Beyma, is the first World War I game we have
decided to publish since the infamous 1914 hit the
shelves a dozen years ago. Since the latter game
has slipped almost to the bottom of our RBG Rating
Chart, there is a general impression abroad that
World War I is inherently dull; a static situation
which cannot be made into an exciting game. If you
purchased 1914 and have been stuck with that
impression all these years, you're in for a very
pleasant surprise!

The game we call THE GUNS OF AUGUST
resembles 1914 about as much as RUSSIAN CAM
PAIGN resembles STALINGRAD. First of all, don't
be misled by its title- THE GUNS OF AUGUST
simulates the entire First World War from August
1914 to the armistice four years later. As a matter
of fact, the Campaign Game is designed to last
through 1919 if neither side fulfills the "sudden
death" victory conditions which can end the game
at any time.

The problem of playability is handled in two
ways. First the game scale. THE GUNS OF
AUGUST is a corps level game which is played in
monthly turns. So the battle of Verdun, for in
stance, lasts only ten turns. The second way we
are ensuring playability is by including individual
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yearly scenarios for both the eastern and western
fronts. This produces a series of interesting games
each of which can be played in 3-6 hours. The real
interest and excitement, however, is the situation
each player faces in the Campaign Game where the
war is won or lost on the mobile eastern front. Im
agine playing the German side in RUSSIAN CAM
PAIGN with an enormous Allied army relentlessly
attacking the Westwall in 1944 and you'll have
some idea of why we think you'll change your mind
about World War I once you've played THE GUNS
OF AUGUST. You may even start to like those
almost invulnerable trenches which always made
you think The Great War was a bore.

THE GUNS OF AUGUST will be published in
early 1981 . If you're interested in playtesting this
game during November please write to me im
mediately.

We will soon be publishing a 2nd edition
rulebook for WAR AND PEACE. The new edition
will incorporate the errata and optional rules
published in Volume 17, No.1 of THE GENERAL as
well as a few additional changes pertaining to the
Campaign Game. When the new rulebook
becomes available, we will publish an announce
ment in these pages explaining how to obtain a
copy.

. Frank Davis

STRUGGLE OF NATIONS

This game concerns Napoleon's last cam
paign in Germany, 181 3. The major remaining
design problem concerns the treatment of provi
sions, particularly for the French. The design in
tent calls for a dynamic interplay between con
siderations of supply and maneuver, but the cur
rent supply system may be too labored for many
players. At the other extreme is a possible version
which treats supply as a constant, but this is also
unsatisfactory.

I have made several trips to New York and
Washington to study Napoleon's cor
respondences for a possible solution, as next to
nothing has been written on this subject. Ifs clear
that the army did not have enough Administrative
capacity, nor Napoleon enough brain capacity, to
keep more than a fraction of the army moving and
nourished. Arrangements made during the ar
mistice of June 7 to August 15 kept starvation at
bay until about September 20, which is
remarkable enough considering that the stores of
wheat, rice, etc., were calculated to last only until
that date. One "sleight of hand" solution that oc
curs to me at the moment is to restrict the French
to about one or two APs per turn, but allow them
to expend "negative APs" which would come, so
to speak, out of the army's hide.

BACK BURNER

DAUNTLESS and STURMOVIK (ex-'Expan
sion Kif) in the Air Force system will be given the
'gamette' treatment, without playing board or
basic rules, but including new Aircraft Data Cards,
counters and special rules along the lines ex
plained in this issue's Design Analysis. The prob
lem here is in mechanical production~I'm trying
to find a less labor-intensive way of preparing the
data cards.

SUEZ '73 is a Prados design with some nice
rules showing Israeli tactical doctrine in an
operational-level game. This one could be brought
out without major changes and may get put ahead
of Struggle of Nations.

Except for a couple of test playings, I have
done nothing with SHENANDOAH, and have not
evaluated what sort of re-development will be
necessary.

. Kevin Zucker
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AH PHILOSOPHY. . Continued from Page 2

AND FROM THE DEEP RECESSES OF OUR
SPORTS DEPT.

Projects in which I am currently involved in
clude the following: A "facelift" for
MACHIAVELLI, which will mainly concern itself
with bringing the rather simple and abstract map
more in line with the flavor of the game, along with
certain clarifications and corrections to the rules; a
new STA TIS-PRO FOOTBALL game, featuring the
playing abilities of individual backs, linemen, and
specialists for every team in the NFL (courtesy of
Jim Barnes, our one man sports game factory); a
tennis game, all-new boxer cards for TITLE BOUT,
and a new set of player cards for our very popular
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL game featuring the
1961 American League. And of course there is
ALL-STAR REPLA Y, our sports game magazine
which is perpetually "just going to press."

. B.C. Milligan

That should be more than enough to whet
your appetite for what's ahead in the near future.
Now allow me to end this column with a pair of
commercials. Some of you have asked how to
read your mailing label so you'll know when your
subscription is expiring. Usually, if all goes accord
ing to plan, you'll receive a resubscription form let
ter enclosed with the last issue of your current
subscription. However, if that fails, you should
still be able to tell from the mailing label on your
envelope. The numbers 9/80 appearing on your
address label refer to the last issue of your
subscription and in this case refer to the 9th
month (September) of the year 1980.

Lastly, I leave those east coast gamers who
are mourning the passage of ORIGINS to the west
coast next year, with the reminder that ATLAN
TICON will be attempting to provide a viable alter
native to east coast gamers unable to make it out
to California. The latter has been heavily endorsed
by Avalon Hill and a host of other game com
panies and will be held next July 24,25, and 26th
at UMBC in Baltimore. The ATLANTICON group is
actively soliciting volunteers to sponsor or run
events of all types and can be reached at P.O. Box
15405, Baltimore, MD 21220.

Lastly, those of you who use our Opponents
Wanted Advertising service will notice that we
have doubled the token fee from 25(; to 50(;
starting with this issue. This is one price hike
which has not been brought about by inflation.
Rather, it is a form of rationing. Even the doubled
fee does not come close to paying our costs for
this service. The price hike is our way of trying to
discourage those who really don't care that
much about the ads from using them just to see
their name in print. Lately, we've had more ads
than our limited space can handle. Hopefully, by
increasing the token fee we can discourage
enough of the insincere advertisers to make
room for those with a genuine need.

AIR POWER IN VITP .... Continuedjrol/l Pg. 32

What good are Kamikazes or the Shinano when
you're bound to lose 10 + POC in the process? Use
the 9-turn game for novice, feeble-minded or hard
luck Allied players only. Out of deep sympathy for
any Allied player who must beg for a 9th turn to
beat his opponent I have added the super-carrier
USS Midway. Armed with radar-directed guns, ar
mored decks, and 135 of the latest attack aircraft,
the Midway would have been formidable indeed, if
it had joined the fleet in time to participate. (Note:
The three CV's of the Midway class were made
from the other Alaska-class battle-cruiser hulls)

Gunnery Radar-It shouldn't matter much by
turn 7 so take it or leave it.

Task Forces-I doubt whether further com
plications and die rolls of this sort add much
'realism' to a strategic game. At any rate, delete the
mandatory 'night action' and roll for it for reasons
discussed earlier.

Island Comba/-It's good for those times when
a healthy amphibious unit fortifying a base would
otherwise succumb automatically to a wheezing,
crippled enemy invader. Adding the increased
power of the 'new, improved' US Marines after
turn 5 gives the Allies a much needed boost to their
island-hopping campaign. In almost every game
I've played, it's no easy matter for the Allies to
secure advanced bases and to accrue POe. The
Allies are walking a tightrope the whole 8 turns.

An/i-Aircraj/-We won't go through that
again! Though the airstrike-rebuilding rule would
be fine in a 20-turn game covering the same time
period, I don't feel that it has merit in VITP where
each turn spent landing on new aircraft and crews
would take five months or so. Neither side could
have afforded the down time on their precious car
riers. Repairing ship damage does take incredibly
long but replacing aircrews does not. Though car
rier warfare is exhausting on planes and personnel
in a real battle, the attrition of planes and crew is
already cleverly included in the game by the very
nature of the standard 'disabred' result.

Conclusion-'-I feel that all of the above changes
in the pieces and procedures have sound historical
logic behind them and add to the excitement of the
game. 'Advanced' versions of simulation games
need not add more tedium (chess, remember, has no
'advanced' rules). Rather they should increase the
historical options so the e. in C. (you, the player)
can make greater use of sound strategic thinking.
Simple play mechanics don't necessarily make a
simple-minded game (chess, again). I feel my addi
tions fit comfortably within the framework of the
game's simple play mechanics yet allow more flexi
ble responses to create stimulating historical
simulations.

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN .. Continuedjrolll Pg. 28

8. Russian Airdrops: section 18 of the rules
discusses such drops, which occur only on snow
turns. As in paragraph six above, a snow turn for
paradrop purposes is in effect if at least two of the
three zones are snow. Only one zone with snow is in
su fficient.
9. Axis Replacements: section 21.2 of the rules
states that "Axis replacements are available once
per year on the first clear weather impulse of each
year. (German HQ units are replaced during the sec
cand impulse of the first clear weather turn.)" As
explained in sections six and eight, a turn is con
sidered clear for this purpose if at least two of the
three zones are clear. Less than that is insufficient.
Note that if monthly weather is used, it is possible
for the first month of a turn to be considered clear
(Axis replacements enter if it is the start of a year),
but the second month to not be clear (HQ would not
enter).
10. Victory Conditions: section 24.3 of the rules
explains sudden death victory conditionS, which
also cite "first clear weather turn of each year".
This would be decided on the same basis as that ap
plying in sections six, eight, arid nine above. "*
THEASYLUM Conlil1uedjroIl1Pg.12

the initiative, by blocking his advance while
advancing mysel f. Next turn, I will be able to move
anyone of three men onto his side of the board.

Black Turn Four: I can't lose to this turkey. What
will the guys say? What will my readers say? What
will my mother say? But his play has been flawless
to this point. Maybe he's playing over his head.

Neutral Commentary Turn Four: Tom is using a.
variation of the Rip Van Winkle Opening intro
duced at the recent Seniors Meet. Seems Don is not
familiar with it and overconfidence may turn out to
be his real foe in this match. In a semi-final match
against this opening, Arthur Van Winkle (great,
great grandson of Rip) countered with a new varia
tion of the Sleeping Beauty Defense and pulled out
a narrow victory. The general line of play is to ex
cept exchanges in central rows in the early game,
while advancing rearward men to the front for the
middle game. This can be blended with one of the
many Pill sacrifices or be converted into the more
aggressive German Gambit. This will prevent a
Dwarfian Draw no matter what strategy the oppo
nent uses. My pre-game prediction that Tom would
use the Social Security Trap in the early game and
then move into the Pension Plan Ploy has not panned
out.

Neutral Commentary Turns Five-Forty: In the mid
dle of the game, it became impossible to keep up
with the players. They played with such blinding
speed, that I would be writing my commentary for
one move (and the wino would be illustrating it at
the same time), while the players were already
several moves further on in the game. So, I missed
much of the middle game. Don's contention that I
was sipping from the wino's bottle is completely un
true. Tom seemed a little giddy though.

Red Turn Forty-One: I will begin to align my forces
for the final victory, forming a solid wall of kings
before advancing on his man. Why take chances
now?

Black Turn Forty-One: So, he's gonna rub it in now
by playing cautiously. He makes me sick. Well, I
won't concede.

Neutral Commentary Turn Forty-One: Don's
situation is desperate. And while his determination
is admiral, his attitude leaves something to be
desired. Tom has introduced a new variation of the
Buck Rogers Endgame that may well come to be
known as the Shaw Shift. Remember that you heard
it here first.

Red Turn Forty-Two: With six kings and one man
to be kinged shortly, I am probably being too
cautious, but I am enjoying the taste of victory and
don't mind drawing it out.

Black Turn Forty-Two: He'll be sorry.

Neutral Commentary Turn Forty-Two: This game
has been played at an exceptional level of play.
There couldn't be a better game for a replay.

Aftermath & Neutral Commentary Summation: On
the next turn, Tom advanced his last man to the
final row and asked Don to crown him. Don did.
There will be no rematch.



Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:

The subject of my leller docs not concern
rules questions, tactical suggestions, or the merits
or demerits of sundry GENERA L ankles. Quile
simply, thi·s correspondence addresses a problem
that has been inherent in the wargaming world
since its inception and continues IOday as
unabated as Soviel logistical nightmares. This
problem, as one might well guess, is thaI of
counler slOrage. I am panicularly concerned with
this problem, and not passively so. I personally
own some 98 wargames, wilh five more on Ihe
way, from a wide variely of publishers and cover
ingan cven wider variety of subjects. Allowing for
a large numbcr of blanks and the 112 wooden
blocks used in DIPLOMA CY, I have approximtc
ly 28,665 counlers to take care of, and that is quite
a 101 when you stop 10 consider it. I am sure Ihal
all game companies realize this problem, as it can
often be so painfully evidenl. But whether il is in
evidence or not, some of my recent purchases
sccm to suggest that you fine people are not only
doing nothing to alleviate this problem, but are. in
several cases, aggravating it.

Now. I a111 not complaining about the absence
of inherent storage mediums such as plastic trays
and the like, as my standard storage mode is the
coin envelope. and these can be obtained most
anywhere. But even if yOll have these. you slill
need a generous amount of space in which to posi
tion the envelopes aftcr the counters arc inserted
therein. This is absolulely no problem in most AH
games. as a fairly large area is left ovcr in the box
for such envelopes as arc necessary. Some of your
games, however. do nOI seem 10 realize the
necessity of this. The most blalant offenders arc
rhe SL gametlcs, COl/COD. Each gamelle scems
to have an escalating number of counters, requir
ing (for optimum storage) some 25-30 envelopes
each. The vcry size of the boxes. already filled as
they arc wit h ext ra boards, the scenario cards, and
Ihe voluminous rules. cannOt begin to accom·
modate their counters. Not even a SQUAD
LEA DER-sized box (which narrowly holds ils
own counters) could take on all Ihe couniers of
even onc of Ihese games. Personally, I was finally
forccd to amalgamate the entire series' counters
(all 3034 of them) in a separate metal filing box.
meaning that some day I may well trot off
somewherc wilh the game boxes and l'ompletely
forgel to bring along the counters. Such a lhought
is enough to demoralize anyone.

Another one of your games lhal fails in lhe
slorage convenience area is the epic WAR &
PEACE. W&P is a game thai by Ihe very nature
of its syslem cries out for a storage tray. This is
due to ils changeable unit system which requires
quick access 10 a large off-board counter pool in
order to obtain the proper denomination of a par
licular unit. The problem is not the facl thaI the
game itself does nOI come with a Iray, as they arc
clearly available separately from AH. but the fact
that Ihe game's vas I number ofcoull1ers (1000+ )
requires at the very least IwO trays, but the space
Jefl over in the box after the four map sections.
charts, and rulesbook are taken into accOllnt will
jusl barely accommodate one tray. Illlll.:h less two.
Consequcntly I. myself have stuck to envelopes.
and therefore if I wanl to get involved in a
scenario such as "Napoleon at Bay", I'm forced
to dump OUI the conlents of all seventeen
envelopes all over the table, which is a bloody
greal inconvenicnce.

I know there arc a 101 of gamers out there
who never cvcn considered Ihis problem, and who
really jusl don't give a.damn. It is nOt considered
likely by this gamer that anYlhing will ever be
done 10 corrCCI this, and I do not expecl youtodo
anYlhing aboul il anymore Ihan I expect you to
print Ihis ill-wrillen leller.

Tim Williams
Clarksville, ARK

To Ihe cOll1rory, I Ihouf!,hl vou s/(lled vour
case eminenlly well. The mailer ';os beell bro·uf!,hl
up previously ill Ihese pages bUI perhaps il is lime
10 discuss il agaill. Allhough you dOli 'I take liS 10
lask for iI, we should probably begill u·ilh Ihe ra
tiollale for 1101 havillg unil coumer sloraf!,e lrays
callwilled in each game. The allswer is simple
economics. Afler producing Ihe immenselv more
expensive mOl/nled mapboards ill our f!,a;lIes we
simply can 'f afford to pU! in a COUlller frail and
slill remain price compelifive wifh olher· COli/
ponies who on~\1 f!,ive you a paper II/ap. Bv oJfer
ing Ihe lrays separafelyasa mail order ife,,~ we·all/
allempf fO please bOfh fhe individual who lI'allfs
fhe convenience (~f a COl/lifer fray regardless of
coSf. as well as fhose who would rafher resorf fo
fheir own unif storage Solufions and save some
money in fhe process. The presenl handling offhl'
si!lfmion is whaf we perceive as Ihe besl wav /()
please Ihe greafesf NUII/ber of people. .

Tile immellse amounl of coumers ill fhe SL
gamefle boxes is a differem Iype 01 problem,
albeil a pleasalll olle as problems XO. somewhal
akin 10 haviNf!, 100 mOllY coills 10 fil ill \'(J/lr
change purse. The rafiollale for Ihe smaller boxes
in Ihe gomelle series was simply 10 reinforce nm
sumer idemijicalion 01 fhe producl as a
gamelle-i.e. not a complele game. He had 10

Iwve SQUA D LEADER and allY OIher precedilli:
gamelles ill order 10 use Ihallille. The idea was {o

$Iress cOllsumer awareness of {he (hfference alld
help him avoid mislakell purchases 01 Ihe relail
level. alld in {his Ihe packaginf!, has been quile suc
cessful. A nd, as you yourself poill/ed OUf. even a
1I0rmal sized box would 1101 hold sufliciem
COl/flier {rays to accommodale alllhe coumers ill
fllese f!,ames. One would I/eed all extra bookcase
box 10 hold fhe lIecessary coumer lrays for each
gall/elle anyway. However, Wifh Ihe use of fhe
gall/elle slyle box for orher producls like fhe
Microcompuler and smaller f!.ames (CIRCUS
MAXIMUS) fhe il/ifial rafionaie/or Ihe gWl/effe
boxes is becoming less and less valid al/d I \\·ill
probably abandon Ihe packaging for fhe up
coming G.I. gamefle so as 10 he able (() include
four nen· hoards wilh f!lm lille.

As for normal bookcase boxes nol bein~

large emmgh to accollllllOdafe fhe necessar·v
counter frays for xames wilh large numbers (;r
COUllfers, I again have flO response fhat vOII'il
I\'all/ 10 hear~il is jusf an iI/herem evil of Ma/1/eS
wilh 100 many cOl1lponems. To retool for larger
/Joxes jusl {O hold sufficient number of cO/ll/ler
slOrage frays {haf we call 'I afford toprovideinlhe
game al/yway al a compelilive price is pure Jolly
even before \l"e COl/sider Ihe addiliol/al shippiJl!!.
problems fhal would accrue from such a move.
AI/dijyoulhink WAR& PEACEpresemsauJlil
storage problem. I call'l waif lill l/(JII see THE
LONGEST D(ELJA Y. .

*****
Dear Mr. Greenwood,

This muhi-purpose leiter is my first 10
Avalon Hill, or any other game company for that
matter..Just have a few opinions 10 express and a
"Letter to the Editor" format seems 10 be the
right vehicle.

First, I would like 10 acknowledge the serv~

ices of your parts lady, Chris Shaw. I am sure
Chris is overworked and underpaid (isn't
everybody), but her dedication shows. Whenever
f call her, Chris is knowledgeable, informative,
precise, and courteous. Mail service is prompt. As
one of those behind-the-scenes people, Chris
probably gets little public recognition for her serv
ices. My hat is off to her for a job well done!

Next in order is a commendation of Avalon
Hill for its continued excellence in physical com
ponents and graphics quality in its games. There is
just something innately satisfying aboul a
mounted mapboard-it's akin to playing chess
with weighted pieces-the "feel" is better.
Avalon Hill is also to be praised for its continued
resistance 10 the current trend of other game com
panies, i.e., a few well conceived and well de
signed games per year as opposed to glulting the
market with "dusl-collectors."

Avalon Hill's only problem seems to be the
late schedule of THE GENERAL. THE
GENERAL is a quality magazine which I
thoroughly enjoy reading cover to cover, even
Ihough feature arricles sometimes cover games I
do nOI play or even own. The fact Ihat THE
GENERAL pages feature or discuss only Avalon
Hill games is no drawback. Avalon Hill is the lOp
of Ihe mountain. Does Universal Studios lout or
even acknowledge motion pictures from Para
mount? Of course nOt, they arc in business 10
make money-pure and simple.

Now for a few comments on the current slale
of the gaming industry and a few of its raging con
troversies. As a subscriber 10 almost all the major
gaming magazines, I read article after article
arguing the realism versus playabilily issue.
Bunk! It is my opinion, and I feel [he opinion of
most gamers, thar play balance and playability are
of prime importance. Any game should give all
participants an approximately equal chance of
winning. There is nothing worse than playing a
two game set wherein first one player and then the
other demolishes his opponent due to poor play
balance. If chess were that unbalanced, it would
have died of lack of i.nterest a thousand years ago.
Given equal luck in die rolls and equal player
ability, a game worth its salt should not be decided
until the last turn or two. Now Ihat's player in
terest and excitemenl.

Playability is in the same relationship 10 play
balance that cleanliness is 10 godliness. Games are
meant 10 be played. Rules should be clear, concise
and unambiguous (were it so!). Extraneous
paperwork and book keeping should be held 10 a
minimum. The game itself is of the essence, nOI
rhe associated condiments.

For the realism buffs, I offer the following.
In no way can a game simulate warfare in a
realistic manner. A realistic wargame would have
Ihe usual componenls with Ihe following addi
lions: (I) a pint bortle of gunsmoke, (2) a pint bot
lie of dirt mixed with sweat and blood, (3) a pint
bottle of the stench of dealh, (4) tape cassel(es
with gunfire, clanking tanks, the screams of dying
men and horses, incoming fire, airplane engines,
and buzzing insects, and (5) an all expense paid
trip to the battlefield of your choice-approx
imare cost: two thousand dollars-useable one
time only. A wargame simulates the concepls of
movemenl, combat, supply, command and con
trol, etc. with paper and cardboard. The gut
wrenching fear, the pain of seared nesh, the sheer
panic cannot possibly be simulated realistically.
The effects of war on man and machine can be
portrayed through game mechanics in an abstraci
way, but this is not realism. If an "unrealistic"
change in the order of battle or some game
mechanism is necessary to achieve play balance
and playabilily-do it!

The trend toward numbering each hex of a
mapboard is cerrainly welcomed by all gamers.
The benefit is especially acknowledged by PBM
enthusiasts. I don't have any statistics on Ihe
number of games played FTF versus PBM, but I
do know many garners who are 99% PBM.
AHIKS is evidence of the growing popularity of
PBM gaming.

"Monster" games are suilably named. The
"if it's bigger, it musl be betler" syndrome is get
ting out of hand. As before, games are meant to
be played. THIRD REICH is abou! as big as a
player should have 10 contend with. Games like
THE LONGEST DA Yare no! playable. time or
space-wise for the majority of garners. Monster
games have their place for garners who can devote
a major portion of their life 10 a study of the situa
tion depicted in Ihe game. Most of us cannot
devote ourselves thusly.

Robert Cross
Derby, Kansas

*****.
Dear Don;

After years of mounting variant maps such as
"Coral Sea" wilh a variety of watered downed
glues and rubber cement and getting badly wrin
kled results, I found a product specifically made
for mounting paper and light cardboard. It's a
spray adhesive that you apply 10 the map back,
wait a few minutes 10 dry and then press onto the
board (a brayer or rubber roller is recommended
for a good grip). There are several brands (3M,
Letraset) and it pays to comparison shop at the
local art supply and stationary shops.

I also took up "magnetic gaming" this past
summer and have found a producl Ihat greatly
helps holding down mapboards. It's a 3M product
called Post-h. It has a masking tape type adhesive
on one side and a paper adhesive on the other.
You tack it onto the steel surface you're using and
Slick whalever mapsheet you're going to use on it.
When you tire of it, you just peel the old one off
and pUI the next one up. The only damage it does
is 10 put a slight curl in the map when you peel it
off but Ihis disappears the next time you use it. It
also is great for holding the various CRT sheets,
time records, etc. that the game requires. Post-It
comes in rolls, strips and liles (I personally use the
liles so that the mapboard is firmly held with no
bulges) and is also great for displaying Ihe
Playmate of the Month.

Dale Du Gray
Calgary, Alta.

*****
Dear Mr. Greenwood,

1sub to the General for conflict oriented articles &
info. SF and Fantasy fits in; RAIL BARON does
not! It seems you're determined to have we sub
scribers help pay for that unrelated TRASH. So, (
will not be resubscribing. 1 wish you would take
your favorite game-BOX CARS-and shove it.

Buck Rogers
San Rafael, CA
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I'm afraid Ihal If fhe inclusion of a single

page article on RAIL BARON in Ihe same issue
which handed you Iwelve additional pages you
weren'l expecling was enough to evoke such a
reaclion Ihol we wouldn'l have had you long
anyway. A cerlain amounl of lolerance is ex·
pected from anyone and I wish you luck finding
anO/her gaming magazine which is able 10 fill
every single page wilh somelhing you like. By Ihe
way. I like your TV show.

Dear Sir:

One of my long term "difficulties" with
Squad Leader (and many other games with a glut
of counlers) has always been the lack of any real
structure or organizational restraillls. As an ex
ample, the Russians always kept their plalOons
and companies fairly massed oUt of necessity,
since radios JUSt weren't there and messengers had
to be used to shift units around (plus, the Russians
derived most of their "discipline" from the "herd
instinct" and political commissars). The Ger
mans, on the other hand, had radios at platoon
level plus fairly reliable squads so they could
spread out more.

h is really amazing, in view of the historical
diff~rences in Soviet and German infantry forma
tions, to see Russian conscript squads wandering
all over the board in carefree abandon (until a
LMG fires a few rounds at them) with the same
freedom as the besl SS squad. Note that in Design
Your-Own (DYO) scenarios, no company level
structure is presented for typical use, so garners
end up believing that Russian units with their
horde of squads (Hill 607 is a prime example) had
no real organization and everybody pretty much
"did their own Ihing".

While you did an excellent job in presenting
the Supplementary Rule dealing with AFYs
without wireless and caught the heart of the issue
in a very playable yet thorough manner, perhaps a
similar infantry rule might be possible.

In my own gaming, I usually play DYO
scenarios using companies and platoons, and very
small games (usually just one or twO boards),
which are very quick to play (about an hour) and
easy on the mind.

We use a standard Soviel company of 12
Squads (broken down into 3 platoons) with one
leader and 2-4 light machine guns and anti-tank
rines. The company support fire comes from one
heavy machine gun (two in a Guard company) and
two 50mm mortars, wilh Ihree crews to man the
"heavy" weapons. During 1941 and early 1942
scenarios, the leader mUSI be at the fronl of any
attack.

Since our games are mostly fairly small in
scope, we make the following restrictions on Rus~

sian movement and positioning;
I. The squads making up a platoon must

stay adjacent (at least until they "break"), which
models the Soviet tendency to use platoons as
their smallest independent unit.

2. Platoons must stay within 2 hexes of a
squad from another platoon, and maintain a clear
LOS to neighboring units.

3. Failure to maintain the distance and LOS
criteria decreases all movement rates by "I".

4. Companies must be within 4 hexes of
another company's units.

The Germans, on Ihe other hand, suffer no
such limitations, and one finds that the tactical
results are in line with our conception of the Rus
sians (large, unwieldy groups Ihal must be kept
together to remain effective) and the Germans
(very mobile and self sufficienl units). Since our
concern is mostly wilh 1941-42 era fire fights, the
general conception of German infantry supe
riority has some validity.

Since a large concentralion of Russian in~

fantry usually forces one 10 bunch up anyway, the
preoccupation with such hairsplitting detail may
seem trivial, bUI in DYO gaming we've found it 10

be of immense value. First of all, when one is
using 12·24 Russian squads (2-3 companies), there
is plenty of room for "unrealistic" maneuver.

But, more importantly, the use of a struc
tural guideline brings more order illlo the tactical
situation (seeing48 squads rambling aboul always
"blows my mind"), and makes the games con
siderably more interesling and hislorically
"meaningful" .

Since the Soviet infantry and armor suffered
from very similar communications and unit size
problems (units had to be kept large due to a
shortage of radios and leadership initiative), their
battlefield mobility in a game should be restricted
in a similar fashion. After all, the Russians often
had magnitude, firepower and quality (the T34) in
their favor, but were basically peasants at heart.

Lorrin Bird
Mechanicville, NY
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WIZARD'S QUEST

Q. Page 3 of the rules states; "only a force in
cluding a sorcerer may attack the wizard." Page4
states; "a hero leading an atlack can attack all
types of forces plus the dragon and wizard."
Which is correct?
A. The page 3 statemenl. A hero cannoI altack
the wizard.

WAR AND PEACE
CAMPAIGN GAME QUESTIONS

Q. On the mapboard Prague is depicted in red,
but according to the Campaign Game Card its
production is reslricted to landwehr. Which is
correct?
A. The Campaign Game Card is correct.

CRESCHmo Of" [)OOM
90.12 Is the breakdown number of a captured
weapon used by a non-elile squad (or non-crew)
decreased by 2 twice; once for being captured and
once for not being a qualified crew or assault
troop?
A. No-it is decreased only once.

Q. Would a tank which ends its Movemen! Phase
in a different hex with its turret covered arc
changed have to use both case A and C?
A. No-only case C. A tank can freely change its
turret covered arc as it moves without funher
penalizing its Advance Fire. However, ifrhe tank
actually fired outside its Turrel Covered Arc dur
ing the Advancing Fire Phase, then bOlh Case A
+ C would apply.

90.5 Maya crew which abandons its AFV reenter
it during the Advance Phase of the same player
turn?

A.No

92.14 If a mounted cavalry unit goes berserk,
must it charge the nearest enemy unit if that
enemy unit is not occupying a hex in which a
charge can be made (92.81)?
A. No. in this case it must charge the nearest
enemy unit which is occupying a hex which can be
charged. If no such target is available the berserk
unit must remain in its present hex until there is
(1/0.2) or it breaks out of its berserk status (/ 1.5).

96. Can snipers fire on a soft vehicle and with
what effect?
A. Yes, however, vehicles are never affected by
the -2 DRM for movement in the open. Fun her·
more, if the vehicle is moving (or in mOlion
135.3) To Hit modifiers J. 0 and Pcould apply. A
KIA resull would eliminate the truck and a failed
MC result would cause immobilization or
eliminalion as per normal infantry fire rules
(5/.4). However, passengers would be affected
only if the vehicle was moving (or in motion) and
even if the truck was eliminated would have a sur·
vival roll.

96.3 Could a sniper in close combar use its sniper
DRM if it is night and it is still concealed?
A. Yes, but only as long as it remains concealed.

99.7 Can more than one paratroop squad be
armed by a single arms cannister?
A. No-as each squad is armed it desrroys the
arms cannister it used.

104.7 Can a squad with a range of only "5" fire a
MG II or more hexes?
A. Yes.

107.421 If a player fails his battery access dice roll
afler already having placed a FFE counler, what
takes its place?
A. A red spOiling round.

107.61 + 107.7 Are units subjected to harassing
smoke subject 1O morale loss as if it were a normal
HE FFE?
A. No

108.292 Does Deep Snow cost pulkkas double
movement? Are pulkkas ski-equipped (do they
gain MP going downhill)? Does a leader increase a
pulkkas's MP?
A. No. No. No.

109.1 Whal is the DRM for a HE critical hit
against an infantry unit in a wooden building
behind a SlOne wall?
A. -2. The wall has no additional effect.

109.6 Are panisans who normally get + 2 terrain
effects DRM in woods still subject to [he -I air
burst DRM?
A. No-in their case the DRM for an air burst in
woods is O.

112.5 In this example, could the STG III elect to
use reverse bypass movement to back up one hex
side, change its covered arc focal point to 17-18
17. and remain in the same hex?

A. Yes, at a cost of 8 MP. It could also back into
17 at a total cost of 12 MPs.

112.6 Does a wreck in bypass mode ever affect
LOS?
A. Yes-it is treated as a stone wall along the hex
side of [he wreck's covered arc for LOS purposes.

114.3 + 73.1 Does a unit in ski mode get one ex·
Ira MF for staying on a road throughout its turn?
A. No.

116.2 Can a side create scouts ad infinitum as
long as they don't have more than v.. the number
of squads on board at anyone time?
A. No. SeoUl creation is limited 10 a maximum of
four per side per scenario regardless of how many
are in play at anyone time.

Q. Doeslhcll+ BXnumberofthcA9,AIO,and
AI3 CS tanks affect the smoke depletion number?
A. No-a dice roll of "11" would break the gun
which could later be repaired. The smoke deple
lion situation remains unchanged.

116.51 Maya scout destroy suppon weapons or
ordnance in its hex?
A. Yes, unless specifically stated otherwise,
scouts have the same capabilities as other infantry
units.

116.6 May scouts take prisoners or force adjacent
broken units (or broken units in the same hex) to
rout?
A. Yes

116.6 & 13.41 Can a broken unit rout toward an
enemy scout in its LOS?
A. No, but it could cross open ground in LOS of
enemy scouts because Lhey have no firepower.

READER BUYER'S GUIDE
AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART

The games are ranked by their cumulative scores which is an average of the 9 categories for each
game. While it may be fairly argued that each category should not weigh equally against the others.
we use it only as a generalization of overall rank. By breaking down a game's ratings into individual
categories the gamer is able to discern for himself where the game is strong or weak in the qualities
he values the most. Readers are reminded that the Game Length category is measured in multiples of
ten minutes and that a rating of 18 would equal 3 hours.
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1. CRESCENDO OF DOOM 2.04 1.93 1.64 2.33 3.20 2.31 2.18 1.36 .56 .82 19.5
2 CROSS OF IRON 2.17 2.09 2.04 1.88 3.37 2.52 2.44 1.60 1.69 1.94 20.5
3 RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 2.24 1.98 1.85 2.02 2.24 3.07 2.78 2.41 1.78 2.07 28.5
4. SQUAD LEADER 2.25 1.97 1.85 1.82 3.58 2.94 2.36 2.02 1.82 1.92 13.6
5. W.S.& I.M. 2.34 2.40 3.07 2.38 2.88 2.39 2.07 1.85 1.88 2.10 9.2
6. ANZIO 2.36 2.11 1.74 1.94 3.74 2.88 2.62 2.00 2.09 2.15 21.7
7. 81SMARCK 2.37 2.16 3.00 1.69 2.97 2.63 2.72 1.84 2.09 2.31 18.8
8. WAR AND PEACE 2.43 2.37 2.32 2.54 2.34 2.56 2.61 2.54 2.29 2.32 17.0
9 PANZER LEADER 2.50 2.41 2.17 2.34 3.65 2.60 2.67 2.19 2.34 220 13.1

10. RICHTHOFEN'S 2.52 2.28 2.62 2.12 2.63 2.94 2.60 2.66 2.39 2.45 6.0
11 CAESAR-ALESIA 2.53 2.92 2.71 2.78 1.71 1.85 336 2.64 2.71 2.07 27.9
12. 1776 2.56 2.16 1.76 2.45 3.27 2.62 3.08 2.72 2.63 2.36 33.4
13. 3rd REICH 2.57 2.12 2.47 2.34 4.15 3.22 2.59 2.24 1.95 2.05 34.9
14. PANZERBLITZ 2.58 2.00 3.00 2.03 4.03 3.00 3.06 2.05 2.07 2.05 14.0
15. KINGMAKER 2.60 2.26 2.84 2.34 2.83 3.07 1.86 3.65 2.14 2.41 20.2
16. DIPLOMACY 2.60 2.35 2.26 3.13 1.87 239 2.09 4.57 2.30 2.43 32.6
17. CAESAR'S LEGIONS 2.64 2.32 2.36 2.31 2.14 2.23 3.73 3.05 2.86 2.73 135
18. SUBMARINE 2.65 2.58 3.48 2.42 2.90 2.87 2.55 238 2.22 2.47 12.1
19. STARSHIP TROOPERS 2.67 2.27 3.11 2.07 2.43 2.70 3.57 3.39 2.20 232 17.3
20. ARAB ISRAELI WARS 2.68 2.34 3.03 1.86 3.31 2.70 3.57 2.31 2.51 2.52 13.5
21. CHANCELLORSVILLE . 2.68 2.62 2.57 2.45 2.26 2.52 3.43 3.07 2.55 2.64 18.8
22. VICTORY - PACIFIC 2.70 2.47 2.36 1.85 2.21 2.79 3.38 3.91 1.94 2.53 18.0
23. DUNE 2.76 2.45 2.40 3.00 1.98 2.43 2.75 4.20 2.80 2.83 11.9
24. NAPOLEON 2.77 2.04 2.96 2.03 2.25 2.86 3.25 4.18 2.46 2.89 9.1
25. FRANCE 1940 2.82 1. 75 2.05 1.85 3.30 3.25 4.05 3.00 3.40 2.75 16.0
26. JUTLAND 2.83 2.84 2.39 3.27 306 3.24 2.53 2.61 2.67 29.7
27. RAIL BARON 2.87 29B 2.82 3.45 2.07 2.29 2.05 4.69 2.76 268 21.6
28. LUFTWAFFE 2.87 2.41 2.91 2.04 2.86 3.02 3.73 3.41 282 2.64 24.2
29. MIDWAY 2.88 2.75 3.12 2.56 2.78 2.90 3.66 3.08 2.37 2.73 15.7
30. AFRIKA KORPS 2.90 3.04 3.10 2.92 2.12 2.29 3.39 3.57 2.91 2.77 13.5
31. ALEXANDER 2.93 2.99 3.21 3.19 2.55 2.98 3.43 2.76 2.43 2.86 12.7
32. ORIGINS OF WW II 2.98 2.69 2.58 2.80 2.00 2.22 4.00 4.06 3.11 3.40 9.6
33. WIZARD'S QUEST 3.03 2.63 2.21 325 2.62 2.60 2.23 5.13 3.42 3.21 13.2
34. CRETE-MALTA 3.04 2.80 3.10 3.00 3.03 3.05 3.43 3.18 2.76 3.05 18.8
35. GETTYSBURG '77 3.04 2.52 2.48 250 4.32 3.79 3.07 2.46 3.02 3.21 27.6
36 D-DAY'77 3.07 3.72 4.54 369 2.19 1.94 3.00 3.19 2.94 2.44 20.2
37. BLITZKRIEG 3.09 3.39 3.28 3.30 3.14 2.89 2.25 3.67 2.81 3.05 24.0
38 TOBRUK 3.10 2.85 4.68 2.13 4.32 2.77 3.06· 2.11 3.00 2.96 21.6
39. WATERLOO 3.18 3.29 3.27 3.11 2.01 3.11 3.27 4.32 3.21 3.01 16.2
40. WARAT SEA 3.21 3.18 3.96 2.74 1.74 2.35 3.73 5.12 2.93 3.15 6.9
41. BULGE 3.21 2.93 2.80 3.31 3.08 3.40 3.53 4.11 2.81 2.95 20.0
42. FEUDAL 3.25 3.18 4.33 2.64 2.28 2.33 2.12 5.38 3.58 3.38 7.5
43. D·DAY·65 3.43 3.72 4.54 3.69 2.56 3.09 4.38 4.50 3.60 3.56 17.8
44. STALINGRAD 3.44 3.43 3.74 3.40 2.07 252 4.37 5.15 3.28 3.04 20.0
45. TACTICS II 3.51 3.43 4.30 359 1.45 2.18 2.32 5.57 4.59 4.20 11.6
46. MAGIC REALM 3.54 2.74 2.81 3.13 5.29 4.42 2.80 4.D6 339 3.26 19.9
47. 1914 3.87 3.18 3.40 3.26 5.46 4.32 3.86 1.95 5.48 3.86 55.0
48. GETTYS8URG'64 3.88 3.59 3.84 3.54 2.68 3.39 5.08 4.51 4.34 3.98 12.5
49. KRIEGSPIEL 4.04 3.77 4.20 3.85 2.13 2.94 2.93 6.09 5.20 5.29 9.8

AVERAGE 2.92 2.73 3.02 2.70 2.79 2.82 3.24 3.38 2.90 2.84 19.6

The worst rating came in the Re·alism
Category-5.13, ranking it 45th. Again. as with
DUNE and MAGIC REALM though, this is a
misnomer due to the contradiction in terms be
tween Fantasy and Realism. This is really not an
appropriate rating category for Fantasy games.
Players will rarely look at this rating and ask
themselves how real a fantasy game is in relation
to what it is trying to be (as they should).

Other below average ratings were garnered for
Components-3.25, Excitement Level-3.42,
and Overall Value-3.20. The Components rating
is hard 10 fathom since Ihe components are done
in much the same style as the mapboard.

I. Physical Quality. .2.63
2. \1apboard. . 2.21
3, Components 3.25
4. Ease of l'nderstanding 2.62
5. Completeness of Rules 2.60
6. Play Balance. .2.23
7. Realism 5.13
8. Excitement Level. .3.42
9. Overall \'alue .. 3.21

10. Came Length 2 hours, I2 min.

WIZARD'S QUEST is the 49th game 10

undergo analysis in the RBG. Its cumulative
rating of 3.03 was somewhal disappoillling.
However, it must be remembered that THE
GENERAL readership is largely wargames
oriented and many see Fantasy games as an instru
sian into their hobby. In addition, mOSI simple
games (WAR AT SEA is another example)
notoriously do poorly in the RBG ralings.

Other belter than average ratings were
garnered for Physical Qualily-2.63, Ease of
Understanding-2.62, Completeness of Rules
-2.60, and Play Balance-2.23. Since play
balance in a muhi·player game is solely dependent
on player skill, il is especially surprising to see
how it did no! do even better than seventh in this
category. The ratings for Ease of Understanding
and Completeness of Rules arc an indication of
Ihe high level of playability of the game.

WIZARD'S QUEST's best rating came in the
Mapboard category with a 2.21, ranking it ninth.
While ninth isn't bad, even this rating is disap
pointing considering Ihe combination of high
level artistic attractiveness and functional
graphics the rnapboard displays.

TITLE WIZARD'SQUEST $15.00

SCBJECT Multi-Player Fantasy Game of Conquest

COMING UP NEXT TIME_

•
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The winners of Contest No. 95 on WAR &
PEACE were: D. Ang, Bakersfield, CA; S. Gilliat,
Chester, VA; M. Johnston, Portland, OR; S. Kirk,
Shrewsbury, MA; K. Doormanlaan, Oegstgeest,
The Netherlands; T. Schoffield, Houghton, MI;
S. Slingsby, Springfield, PA; D. Tyson,
Charlotte, NC; J. Vesper, Ypsilanti, MI; and T.
Widener, S. Connellville, PA.

The key to the solution of Contest No. 96 is
restraint. It is important to explore further
possibilities which may offer better chances of
success rather than opting for the first land most
obvious) possibility that comes to mind. The ob
vious solution, of course, was to simply attempt
to rally one or both of the German broken squads
in 3Q4 and then move into the buildings at R3, 05
and N2 to claim six stone building hexes and vic
tory. This would have resulted in a probable draw,
however, because the German needs dice rolls of
'3' or less to rally his broken squads which are
under the effects of Desperation Morale. The
probability of rolling a '3' in two tries is less than
16%, so that in the vast majority of games this
strategy would result in no additional mobile Ger
man units, leaving the Germans able to retake
only two stone buildings for a maximum of five
stone hexes and a draw. Yet, by refusing the Rally
opportunities and opting instead to attempt to
deploy (121.41) the existing unbroken squad 2,
the German has a 58% chance (dice roll of 7 or
less) of successfully gaining the additional mobile
unit it needs to also move into building 305 and
win the game.

Any solution not predicting a probable Ger
man victory or attempting to rally a broken squad
(thus eliminating the chance of deployment) is in
correct. Ties will be resolved on the basis of best
actual movement paths to ensure victory once
the deployment is successful. For instance, the
half squads have to move Q3-R2 and P3-04 to
avoid defensive fire opportunities from the French
squads in 06, R5 and S5 which could have fired
on any movement into P4 and R3. Once adjacent
these half-squads force the broken French units in
05 and S3 to rout away before the German ad
vance into the victory hexes. More importantly,
Cpl. Uhl had to use CE movement to reach hex M2
during the Movement Phase. Otherwise, he
would not be able to advance up the staircase and
onto the broken French squad! If Uhl doesn't ad
vance into the broken French squad,thus
eliminating it in his Advance Phase building M2 is
still contested according to Special Rule 28.1 and
the French would win with four stone hexes to
three for the German. Technically, in case the
deployment dice roll fails, the German 1st squad
should also use CE movement T7-S8-R7 to avoid
the majority of fire in a near-suicidal attempt to get
into R6 and thus deprive the French of that two
hex building.

For those SQUAD LEADER enthusiasts who
also happen to have access to a TRS 80, Jon
Mishcon (COD MVP) offers copies of his
SLlCOIICOD random scenario generator program
at cost. Cost is $5.00 on tape and $9.00 on disk
for 16 and 32K, and enthusiasts are free to copy
for distribution. Interested parties can contact Jon
at 66 Edwards St., Franklin, NH 03235.

Due to a comedy of errors and much to our
chagrin, the name of artist Rodger MacGowan
was deleted from three recent game covers
which he designed for us. Although the name
credit will be added in later runs we would like all
of Rodger's fans to know that he executed the
artwork for the FORTRESS EUROPA, MIDWA Y
CAMPAIGN, and THE LONGEST DA Y game
boxes. Sorry, Rodger.

CWA's SPRING GAMEFEST, Glen Ellyn, IL
Contact: Jeff Clark, 1210 S. Chase, Wheaton, IL
60187. NOTE: SLICOI, WAS, AH CLassics,
DUNE, RB, FS, WS&IM, TRC

NOVEMBER 14-15-16

PHILCON '80, Philadelphia, PA
Contact: 873 North 24th St, Philadelphia, PA
19130 NOTE: SF Convention with games room.

DECEMBER 5-6-7

BEAST IV, Stillwater, OK
Contact: Mike Baker, 216 Kerr Hall, Stillwater,
OK 74077 NOTE: DIP, WS&IM, KM, VITP,
WAS, BIS, TRC, PB, DL, MD.

MARCH 27-28-29

CONVENTION CALENDAR

It was only a matter of time! From England
comes news of the first wargaming resort-a sort
of fantasy island for miniatures enthusiasts.
Noted British military miniatures expert Peter
Gilder has bought a large property built at the
beginning of the 17th century for his new
business venture. . 'Holidays for Wargamers'.
The converted inn is nestled amidst an attractive
setting within the Yorkshire Moors' National Park .
The inn caters to a maximum of five people but
offers lodging, three meals per day, Peter's expert
guidance, and the best in miniatures facilities for
the very reasonable sum of 95 pounds per week.
The guests arrive on Sunday, and plan their
week's activities over the evening meal. The
guests may choose their period, scale, or type of
gaming or opt for instruction in modeling of ter
rain, painting of figures, or visits to nearby battle
fields or figure manufacturers. The actual gaming
takes place on a 'L' shaped table measuring
24' x 6' with a10' "boot". The table is housed in
its own building on the grounds. The walls are lin-,
ed with tray upon tray of exquisitely painted
figures, ships, vehicles, and scenery in custom
built display cases. The scenery is interlocking
and available for numerous periods or can be
removed to reveal a blue grid for naval games.
Beneath the table itself are again numerous trays
of substitute terrain ready to be moved into posi
tion on the table as if they were so many
PANZERBLITZ boards. Each player also has his
own "periscope" which allows him to share the
view of the battlefield with his inch-high soldiers.
After a day's play video equipment is available for
viewing of appropriate films including a series of
educational tapes on wargaming in miniature.
Could the first boardgaming resort be far behind?

Infiltrator~s Report

NOVEMBER 14-15-16
WINTERCON XI, Rochester, MI
Contact: Metro Detroit Garners, P.O. Box 787,
Troy, MI 48099

The following list of gaming conventions is made
strictly on the basis of the presentation of a date to us by
the convention publicity chairman. Avalon Hill does not
necessarily attend or endorse the gatherings listed below,
nor do we mean to suggest that events using Avalon Hill
games will be held there, although it is likely that at least
casual, open gaming with AH games will be present.
Readers are urged to contact the sources listed for further
information before making plans to attend.
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Congratulations are in order for David Jameson
whose article "TACTICAL ALTERNATIVES IN
1941" took the Editor's Choice Awards by a nar
row margin over Jeffrey Paul Jones' "PANZER
LEADER: AN OVERVIEW". Jameson won a $100
bonus for his efforts. The percentage breakdown of
the voting for the other nominees was as follows:

Tactical Alternatives in 1941. . 24%
Panzer Leader: An Overview 22%
Cross of Iron Series Replay 16%
Essence of Dune Modules. . 14 %
Analyzing the Gustav Line 11 %
Fire As Your Guns Bear 11 %
Diadem Series Replay . 2%

Would you believe SQUAD LEADER has made
it into the movies. Recent movie goers who have
seen THE FINAL COUNTDOWN starring Kirk
Douglas will recognize that game being played in
the background of the messhall as none other
than Avalon Hill's own award winning tactical
combat game. Now if we can just get them to hire
Don Greenwood as a technical adviser.

Dedicated to the premise that all multi
player games are more enjoyable when played
by mail is Roy Henrick's little fan zine ENVOY.
Patterned after the many DIPLOMACY fan
'zines that exist solely to carry postal
DIPLOMACY games, ENVOY also carries postal
games in KINGMAKER, RAIL BARON, WAR &
PEACE, BISMARCK, MAGIC REALM, and
MACHIA VELLI. Some of them are even AREA
rated. Those of you interested in playing any of
these games by mail might want to invest 85¢
in a sample issue of Roy's monthly publication.
Send it to: Roy Henrick, P.O. Box 34277, Rich
mond, VA 23234.

AIR FORCE/DAUNTLESS enthusiasts should
take note of the AIR FORCEIDAUNTLESS
SOCIETY - a special interest division of AHIKS.
The Society is run by Jim McAmis as a laborof love.
Jim's experience with the game goes back to the
very start of the game when he playtested the
original miniatures rules from which the game
evolved. For $7 .00 annual membership you
receive AFID notepads, a membership card, oppor
tunity to order specialized stationery, reliable game
masters for multiplayer and campaign games, and
a subscription to the bi-monthly newsletter "Flying
Simulators" which is chock full of specialized info
on this game system. Jim can be reached at P.O.
Box 593, Stone Mountain, GA 30086.

Vol. 17, No.1 of THE GENERAL rebounded
strongly in the ratings department following the
discontent with the DUNE feature of Vol. 16, No.6.
The wargaming majority among the readership ex
pressed their pleasure with the return of battle
game emphasis to the tune of a 2.79 rating; mak
ing it the most popular issue of the past year. Not
surprisingly, the feature presentation of
NAPOLEON'S EMPIRE by Mark McLaughlin took
top honors in the individual article voting with a
resounding 300 point edge over its nearest com
petitor, based on our scoring system of three points
for first, two for 2nd, and one for 3rd for 200
random samples.

Napoleon's Empire.
Arms & Armor ..
Pop Quiz
Recounting
WAR AT SEA Series Replay.
Where did he Come From.
Operation Adler. . .
Design Analysis: WAR & PEACE Errata.
The Final Glory .
The Asylum .
Optional Rules for WAR & PEACE
Merlin's Used Horse Lot.
Staff Briefing
Avalon Hill Philosophy Part79 .
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GENERAL BACK ISSUES
Only lhe following GENERAL back issues are slill available. Price is $2.50 per issue plus 10070 postage

and handling charges. Maryland residents please add 5% Slate sales tax. GENERA L postage coupons may
1101 be used for this or other parts orders. Due 10 low quamities of some issues we requesl thai you specify
alternale selections should your firSI choice be no longer available. The index below lists the contents of

each issue by subjecl matter; feature articles are designated by an asterisk (.), series replays are italicized,
and lhe number following each issue is Ihe reader raling of thai pani<;ular issue as a whole. The numbers
following individual subjects refeno Ihe number of articles about that game in Ihat issue. Issues lisled in red
are one color reprims of previously out·of-~Iock issues.

Pl. JR; h:l\e 211 gall1e~. I'hm or frf mOSl AH
AREA 1600: AIW. I'B, WSIM. At-;. 1\1\1.51..
CAE. TRC": you rid: _l'CI], I ~idc. l)an Cunis.
1'.0.833, !.i,jng'lon. AI. J~410. ;!05·6S2·77IO.

STAL (H"i.I.«!, of ,;our',,) )'l';11 tong fir [Qllflla·

memo An)'oneC'begameinSEAla~h? NEW AD
DRESS: LOUIS R. Coomc)', lOOSO Mendenhall
Loop Road, Juneau, AK 99801, 907·798..()0.;6.

Adull s«h pbm 111 ba,k games of lW, Kri~.

DL Alw Tom Olc!>On'~ 1'6 "I. 13. Ncrd blank
l\\'. pnM form. All !cllers ans..,crC'd. s.."01l
Slayden. SRA Ikl~ 6178. "almer. "r..: 99645,
907-74S·~1J.

5<riou~ gamer nOl r31C'd Iuolintt for flfonl). SL.
COl. COD. AI\O W&I', Am inlCfl"'olcd in '1arling
a dub in PhlKnt\ melro area. Bnan C. Hlad, JOO
S. \'ahi"a Dr.• '60. ,\11K;!;. AZSS2O-1. 8lHHIl4.

looting for opponents (01 SL. COl, COO on a
fir haM". Wilhng 10 lra",'1 'hon dislan,;o. Cloyd
Sheller. P.O. lkl~ 1482. Ala,~.,q~ro. CA 9J0122.
805-4)4·1125.

Ate ~·ou MD .lin.. ti~ting? Will umpir.. pbm MD
gam~. S<'nd S,\SE for rnor~ mfo. AI"O .... ill pbm
PL. I ha.,' ~~'1\:m and TRC. Paul Moon..y, 1295
8ir..:hcrN A'~.. Ur ..a. CA 92621. 691·8958.

16 ~·r. old lookjn~ for flf oppon..nl' in SL/COI,
3R. TRC. PL. 1776. WAS. manY01h..". NUl arl'a
ral.:d. Jo~ Ca",. 01272 Undg~""·ay. Inin... CA
927101.714-559·llJo1.

Adull gamn ne .... to ~hgh O~s..n d..,peral .. for ftf
• oppunem, fur AI'. 01., SL. COl. COO. SU8.

Will r..ply ttl all inquirk,. Holln;lld Finkd'lelll.
1'.0. Ilo~ 205, Lu..:crne Valk>·. CA 112~5/'i.

148·72J6

Adull g(lm.. r 1011king for an>' g(lI11"" in High
O..s.. rl (lr..a. for rtf AI', COl), cal. 01.. SL.
SUB. Will !;Ik.. all ,·UI11 .. r•. Hoonald Finleblein,
P.O. Bu' 205, Lu.·.. rn .. V,llley, CA 92356.
7101·2018·7236

AREA ral ..oJ phl11 gnl11c. 1'1' I'll. TI{C, SI.. COl.
Play 10 Ihc billcr ..nd. Allerllion lJoh Wiclgo,. I
losl )'ollr addr.. ,,! Mark A. AV.. ry. 1'.0. lhn
2788. Mission Vil-jn, CA 92690.

,\REA ral ..d 1600.j flf/rhlll fur TRC. 51.. COD.
Cal, PL. raled (It TUll. I'refcr ,eril" of 2 game,
s....·it ..h ,id.. , ill .,..coml g:1Inc. Don Drak... 2260
California SI. ~32. MI. Vicw, CA 9..\040.
0115·966·1561.

Aduh OIlPOl1CUl "am,'d I" play largl' "lUon"er'
games.I'r<'fergarn..sofhi'ltlril·aIWWII,ubjeel'.
Alan MNri..lln. 7(,]5 F:umdalc A'·e., N.
Holl>·wOOtl. CA 916001, 2lJ·982·8813.

26 yl. old ".·cl:, flf in 51.0 .·ounl)· for SL. CO•.
COD. Aduh'onl~'plea",. An}'onc ..harl· ..ilualion
l\ or addilional w~nario\ for 51. '>·\leHi. Ri.-hard
PfoM. 1S7 E'~rll> Sl .. i'i'nlolka.:h. CA 9Jo1Jl1.
805·77J.4051.

N..", magull1c ..milled Androm"da "conducling
"ariou~pbm gam~. AI'O we: ha'~ ;In,d~, r""'e"',
and a raling ">·~Icm. Sc:nd SASE ftlr !>:lmlllcis,ue.
Slrvc ShaddIX. 5486 13ulano Wll}'. Rodlin. CA
95677.916-624·28201.

Unralcd Engli~hmlln "'3ming opponems for Pl.
COl. 551 and SI.. COl>. ,\ny good pbrn ~)'Mcm

"'iIldu. NalhanSle<'le, 13962': Wa~eA\C·.• San·
laAna.CA92701l.5SI,1871.

Wanu:d: Pbmopponcm' for SIal, TR(', Al\.al'O
nf JR. AOC. St.. COl. COD. 1'8. mlmalur.-:s. In
S.B. R"'erxide arca. Mitchell GrO"srnan. IH4
Ran..h Road. $;an Bernardino. CA 92-1.07.
71+.1I87·1S47.

Conn. Gam~ Club: ,,·ari\amC'>. mimalUrc,. rol..
playing, m~mbC'r;hill dir<"\.10r)·. ne.... 'lell~r. tour
namt:nr~, .:on'enlion Irips. ~hlrt'. between·dub
eomllClilion, ,p\'\:ialll1lere\! group... ",ido"" and
orphans dub. J... ff COrnell. II Robert FrO~1

OriH'., Sh~hon. CT ~84, 929·61017.

1'0110..... Ih... leader,. We're Ihe NWA. National
Wargaming Allianc... 3HI Kcnora Dr.. C2, Spr·
ing Vallc}', CA 92077. 714·697·)208.

N..ed OPllonems! Pbnl or flfTRC. WAS. WSIM.
SST. IlIS.SI., (:OlantlOlh.. r'. Slarrinllpbmdub.
AREA rall'd 1500 (unle'lro} "'am lliayel' "-ith
raling 1400+. Mark Andef'on, 1602 Amher_,'
Rd .• Tuslin. CA 92680, 714.7Jl·8333.

Opponenl' waliled. Ha"" Fl.. I'L, OS, WSII\-'1.
Ril aud RW. Ill-gilln ..r bill l,'arning fa'1. Willing
10Iryanygarl1e.l\-lkhacll)itnl'y,512U..dard Dr..
Vaea,'ille, CA95688. 0146·05116.

AREA 1600 (a[lprOll.) want~ ltlllbrll raled game'
of 1'13, PL. alld STAL. Yt)u [lick s"enilrio and I'll
pick sid... I\-Iusl be 1500+. Chilrle, Oraun. 646S.
12tll.llurlingIOu, IA 52601, 319·752·1716.

*

Muhi·pla~·e/ pbm TRC n..ed 'e'en players lllu'
alt ..rnall". Slal .. ,id~ and pa\l llbm C\[l..n~H.:e.
Only dependable gamer- nl'..d apply: \\"rll .. or
call: Miehael Kelly. W.....lh,lI~Clrd~ B·8, Carbon·
dale. IL 60629. 618·549·2336.

I.ookin~ fO/v.-:ud h) fllaying flf Ihc follo H111
games. I.W. SST. MR. f>L. DUNE. Plea ·all
anl'r 2 I>.M. "'el'~ da>·... Chfl'loph~r I·i~ 1700
Onlario,ilk Rd.. Api. 115. Hano>,.,. Park. II.
60103. JI2·289·%J8.

Good ,.,Iay...r looking for flf o,.,ponem~ in: Sub.
SL.I\IR. PB. RW,SST, WAS. TRC. PI.. W&P.
SI("'" Garbaciak. 3603 Laurel Lan... Halel CrC"il.
Il~29.}12·3J5·J9601.

NCl:d oppone-n" for SI.. Cal. COD. pbm or flf.
Need S)·Sl...m for pbm. W,II fim,h game \tarlw.
NOI AREA ralro. Alllelle",an>wl'red. Paul Ren·
ning. P.0. lkl~ 697. Lalime-I. IA SOo152.
515·579-6281.

\\'anl.:d: opponents for 3R and jU'1 learning AZ
and 1776. Will learn SI., cal and COD for mal·
chC"i. RighI no'" am onl~ good al 3R. Marrin
Johnson. Surf..idr A[ll\ .. C-.119. Farrlnglon
H,,"y.. Mal:aha. HI 96792. 61J6..73 17.

IJ yL old .... ilI11bm/ftfSL (~n. 1-61.1'11. ,\I\\".
SST. need ~y~l ..m. Non·ralo:d I )r. exp. YOll pi ..~
sen_. I pick ,id... Call 7 a.m.' 10 a.m. "l. da}·~.

Dan Thor\On.I770W. Soulhmar Rd .. l\-lorri~.IL

600150.815-9-16·4072.

Nl'ed Guild and R...,. Mothl'r pla}'I"" for ~i,

player DUNE game. Also no'ic.. Gfrman pla~'er

for [lbm of LW. Sur,'sh Ad'ani. 71 I.k. Vic" Dr ..
Orland pk., 11.6Q.l62, 3!2·349·11426.

AREA 1200 (pro'.) needs ,\K, DU, STAI" anti
WAT. Pbm 0Pl'Ol\e-nt<. Will aho con,id.. r Olher
games. John Ellsworth. 10167 (';1Ihl'rillc. Apt. 2.
Ollawa. II. 61350. 815·433·0749.

Wam ..d ftf for AZ, SI., COl. COD. FT, l.W.
TRC,JR.TI3.lnl.only.AnYI·luhsil\:lre;I?lfl'lll,
letsgl·tone>tMled. Andrew KUrl/.5011 I Toumine
Dr., Tallahas~ee, Fl. J23lJS, 1178·44)'1.

Alrention UMD f('gioll gaml'r': I am de.. pemte
for I'll' DIP, KI\I, RB, DUNE, Cla~sSlrllgglc.K..n
Ward. 0105 Ha'lIlibal Halllli'l Hall. Uni\'i.'r~il)' of
I\-Iain... Orono. ,\·IE ()o1.l69. 207·581·7116.

Flf JR. TRC, adult exp. gamer AREA ok. IJwee
Hillon. 1759 SlOn..ha'en. Fredl·rid. ~ID 21701.
301·694·6326.

NO"ic~ (bul I·Ol1f'id..ntj 15 yr. old w..l. non·ral<'d
llbm Oflponenh from US or abroad. I pr<'fer
Allb but "ill play dth..r ~ide. All lelle"
an.wer<"d. Brian BUrlon, 101 BUrlon Park Drh·c.
R!. J. Froslburg. MD 21532. 301·689·3)11.

Unrared player looking for rlfCOmllClition in Gell
'77. W&P. CH. NP. orhergame~.Kun Sch.... ~rin.
18 Hill,ide Me.. Bedford. MA 01730. 275·6898.

!:kginn\'< !>CCh oppon..nt in AO. Would abo like
10 tnowof an)' dubs in my area. Paul Howrad. 60
Elsie- Rd.. Brockion. I\lt\ 220102. 617·587.77IJ.

8 }'l. wargam.. r ~ks pbm opponcnls. Ha>C' man>
game<- bUl no pbm c"llC\"icnc~. PIa)' your gam~

and S}·slem. All r"lll), an.'\\~red. MalUlepla}' for
fun. John Ford. Jr .• 9 COllag~ Sl .• Chcl'iCa. ~lA
02150. 617·8li9~.

Slarlin~ pbm 01 I' game. Ollponenh nea:kd. Onl)'
lh{K(' "'ho will not quit ne<'d appl}·. AIIII"'eh of
players ...... leom('. An~n Kaplan. JO Fore<>1 Pall:
A>e.• Springfield. MA 01108. 41).7)4·17011.

Wargamer ~k~ help! I'm looking for pbm
S}'Slems for SL. Cal. COD. and JR. Plea"" for
""::Ird immediatdy. Peter Naralh, P.O. 80'1" 267.
W. Boxford, MA 01885. J5Z·879-1.

1J ~·r. old ",ilh Zyr~. e,pe:ril'nce \ttks flf or pbm
opponems for Dip. MR. SST. Dunl', OR. CAE.
Non·raled. You supply pbm ~ySlem. l)a\ld
Roldc. n Fields Pond Rd., We<>ron. MA 02193.
617-89-1·21017.

Americ-Jn Wargaming A<M>tialion/l)emo,:ralic
All·Hobby Im.. rn:lIional I'ed~ration: Boardgam·
ing. minialures, comllUI..rs. Diplomac)'. Role
playing. ~10nlhl~' N..wsleller. tourn:lml'm~, ,'on
"enlion assistanc... r..gional direclor.'. affiliar ..d
spl-cial inl ..r..sl Organililtion<: Everylhing S8/)'1.
Georg.. Phillies. 1225 hland Dri"". f204, AnnAl'
bor, M148105.

AREA 1200 adilit seeks flf aduh oppon..nls for
TRC. CAE, W&P. \Viii also pbm TRe. Ha"e
many AH gam..s. Will consider Olhers for ftl
pia,'. Fr..d Cal<1crone, 2110161 Parbid... Farm·
inglOn Hill>. ~,1148018, 3J3·661·50B8.

Traversc Bay area flf desir ..d nlled 1200 (prov.)
TRC, SST, AS, BL. DD, FR. W&P. PB. CH. 31{.
AZ. BB, AK, LW, STAL, TAC. \VAT. Marion

llal('s. 1'.0 Box 381. Kalkaska. MI 49646.
616·258·H25.

NO"ice ...-anl~ flf Ollponem ror AI.. INS. PB,
VITP. W&:P. \VAS. WAT. An~' age. Unable 10
tra,('1 "cry far. Oalen Agne..... J450 JI Milt Rei ..
Rom('o. MI 018065. 752·2227.

A.('ragt pla;yer ~k' opponenl for friendl>' fir in
AK. R\\'. Inl('rm...dial ... Ge-" '77. \\'&1'. SST
(perhaps .... irh Mision Scenarios "arianll. MI{.
KM. CAE. WQ.I·m 16. Jim \\,ej's.4101 Abboll
A~. So.• Minneapolis. MN 55410. 922·5352.

Raled games DO '77 ....anted '" ith aelull .... ho .... '11
finish gamn and make prompt mo'..,;. pla>'each
\id(' OOC('. I am ne'" 10 AREA (900). Harold
M..Ph('rMln. 5O:l9 Country Vale>'. ImllC\"al, MO
63052. JI4·2'J6..664S.

Wantw. local opponenu for Sl. COl. COD,
TRC, BIS. Flf onl)'. Ha\e- other games 011<0.
Rog... r Md...r. RR2. Jeff('rMln Cily. MO 65101.
o1IJ6..JS63.

Wanr.:d capabkopflOnenr for DL. AK. \\'SIM or
AP in Joplin or Webb Cit~· area. Also 1001:Ing

for gama 10 Irade. KUrl Zachery. 1.s15 \\'e'l
Aylor. Webb Cir>'. MO 64870. 67)·5192.

Pla)'c:r' nceded for flf gammg. Enjoy PB. PL.
MO. TRC. NttdlOlr}'FR, LW.SLandOlher,. p.
Eich('lberger, 1628 S. 162nd Circle. Omaha. NE
68lJO. H0-2576.

Tired of lookin~ ror opponenl\? Wam som..
organil:llion 10 your wargaming lif..? A~I no"'!
Join Ihe Ocean COUIll)' Garners Club. \\"ayn~

BorkO"·5ki. 7 Transom Ln.. Barn"llal, NJ Og005,
609·698-8963.

Arc you free Sal. nigh,,? Th;Il's wh..n Ih..
Soulhcrn Oel'anCoul11yGamer.,As'. n1\'el.~! .sHU!
Cwiklin'ki. 8 Midway Courl, Barnegat. NJ
08005,6{)9·611·15501.

Pbm. mulri·play..r W&P. :lnyon..? Have .sy'lcll1
Send country prcferen~e lisl (choice, 1'1. 6th).
Also pla\' olh.. r AH. 3R. TRC, el~. AREA
1600 +. All leiters answ.. red. Gcorge Millde. 62
Washington A" ... , Ch(llham. NJ 07928.
201·63S·7()g2.

AREA 1400+ nceds 13001- opps. for AK. I play
Alli".I, hUl will play Axis in 2nd game. ,\nyclub,
in Soulh Jers..y area? Gloucestcr("ounty? Rob..rl
Jonl"1>, 35 Gran: A\'C.• D..plford. NJ 08096.

Adull gamer sc<:h fl f opponfnlS for alnlo~l an)'
game. including. COJ, FE. JUT. PL. TRC. SI.,
SST. JR. VE. \\'&1'. WSI1\·I. Shayne Gad. 71
Reser\'oir A....... Dov..r. NJ 07801, 201·J61·2712.

Ne~d moreopponenls! 16>·r. old a\'g.lliayer .... ilh
3 yea" gaming ('''lXri..nee. Pbm or flf I'B. PL.
PL·4(). TRC. 1"01 ARE,\ raled. Chad 1\ldash. 10
Lohli Dr.. Hamihon Squar.. , NJ 08690,
609·890-1295.

Ne<'d flf playc~ for 3R. VITI'. WAS. PB. Will
karn others in Morris COUnty arfa. Am 201 and
playing for I yr. Call 201-625-1887. Denni~ Fhk.
.so5 Greenpo"'e1 Rd.• Rocka ....ay. NJ 07866.

Aduh beginnerKCh local gamers III JU.1.W. Sl.
sua. VITP. BB. DO. PI.. MuS! be palient "ilh
no\',.::C'. Roben E. MeAvl..}". 8 Tu)"aho' Bhd ..
Tom~ Ri,er. NJ OIl75J. 341·7151.

Need pbm AK. AI'. BL, HB, 01.. DO, Fl.. FR.
GE. LW. MR. MD. RW, TRC, STA!.. VITI'.
W&P. WAS. \\"SI:\-1.1914. Donald Carlu>"\:i. Jr.,
JOOl<J Lan(', To.... aoo. NH 07082.

Wantt<!: AREA rtf oppontms in German)'!
P..rfer AK. DO. MD. RW. TRC. STAt. W&P,
WAS, or \VAT. Any dubs in lhis ar...a? Call 01
"'ril". 2nd 1.1. DL'Tlni~J. Cool:, A CO. 249th Engr.
Bn. APO. NY 09J6O. 0721·72276.

Chess opponems nttd.:d raled or non·rated.
Michael le-Clair. 20 Endora Dri.e ..
Baldwin'wille. NY D027. 315·635·7595.

Wanl('d rtf anylhing. Joe Nicminsk;, 26Heanh·
sid~ Dr.. BallSlon I.k. NY 12019.518·877·5787.

AREA 1513 ....·isht:s pbm for TRC, AK. ba,i.·
ANZ. SL and Malia. Pr.. fer npponellls 1400 t.
Fanalin n('ed nOI inquire. Raled FE abo ..on
,idl·r..d. Marc Qultz, 69-IIA 2151h SI .• lJay~ide,

NY 11364,212·229·8391.

Simulalion gamer~ of Long Island w.. leonw
malure gamfrsall im('resr~weekly m....tings. C..n.
lral Nassau. COnlaet SGLI. Box 2, Bl.'lhpasc,
117101. Call Mr. Rad.. lifff e"..s. 516·826·()()59.
Hokhard Condelles, P.O. Bo" 2. Belhllage NY
11714, SI6·334·7699.

Pbm TRC s~ ..narios, Cau~asus, Kur.'k, Sial·
ingrnd (special) or along wilh Campaign Game.
Artillery variant add..d andoplionals 26.3 and

26.8. AREA ral~d all Il'Ilet\ answercd. Ed
McGralh. 246 Vanderbill A>e., B/ookl)·n. NY
I 1205. 212·783-08Q9.

AREA 1517 BOG ~I.'l;'ks similar ratings for pbm
PlJ. SI.. You l'hool,l," ~il. I ..hoosc ,ide. JOSCllh
wilko.. ~ki. 8015 KenmOlf. Buffalo, NY 14223.

Th(' Shogun'~ S....ord: A mom hi}' publiealion
"hi~h moderal(',pbm Dip. KM. Ma.::hiavdli. and
soon Dun~ and Samurai. Includes im"'rsIing ar~

III·k~. JU~I asl. for a sampk. Tom Swider. r 183
Robm~on Hill Rd.. Endwell. NY D760.
607·729·2830.

Original 1961 D·Day in goodeondilion SIO. 1914
pbm 'httH SJ. Oth~r pbm 'he<'IS a>·ailabk. S<'nd
SASE. I .... 111 P3)' all poslag.... Ri.::hard uramo.
))·38 Par-;ons Bhd.. Apr. 2H, Flushing. NY
IllSo1.212·961·1149.

Wanled~ Ftf Ru~~ian. US. British. Fren..h. or
PoliSh oppon('m, for SI.. COL COD and TRC.
A'cral!~ bUl umried playt:r need, 10 flrO>e
hlm.w:lr. RobC'r1 LollC\". 2 ROgCTlo Place. H}'de
Park. NY 12538.229·2017.

In('.\p. gamer nC't'ds oppon('n!s in Adirondack
region: pref..r I.ake Pladd. Ha"e JR. SLI C of
IIC of D. Willll'arn n...... games. John De<>rocher.
Grand\'ie" Hill. Lake Placid. NY !29-l6.
518·523·96017.

IS yr. old begmner learning faSI ,,'anlS fIr opp. for
UU, SL. Pl. 3R. (jUSI lI'arning JR). Need ...~
llCrien~e. Will iliaI' anyone. Chri~ La~larea,4761
Ros~mary I.ane. Liverpool. NY 13088.
315·457·7688.

AREA ral~d pbm wam..d for TRC, pB. SL,
WSI."I. HoW. 13 yr'. ofexpcri ..nce. bUI beginner al
pbm. Ha"e oilly TRC syslem presemly. Gerard
QUillll, R.D. 112 Ushers Rd .. '''kchanie\'ille. NY
12118,518·664·5064.

!'bm opp(JllelH~ for ilL. N..ed pbm.\y\(em for SL.
COl. COl). 3R. Also do..s anyone ha,'e DYO
'~"I1:lrios for 51., cal. COD? Non·arca. DavioJ
Maurer. 2887 Ryder Rd .. Newark. NY 14513.
315·331·1374.

AREA I200 ' ..cb raled or 1101 pbll1only. For AK.
PIll, I'd.. THoC, STAL. WAT.BB. Will filli~h all
gam.. ,. Iloh Pas~a:nonti, 131 Burd..n An'., S.l ..
NY. NY lO)02, 448·4916.

Hclpl~! Tr>'ing to Slarl dub ill Charlou.. ar..a.
N"l'd regular gam.. r.. to play weekly. All board·
gam." and minia(ur~; welcomed. larry 1.. BoSI.
6706·].1' Elgywootl Lane. CharIOIl", NC 28213.
7OJ·596·4365.

A.·g. adult garnl'r "'ant, reliable pbm oppon..nt
for RC. W&p. or 3R(sc('nariosonlyl. Youehoos,.
side. J. KOll, 61 Flint Ridge Apl~., Hillsborough.
NC27278.

D,.,ire 10 ~13rl dub. I'tf SL. COl. COD. WSIM.
No ~gomanlat'.. Beginn...rs wekomc. O\·...r 18
only. We pIa)' for fun. Pka~ ....ril ... Rogn Ba/
Iholome". P.O. Oo~ 913. Sandusk~·. OH 014870.

AREA 1120sc<:ks e~PC"tl oppon('nt for pbm Ani..
Ad>. game III. I pia)' Germans usinll Ma'l". ooB.
Opl. rull'S negOliable. Anyone for pbm Bis? Lyn·
don Shum~el, 104 S,d.. Lane. Sayr~. OK 73662.
408·928·21012.

Male IS )r. old wam~ opponems for pbm .... ilh
PB.!»!. BL. ik'gmner. Need pbm sylolem for BL.
Opf1'On~nl' "amed for PO. SST. and SUB.
R'cha/d HC"\~. 2678 Terra..-c Vic..·. Eugenc. OR
97405.687·2702.

Non·arl·a raled a"era~(' playn ...-anl~ flf AZ.
AO<', TRC. TOB. PO. pbm PB. TRC. Chris
Ru~sell. 1201SO N.W. Oarnes Rd .. ApI. 10-1.
Porrland. OR 97229. 50J·6·B·9195.

Adull llbm opponenls "'allled for lh... follo..... ing
.....argam..... : Bt. BB. CH. FE. FR. GE. LW. RW.
SST. l'Ac' NOI area·raletl. Harolel Roben" 317
S. Nk~SI .. Fraeh-ilk. pA 17931.717-8701·1736.

E~lXnl'n~1'IJ hardcor gamer seeksaddilional 01"
pon..ms for rtf in ~ nrral pA are-a. lmereslcd in
Bl. 00, CM. COIICOO, FT/JU. MD. SL. TU.
WSIM moderatcd I'll, PI., AIW. Bonus. I kno.....
o'~r len orher .. argam..rs in arca. Jael: C.
Thomas. 409 Cocoa Ave.. Hershey. PA nOB.
717·H3·2468.

Help! N....d flfin P.A. ar~a on AIW, AOC, BI.,
BB. CAE. COl. COD, FR'o1O, PB, PI., RW. SL,
STAL, TAC, 3R, W&P or pbm. Jeff Bow<er,
1009 KCller Dr .. Gro"e CiIY. PA 16127.
412·458·7887.

"Tigcr" shell is looking for opponenls for serie.\
rC[ll:lY k....ping eomm..nl:lries a must. AIW, BB.
CM, TRC, SL, GRAD. SST. 1'13, PO, PL. 3R,
INS. Den1\isSheppard, 1111llsl St., Laneaslct, PA

Wanl ..d: AREA oppon~nl~ fOI mOSl gam..s.
e;peci,tlly AZ. AOC.lJL. CAI:..CL, GE. PU, f>L.
SI.. SST. SUB. JR. WSIM. Aillell~r~ an~"·ered.

Raling 1060. Jeff Mill~r, no' 3J2 Valle}' Vic..
Dr .. !\1ifnin'iIle. P,\ 18631. 717·759·1529.

Opponelll .... alll~d fOI AI\\'. LW. MD. RW. SUB.
AK, JU. AREA 12OO(pro>.). Ri"hard Ikmootl}·.
1357 Fillmore Sr .. Phila .. PA 19124.
215·5J7-8602.

TRC fanalic lookIng for Ru~"an opponenl to Ir)

and \10fl rhe in' in.:ihle Wehrmal·hl. AI\l.llllay BB
and pB on German ~ide. i'bm or FIr. Phllill J.
Gra<J1a. 37 Couller SI.. Pgh .. pA 15205.
412·922·16311

Ftf fOl SL. COl. cal>. KM. CAE. WSIM. SST.
Al'\O "ani 10 learn 10 pia}' ~IR and w&:P. I am
a .. erag(' pla}·c/. 5.:011 Kamm~n/lnd, 2231
McMonagleAvc.• I'gh.. f'A 15216. 3013·2018.

,\dult ~"pcrien,cd Ollpon~nl' nceded for pbm
TRC or flf an)'lhing. Ha'e ~llC'Cial inl ..rOl in
W&P, C;\E. TRC. VE. 8B and DD. ScOIl SI·
ingsb). 258 Pancoa~ A>~ .. Springfield. pA
19064,215·KI·3-49J3.

Wam 10 know if lhen' are an>' gam..r, in lhe
\lick,! Frf. AIW. W&P. "B. PL. SUB'. TRC. JR.
TaB. SL. cal. COD, 17)r. old. Gar)·G. Sirand.
Prairie ("it~·. S.D.• 57649. 605·201J·5505.

I am lh.. Pantn l.eadel. Need adult O[lll. in
AU'lin. TX. PI..NP. W&P. WAT.13LJohnSar·
lin. 1300 Nor"'alk Ln. Api. D. AlI~lin. TX 7870J,
478·4417 .

Looking for Dalla' ar,,:1 atluh gamer'. Play 1ll0'1
ganll,"S. particularly SF and fanra,y and SST. I'll.
VITI' • DIP. Ricll;lrd Goulde. 1008 Mo,svin...
Plallo, TX 750Z), ZI01·4Z3·0073.

AIT ..ntion: I'bm/flf for Fr, Ill. and mOSI \lther
galll"~. Would abll lik .. 10 joill or fonn a duh in
Ille AU'lin :ttl'a..) yr... e.~[lericn ..·I". Gar)'
Kroek\lvcr. 2501 Greal Oah Dr" HoOllnd ROI·k.
rx 786601, 512·255·5077.

Flf oppon..nts needed for small adult group. No
blood. JuS! good gam...I. P. T. Allcn, 38061vydak
Dri\'~.• Annandale. VA Z2003, 354·5928.

Wanled! nfplaycrs in Hamllion area. I'rd.. rSL,
Cal. COD, 3R. CAE. MW. and MR but own
mUSI currelll AH litles. NOl AREA ralC'd. Joe
Jackson. 1412 ChesapC'akC' A,·c .• Ham[lion. VA
23661, 804·2015·5883.

All ..ntion Ashland·Hano"er ar~a gam..rs! Th~re

is an 0PlJOn..nts listing she<'1 al K&K Toys. I play
flf W&P. PL. 3R. NP. KM. TAC. and OR.
Shawn Evans. RL 1, !Jolt 1IOC·2A. Hano\'('r, VA
23069.798·6555.

DeslXfat.. for opponents in IhC' CharlollC':'i"iIIe
area for 51.. COl. COD espcciall~', bUI .....ill play
an}'lhing flf onl)·. C. B. Sl~>·ens. Box 227. RI. I,
Kes"'ick, VA 229017. 8Q4·296,H06.

FUlure admirals of lhe world unile. Adulls "'ilh
sinking feelings and polenual gcn('uls requeMed
for flf or pbm in naval miniatures. JR. \\'SIM.
MD. STAL. Marl: Abramo,·ilz. 0163J FOri
A>' ..nu('.L)'nchburg. VA 24502, S04·2)7·1947.

AREA 1200secks same 1'01 pbm RW. \\'&:1', SL.
Np. wm flf 1776. Fl. 3R. SL. n('....·tollbm. need
S}'~lt:ms. Ans.....er firsl kU~rs only. P:lul Oremas.
10)2 John Paul Jones, Starford. VA 115S4.
7OJ·6S9-4030.

Adult non·raled flfSL.COl,COD. For fun only.
Also mOnster gamn. T~rry Mohrmann. 4600
Telfair Ct.. Woodbridge. VA 22193.
703·67()..4650.

Will pla~' an)'body ('ilher sidr, SI.. COl. COD.
pB. PL, AIW. TO. RW, FL. AI O3\·is. 7205 104lh
Sf. E. Pu)'al1up. W,\ 98371. 841·1769.

AREA 1500 1- KCks lSOO1- foes forraled~"'AL.

\\'AT. No slo..... oplJOnems pka'iC. Also flf any
gamc lar('() or nor .... ilh malur~ adulls onl~·. Bill
ArmSlrong. 1000 Abbol. Richland. WA 99H2.

Pbm flf for PE, 51.. cal, WAT, LW, answ..r
pbm promplly only. Ha\'~ palienfC for no>·i.-es.
,\Iso enjoy Ch'il \Vur games. Wrile or call. Tom
Bea..h. 7837 281h Ave., Kenosha, WI 53140.
4101·654·59IJ.

FIr for SL. COl. COD, TRCandolh.. rslhis fall at
UniversilY of WY. Arc lhere any gaming dubs al
Univ.. rsil), of WY? l)a"c Verllon, 1261 Boulder
Dr., Apt. 102, Casp~r, Wy 82601, 307·Z}7·4877.

D..speral" for pbm TRC, DIS. W&P, WSIM.
1776. AK. DIP. DUNE. I am an unlri~d AREA
memb.. r. All illlcrcsts and aplillldcs wdcom...
Robert Fleming, 3S53 W. 43 Av.... Vancouver,
Canada, B.C. V6N 3J8, 266·8923.

Flf opponenl wamed for PL. JR. cal and OL.
Any "'argaming club~ in Edmonlon? Marcel
Hueulak. 52 Norrh....·ood~ Villag('. Edmonlon.
Alia. Canada T5X 11'2. 456·0IJ09.

Wamed: MalUr.. common ,ense opponems for
average play...r. Will pia)' any of Ih.. follo.....ing
pbm. flf: SL. COl. COD. pB. TB. W. R. ~laeAr.
Ihur. 01016 .\l ..Naughlon Avc.• w.. Chalham, On·
l:lriO. Canada N7L 4JJ. SI9·J52-4786.

18 yr. old wanlS ~rious pbln/flf oppon('nlS for
pB. WSIM. SI.. COl. COD. Ar(' lh..r~ an)'
.....argamers in Hamillon? Randy Grer:nhalgh. 58
Mun~ St. Norlh Cayuga, Omario. Canada NOA
ITO, 772-5972.

Sl. Cal. COD. PI.. pB, TB, 1914. STAL. DO.
AZ. C. 1'. Rtt'>·e. P.O. Box 42. T~"''3nlin. Old
Aumalia 4565. 001-471491.

For sale: 1914 in e.Jte('llent condition S25. bact
issu('S of General plu~ man)' mor~ gama and
....-argame magalina.S<'nd SASE for lis!. Ashlc)'
MOrloll. 67)8 N. 015 A"·e.. 1212. Gkndale. AZ
85JOI,602·9J7·5993.

Wanl('d 10 buy: all Gen...ral ba..1: issu('S in good
eondilion.lfphOIOSlal, send sample page. Pleasl'
send pric.. qUOl .. , all ku~rs answ~lcd. ScOll
Slayd..n. SR,\ Box 6178. Palm~r. AK ~5.

907·745-48701.

For sale or Ir:lde: 13 games including Anzio '69.
Send SASE for list. Lee Lasl:)·. Highland Pin..~,
Prcseou. AZ 86JOI. 602·778·3lJ7.

For sale: old games and magazines. S<'nd SASE
for lis!. Erik Thomas, 10 Wind.wr A,·~ .. Ktn.
~inglon. C,\ 94708, 0115·5201·9Z75.

Plea.e hd[l me oul! Need good ..Olli ..s of 1776. ar·
licles ill Vol. 12. No. I, Vol. 14. No.4. Will pay
20c p.. r pag.. plus pOSlag... Neil Bonn.. r. Jr .. 1101
Millcr Dr. 11325. Coral Gables, Fl. 33146.

For S:IIe: 0111 of prinl and eurr..nt w,lrgam~S and
rn;lgalincs. Will consider trad ..s. S..nd 15~stanlp

for lisl of ilems I ""':lnt alld for ~ale. Frank Hall,
611 .s.E. lSI Av.... Gaille~>'ilk. FI. 32601,
904·}76·N58.

For sale; 1914, GU:ld, Allzio (\;1). U·Boal. All
gam..s excellent or mim. Highest bid over S20.00
aeeepl<'d. S..nd no mon~y. Endo~eSlamp ..... ith bid
for rCllly. Wally Williams, Jr .. 611 S.E.lst Ave"
Gaines"ille, FL 3Z60I. 9Oo1.J76·2458.

For sal ..: dassk ,\1-1 games rfasonably llri ...:d.
Send SASE forlisl. Tom Le.... is. 57 Adkinson Dr..
P..nsacola, FI. 32506. 45j·17501.

Sale/uade. Sc:nd slamp for lisl of old games and
magazines. Bob Lt"·is. 1400 Rainbow Dr.. Sil>'el
Spring, MD 20906. JOI·949·1100.

W;ll1It:d Gen..ral Vols. 12 anel lJ. Will pay
reasonable price plus poslagc. Musl be in good
condilion .. ilh insert~",·her ... aplllicable. AII!etl...rs
ans.....cred. Carl Franzon. RR "I. lkl.1 476·B,
Saw~·er. MI49125, 616-426-3001.

,\dull AREA 1500 ""ants raled or unraled pbm
for PB. Alsolooking for flf,n 3R and OIher games
in area. Omaha and Lincoln included. Douglas
Bowman, RR n, West Poinl, NE 68788.
0102·J72-2568.

Wanl 10 bu}' all four orlgin:ll mis.alignc:d SL
boards plus firsl edilion SL rules plus 51. purple
box. Will pay SAO for allthrCl: and 1(S~ for !lOr·
lion. J. Mishcon, 123 E. Main St., Tilton. NH
03276,60).286-8907.

Gama ""anIW: looking to purchase lhe: following
3M games: Ba/.:!ar. Sleuth. Monad. Tr)'cC,

Breal:thru. Ste"'e Kurzban. 221·30 58 A..'e.•
Ba)'sidc, NY IIJ601.• ndicate .... hichgama. condi·
lion & price.212-423·7817.

For salc: 1914. Guad.olhersinquire. Also .... ish 10
play JR. OR. TRC. DIP ....·ilh players in NYC.
Send SASE "'ilh }'our bid. Call1'''lilc. Gr('80ry
Gubitos.a. 1918·701th SI.. Brooklyn, NY 112001.
Z59-50136.

Cl{K('1 and dra.....er d ..alling. Priers cut and reo
du ..ed. Limited supply SO wrile quickly! Sc:nd a
sdf·addressed. slamped C'nvelope: for informa·
tion, Eric To.....nSl,'nd. RL I, 130lt 3, Sugar GrovC',
NC 29679. 297·J274.

For .<al .. ; 19101, Guadalcana1. '69 Allzio. '64 G"l!,
'65 DO, '62 Bis, SH ea~h or b..sl offer. S..nd
SASE wilh offer. Postpaid in USA. Rob..n S.
Harc, 425 1\ St.. S.W., Ardmor",OK 73401,
405·223·1128.

Wamed: 1914 in v.. r)' good ..ondilion :lnd all
there. I pay any reasonable pric... PI ..as .. ~all or
wril". Mike Haley. 5834 S. Quebe... Tulsa. 01\
741J5,918-49(j·3522.

*
Vol. 12, No, 2-·Tobruk, Panzerblftz. Bulge, Blilzkrieg, Panzer Leader, Sialingrad. 3.10
Vol. 14, No. 2-·Kingmaker-7, Alexander. Squad Leader ... 3.27
Vol. 14, No. 3-·Arab ISfaeli Wars-3, SlaJingrad. Russian Campaign, Third Reich, War At Sea ... 3.17
Vol. 14, No. 4-·ViclOry in the Pacific-2, Stalfngrad. Third Reich, Richlofen's War, JUlland,

1776 ... 2.53
Vol. 14. No. 5-·Squad Leader -3, WS& 1M, Russian Campaign, Midway, Starship Troopers, Third Reich,

Miscellaneous ... 2.77
Vol. 14, No. 6-·D-Day, Victory in the Pacific. Panzer Leader, Caesaf's Legions, Tobruk. .3.51
Vol. IS, No. 1-·GeElysburg-3, Squad Leader, Starship Troopers, Russian Campaign ... 3.48
Vol. IS, No. 2-·Panzer Leader, Sialingrad, Third Reich, D-Day, Rail Baron, VictofY in The

Pacific ... 3.44
Vol. IS, No. 3-·Assaull on Crete-3, Invasion of Malia, Russian Campaign, Third Reich, Squad Leader,

War At Sea, Misc.... 3.44
Vol. IS, No. 4-·Submarine-2, Caesar's Legions, Panzefblilz, Third Reich, \VS & 1M, Squad Leader,

Waterloo ... 3.31
Vol. IS, No. 5-·Midway, WS& 1M, Ofigins-Third Reich, Afrika Korps. D-Day, Squad Leader, Feudal,

Alesia, War Ar Sea, Stafship Trooper ... 3.13
Vol. IS, No. 6-·Cross of Iron-3, Victory In the Pacific, War At Sea, Arab-Israeli Wars, Starship

Troopers, Panzer Leader ... 2.66
Vol. 16, No. 1-·Anzio-3, PanzerbJitz. Third Reich, Napoleon, 1776. Diplomacy ... 2.67
Vol. 16, No. 2-·Bismarck-4, Panzerblitz, Afrika Korps, 1776, WS & 1M ... 3.28
Vol. 16, No. 3-·Panzer Leader, Cross of Iron. War At Sea, Tobruk, 1776, Midway, Misc 3.33
Vol. 16, No. 4-·Magic Realm-3, The Russian Campaign, Cross of Iron, Third Reich, Misc 3.23
Vol. 16, No. S-·The Russian Campaign, Submarine, Starship Troopers, War At Sea, Panzerblitz, Rail

Baron, Napoleon, Blitzkrieg, Misc.... 3.27
Vol. 16, No. 6-·Dune-3, Anzio4 player Diadem. Diplomacy, Outdoor Survival, Anzio-2, Panzerblitz,

Misc.-3 ... 3.82
Vol. 17, No. l-·War & Peace -3, War At Sea, Third Reich, Cross of Iron, Crescendo of Doom, Midway,

Magic Realm, Luftwaffe, Misc. ·3 ... 2.79
Vol. 17, No. 2-*Crescendo of 00001-3, Vicrory In The Pacific, Microcomputer Games, Waterloo,

Misc ..
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Ten winning entries will receive certificates redeemable for free AH merchandise. To be valid
an entry must be received prior to the mailing of the next GENERAL and include a nurr.~rical

rating for (he issue as a whole as well as list the best 3 articles. The solution will be announced in
the next issue and the winners in the following issue.

Issue as a whole ... (Rale from I 10 10, with I equating excellent, 10 equating terrible)
Best J Articles
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It is the Allied late October, 1941 turn. The Afrika Korps is threatening to

cut off the Allied home base and thus prevent the November reinforcements
from landing. To that end the German has just used his supply #3 to sustain a
3-1 attack which eliminated SO/ISO and 9A/18leaving the Allies with the units
shown, plus supply #2 which could arrive in the British home base at the start
of his turn. Bologna is shown following its retreat after a 1-5 soak-off.

At this point the Germans have lost IS/liS and Pavia. Brescia and Trenta
have Tobruk under siege and Savena occupies the home base. Supply unit #1 is
west of Tobruk. Allied losses total 14 factors-12 one factor units and one
2-2-6. Two 4-4-7s and the 3-3-7 hold Tobruk. If the Allies can hold open the
home base for the November reinforcements, the Germans will be in trouble;
with four 4-4-7s and the 3-3-7 available the Germans cannot prevent 3-1
counterattacks.

The Allied objective is to prevent German combat units from being adja
cent to the home base at the end of the German early November turn. To enter,
fill out the chart below with the move which is most likely to maintain British
control of their home base for another turn. List the hex of every British unit at
the end of the movement portion of your turn. If attacking, list the defender,
battle odds, and the order of attack; i.e., if three units are all attacking in the
same battle which you want resolved first, print a "I" in the Order of Attack
space for each of the attacking units in that attack.

Hex Order of
o . d A k' Odd A k

r·····....···...r..~i~·~~....i
: READER BUYER'S GUIDE + ~ i i :H'~ ~ I:[. +
t + = ~~.g ~ ~ so go ~ g ++ + Ut t") t;" III ~~ ttl 0. = +
+ :

;·gn~o"g. ;~a +
+CIRCUSMAXIMUS $8.00 ~g ~ '; ~~ ;; c;~.

>II'lOtto;'tto ~Q.~ C1 :
-,=3cl'D'" ~2.-+ + c~~~~~ ~c~ g+Tactical Game of Chariot Races + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;; =' ~ ~ Cl. +

+ '0 til :;;;' _~. ~ tto 'Q ~ .....+ !o::;;~~ 000' ~ +
+i INSTRUCTIONS: Rare all categories bv placing a + i ~ ~ ~_! ~ i.; oi ~ +

number ranging from 1 through 9 in the ap· • ." w, ... _. 0 +
propriate spaces to the rigl'H (1 equating excel· + i i ~ :.. a. ~ i ~ a. ;g +
lent; 5-average; and g·terrible). EXCEPTION: + ~ ~ ~ E: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ +
Rate item No. 10 in terms of minutes necessary + ~ g ~ ~ 3 3 g ~ ~ ~ ++to play game as recorded in lO-minute incre. "g 'g 0 g ~ 0 ~ ftI §. ;-

: + a=a."CI;; :"gt: ., :rnents. EXAMPLE: If you've found that it takes lIP I'D 0 0. - 0 (II tto CJO

:

o=~=c.o ... ;-en 1!
,WQ and a half hours to play FRANCE 1940, you ~ ~ :,' ~.; : ~:.. 'I'

+would give it a GAME LENGTH rating of "15," - _ § C f') 0 :
:~;:;; :'~ ;g.~+ Participate in these reviews only if you are + c ~~ )0 C et ~ -6 ~+familiar with the game in question. t: n~ ~ ~ ~ ~ [ 0 i

+ :: ~:c i;; g 2,~ =+ 1. Physical Quality -: ~ ~;;;. Ci :; ~ ~ ~ ('l

1
2. Mapboard - ~ ~ ~ '" =. g ~ ~ ~ +
3. Components =r ~ » ~ 0- : a.~' "C--t 'g ~.~ ~ ~ ;;; ~ 2 t;"_ :
4. Ease of Understanding : ~ ~" > t:: "~- '"

5 -- :;.~:~ 2~a+ .Completeness of Rules -- ~ t"\ ~ ;;. ~ :;; ~ 3 C'l +

i
6. Play Balance --. g ~;;;. ;; co. ;" ~ 3 +
7. Realism ." ~.. ~;l ;; 3!2. '"--+ g ~ i: 3 ~ O'! g ~ +
B. Excitement level --+;; ~ i' ~ g1 ;;; x = +

i
1~' ~veralll valu~ --+ ~ i ~ a¥: n; ~ +

. arne engt --t ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ t
The review sheet may be cut out, photocopied, t ~ ~ ~ §. E O:~. ~ VJ t

+or merely drawn on a separate sheet of paper. t ;:;. ~ :; ~ : S' ~ ;- +
Mail it to our 4517 Harford Road address with t ~ 3 ~ '6 ~ ~ ~ ~ •

t your contest entry or opponents wanted ad. Mark ~:; ;: ~ ~ : ~ g g+such correspondence to the attention of the R & t. ~ 3 ~ S' ~ "go 3~ +
1

0 Department. + g ~ ~ e: ~: :3 g ~ +

·O;;;;;;;tW~·;;:d~:';;'~~o7d
I. Want-ads will be accepted only when printed on this form or a facsimile and must be accorn· +
panied by a 50el' token fee. No refunds. t
2. For Sale, Trade, or Wanted To Buy ads will be accepted only when dealing with collector's +
ilems (out of prim AH games) and are accompaniep by a $1.00 token fee. No refunds. +
3. Insert copy on lines provided (25 words maximum) and print name, address, and phone i
number on (he appropriate lines.
4. Please PRINT. If your ad is illegible, ir will nOI be printed.
5. So that as many ads as possible can be printed wirhin our limited space, we request that you use
official state and game abbreviarions. Don'l list your entire collecrion, list only rhose you are mOSI t
interested in locating opponenls for. :
Afrika Korps-AK. Air Force-AF, Alexander-AL, Alpha Omega-AD, Anzio-AZ, Arab·
Israeli Wars, AIW. Armor Supremacy-AS, Assauh On Crete/Invasion Of Malta-AOC,
Bismarck-BIS, Blitzkrieg-Bl, Battle Of The Bulge-RB, Caesar Alesia-CAE, Caesar's t
Legions-Cl, Chancellorsville-CH. Circus Maximus-CM, Cross Of Iron-COl, Crescendo Of t
Doom-COD, Daunlless-DL, D-Day-DD, Diplomacy-DIP, Fcudal-FL, Flat Top-FT, :
Fortress Europa-FE, France 40-FR, Fury In The West-FITW, Gettysburg-GE,
Insurgency-INS, Ju'land-JU, Kingmaker-KM, The Longe" Day-TLD, Luflwarfe-LW,
Machiavelli-MA, Magic Realm-MR, Midway-MD, Napoleon-NP, Naval War-NW, +
Objeclive: Allanta-OA, Origins--:-OR, Outdoor Survival-OS, Pa~zerblitz-P~, Panzer +
leader-Pl, Rail Baron-RB, Rlchthofen's War-RW, The .Russlan Campalgn-TR~, +
Samurai-SA, Squad leader-Sl, Shenandoah-SH, Siallngrad-STAL, Starshlp
Troopers-SST, Source Of The Nile-SON, Submarine-SUB, Tactics I1-TAC, Third i
Reich-3R, Tobruk-TB, Trireme-TR, Victory In The Pacific-VITP, Viva Espana-VE, War
and Peace-W&P, War At Sea-WAS, Walerloo-WAT, Wizard's Quest-WQ, Wooden Ships
& Iron Men-WSIM. +

--I
:
+

I
I:



NEW AFRIKA KORPS RULES AVAILABLE

AN IMPORTANT NOTICE TO
ELITE CLUB TICKET HOLDERS

WAR AT SEA VARIANT KIT

THE GENERAL

"If I'd been
manager, they
would have
won the series!"

At ALL-STAR REPLAY, that's the kind of talk we
like to hear. ALL-STAR REPLAY is the colorful
quarterly magazine for people who have three
things in common: 1) They're all dedicated sports
fans, 2) They all play and enjoy Sports Illustrated
Games, and 3) They all would have been terrific
coaches and managers if they'd had the chance.

With the realism and accuracy of Sports
Illustrated Games they get the chance to manage
their own teams and players, in games covering the
entire range of sports, including pro and college
football, baseball, Grand Prix auto racing, basket
ball, track and field. championship golf, and
thoroughbred horse racing. And with ALL-STAR
REPLAY they learn how to win, with incisive
articles on the play and strategy of all of the Sports
Illustrated Games in every issue. But that's not all.

ALL-STAR REPLAY is where the thousands of SI
Game fans get together to form leagues and meet
fellow players, read news of national and regional
tournaments, enter special reader contests, and
enter free ads for games, game parts, and new
opponents. It's also a place to find actual sports
histories, game analyses, and special new rules
and sometimes even new teams and charts' Recent
issues have included new Grand Prix tracks for our
SPEED CIRCUIT game, a re-running of the 1957
Kentucky Derby for our WIN, PLACE &SHOW game,
and even individual player cards for the 1977 World
Series for our SI baseball game.

For less than the gate price you pay for most
tickets these days you can have a whole year of
fun with ALL-STAR REPLAY. Just $5.00 for a one
year subscription, or $9.00 for two.

Subscribe today, and take over a team in your
favorite sport. And who knows? Maybe this year.
you'll win the Series!

o 1-yr sub to All-Star Replay @ $5.00
o 2-yr sub to All-Star Replay @ $9.00

Name _

Address _

City

Zip Date of this order _

o Check or money order to: The Avalon Hill
Game Co.

Bill: ( ) Amexco ( ) Master Charge ( ) Visa

Account No. _

Expiration Date _

Good news for Elite Club members. From now
on your Elite Club Discount coupons are good
towards the Mail order purchase of any Avalon
Hill game direct from Avalon Hill-not just the
Mail Order only variety.

Discounts are applicable only to those mem
bers of the Elite Club who staple their 1980
calendar year Elite Club ticket to their order. Used
or lost Elite Club tickets are not replaced under
any circumstances.

You too can become a member of the Elite
Club. To qualify you must place a mail order for
any six Avalon Hill games. No discounts apply to
this qualifying order. When placing such an order

A completely rewritten set of rules for
AFRIKA KORPS which replaces the old
rulebook, battle manual, combat results table,
and situation card is now available from our parts
dept. for separate mail order purchase for $4.00.
This new rulebook does not alter play of the game

Since so many WAR A T SEA variants have
appeared in THE GENERAL, it seemed obvious
that someone should, and would eventually, tie
them all together. I (ARM) decided I was that
someone. Unbeknownst to me, Paul Kaster had
come to the same decision at about the same time.
So, WAR A T SEA 2 is a joint effort, and
although I did the actual writing, almost all of the
new ideas are Paul's, while the rest of the rules are
a combination of the other variants.

WAR A T SEA 2 expands the basic game from
six sea areas to nine, adding the Black Sea, the
Cape of Good Hope, and the Caribbean. The
number of ports is expanded from nine to seven
teen, adding Sevastopol, Turkey, Greece, Alexan
dria, Oran, Toulon, Gibraltar, and Africa. In ad
dition, some of the other ports in the game have
been renamed. France is now Brest, for instance.

The revised OBs include seventeen French
ships, two Greek ships, eight American ships, and
seven Russian ships, as well as additional British
and German ships. Land-based air units, that
function somewhat like the air units in VICTOR Y
IN THE PACIFIC, are substituted for each side's
lone airstrike marker.

The rules change many of the basic WAR A 7
SEA rules and add much more to them. New rules
cover three new Convoys, the Axis Afrika Korps
and the Allied Tiger and Torch Convoys. Other
rules cover German Surface Raiders, POC
changes and additions, access to Neutral Ports,
the British X-Craft, the Italian Frogmen, and
restricted movement for ships of some na
tionalities.

Also included is a section of Optional Rules.
These rules can be used as play balance rules or
just to add even more variety to the game. Many
of these increase or restrict the movement of ships
of certain nationalities.

This variant package is both more and less
than a regular game. Ils parts can be used to play

be sure to ask for your Elite Club membership
card/tickets to insure we don't forget.

You'll then be a lifetime member of the Avalon

Hill Elite Club & eligible for discounts on games
purchased directly from Avalon Hill every year for
the rest of your life-PROVIDING you don't lose
the membership card. Absolutely no lost cards will
be replaced.

This offer does not include a free subscription
to the GENERA L. and is not to be confused with
the initial offering made in 1974. Your game order
must total at least $50 to qualify you for
membership and can not include any game more
than once.

in any fundamental way-it merely attempts to
clarify the rules of the game and dispose of the few
ambiguities' that have plagued AK players for
years. Maryland residents please add 5% state
sales tax.

any variant published to date and almost any that
you might devise on your own. It is not more
realistic than WAR AT SEA, just more involved.
No attempt has been made to turn the basic game
into a simulation. Quite the contrary, this kit is
for those who like WAR A T SEA and just want
more of a good thing. Players should note,
however, that due to the nature of this variant (it
being a conglomeration of many smaller variants
and adding many variables to the rules), it may
need some tinkering to establish play balance.

The Counter Sheet contallls all the counters
necessary to play any of the variants in THE
GENERAL articles listed below. It is similar to
the WAR A T SEA Variant Counter Sheet that
was previously available. However, players
should note that the new Variant Counter Sheet
does not contain the AIR ASSA ULTONCRETE
variant counters that were included on the
original Variant Counter Sheet. The mapboard
can also be used to play all of these variants.
I. Vol 13, No 3-"WAR AT SEA In The
Mediterranean" (part of "Basic Probability In
WAR AT SEA") by Richard Hamblen

2. Vol 14, No 3-"WAR AT SEA & The French
Navy" by Dr. Joseph Connolly

3. Vol 14, No 4-"Victory At Sea" by Richard
Hamblen

4. Vol 15, No l-"Letter To The Editor" by
John Lyman

5. Vol 15, No 3-"WAR AT SEA And The Rus
sian Navy" by Sean Canfield

The WAR A T SEA Variant Kit which includes
an unmounted 22" x 24" mapboard, three OB
Charts (one Axis and two Allied), a six page
rulebook, and the new WAR AT SEA Variant
Counter Sheet, is available direclly from The
Avalon Hill Game Company, 4517 Harford Rd.,
Baltimore, Maryland 21214 for $9.50 plus lQlt/o
postage and handling charges. Maryland
residents please add 5OJo stale sales lax.


